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ABSTRACT 

Chronic pain affects approximately 100 million Americans. Opioids are the 

mainstay therapy for the treatment of chronic pain. While physicians and patients 

alike are apprehensive about using opioids due to their side effects including 

respiratory depression and addiction, 259 million opioid prescriptions were 

written in 2012. Although opioids are the most efficacious available analgesics, 

they increase both positive and negative reinforcement, ultimately leading to 

addiction. The pro-nociceptive neurotransmitter, Substance P (SP) and its 

corresponding receptor (NK1R), are not only found on pain pathways to promote 

pain but also found in the ventral tegmental area associated with dopamine 

neurons. Studies have shown that Substance P can potentiate positive 

reinforcement of opiates and may play a role in opioid reward. Here using in vivo 

microdialysis, we show that systemic morphine significantly increases SP release 

in the VTA, an effect mediated by ventral midbrain GABAergic neurons. 

Substance P administered to the VTA results in a significant increase in 

dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens (NAc). Using CRISPR-Cas9 

knockdown of NK1R in the VTA we prevent the induction of opiate reward as 

tested using a conditioned place preference paradigm (CPP). Finally, we 

developed a novel opioid agonist/NK1R antagonist bifunctional compound, 

TY032, which inhibits acute and chronic pain in male rats. Importantly, TY032 

microinjection into the VTA did not increase extracellular dopamine release in the 

NAc and did not produce a positive CPP score. These data indicate dual 
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targeting of the dopamine reward circuitry and pain pathways with multifunctional 

opioid-NK1R compounds may be an effective strategy in developing future 

analgesics that lack the potential for abuse. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 PAIN 

According to the International Association for the Study of Pain, pain is an 

unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential 

tissue damage1. The history of the study of pain was a long and arduous one 

indeed2, with multiple modifications to the definition along the way. But what has 

not changed in the nearly four hundred years since Descarte’s illustration of the 

pain pathway is the fact that many human pathologies eventually lead to pain 

and potential suffering. Of course, the differences between acute and chronic 

pain are numerous and diverse. Chronic pain affects approximately 30% of the 

United States population, more than the sum of heart disease, cancer and 

diabetes.3 While clinicians do have an array of analgesics in their toolbox to treat 

the multitude of acute painful presentations, chronic pain has limited therapeutic 

alternatives4. While in the acute setting opiates such as morphine provide the 

necessary pain relief patients are seeking, in the long term they bring with them 

intolerable and ultimately unacceptable side effects, often worse than the original 

pain itself5. In the following sections, the pain circuit will be discussed with a 

particular emphasis on a specific neurotransmitter, substance p. Later, the 

mechanisms of pain relief will be discussed and how the use of opioid analgesics 

transitioned into “The Opioid Epidemic.” 
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A. PAIN ANATOMY AND NEUROTRANSMISSION 

The pain circuit is a complex set of neurons and support cells organized to 

carry various modalities of nociceptive input from the periphery to the brain. 

Along the way, multiple synapses between neurons are made such that spinal 

reflexes can assist in the removal of the insult before the conscious processing 

has even begun. Nociceptive inputs include thermal, mechanical or chemical 

stimuli carried from the periphery to the spinal cord by either medium diameter 

myelinated Aδ fibers or small diameter unmyelinated C fibers6. The myelinated 

afferents mediate the acute, sharp, “fast” pain while the unmyelinated afferents 

carry a duller, poorly localized, “slow” pain. All nociceptors contain a cell body 

located outside of the spinal cord in a cluster of nuclei called the dorsal root 

ganglia (DRG) for somatic pain or outside the brainstem in the trigeminal 

ganglion for facial or head pain. The cell bodies send a central projection to the 

dorsal horn of the spinal cord or the nucleus caudalis of the medulla and a 

peripherally directed axon to the target tissue. In this way, a nociceptive stimulus 

in the tissue, when adequately noxious, will direct an action potential through the 

primary afferent, propagating toward the central nervous system and terminating 

in the dorsal horn where it will synapse with a second order neuron. At the 

synapse, the primary afferent will release pronociceptive neurotransmitter which 

may be amino acids or peptidergic in nature. 

A given subtype of nociceptor (Aδ or C) is considered heterogeneous in 

that it can carry multiple modalities of nociceptive input. For instance Aδ fibers 
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can respond to both mechanical and chemical stimuli or thermal and chemical 

stimuli for the “fast” pain response. Likewise, the unmyelinated C-fibers are 

considered heterogeneous in that they can transmit mechanical and thermal 

input. This would lead to a slower, duller pain. 

The chemical transmitter released in the dorsal horn is of critical 

importance for functional organization and understanding of the various 

nociceptors. C-fibers are subdivided into those that release peptides such as 

substance p (SP) and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), and those that are 

non-peptidergic. The peptidergic C-fibers are responsive to nerve growth factor 

(NGF) as they express the TrkA neurotrophin receptor, a growth factor receptor 

that plays a role in neuronal differentiation (into SP containing neurons in this 

case). The non-peptidergic fibers are responsive to glial derived neurotrophic 

factor (GDNF), neurturin and artemin. 

The primary afferent will release its chemical messenger to the second 

order neuron at various layers, or lamina, of the dorsal horn. While the light-touch 

sensitive Aβ fibers project to the deeper dorsal horn lamina V, the nociceptive 

fibers tend to synapse more superficially. The C fibers project to laminae I and II 

(termed substantia gelatinosa) while the Aδs project to lamina I and V. Within 

each lamina, there is extraordinary further subdivision. For example, while C 

fibers do project to both laminae I and II, the peptidergic C fibers specifically 

project to lamina I and the dorsal part of lamina II7. The non-peptidergic fibers 

terminate mid/inner lamina II. From the dorsal horn, the second order neuron will 
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immediately decussate and ascend the spinal cord via the spinothalamic tract 

where the nociceptive signal will be relayed to many higher order central nuclei. 

In the dorsal horn, the primary afferent releases its neurotransmitter into 

the synaptic space where it will eventually bind to and activate its receptor on the 

second order neuron. In the case of the neurotransmitter glutamate, it will 

activate glutamate receptors which can be either ionotropic or metabotropic in 

nature. The ionotropic receptors on the post-synaptic side include AMPA, NMDA, 

and kainate8, of which NMDA is typically silent in an uninjured state9. The 

metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluR1-5) are on the second order neurons 

themselves, but also on the support cells, glia10,11. SP and CGRP are released 

and act on their only known receptors, metabotropic receptors which are GPCRs. 

Any of these receptors on the second order neuron can, and usually are, 

upregulated during a hyperalgesic state while NMDA receptors come out of 

quiescence, one mechanism of central sensitization.  

The three canonical modalities of pain--temperature, mechanical, and 

chemical--must be transduced into the language of the nervous system, electrical 

conduction. Each modality no doubt has multiple, if not dozens of transducer 

varieties-- each flavor converting the energetic signal and intensity into a graded 

electrical impulse ultimately producing a centrally directed action potential that 

will alert the CNS of impending danger or tissue damage. The transducer, or 

device that converts energy from one form to another, is usually a membrane 

bound protein in the form of a receptor. 
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For temperature transduction, the transient receptor potential (TRP) 

channels, nonspecific cation channels, convert thermal energy into electrical 

energy by opening and allowing the influx of Na+ and Ca2+ in response to heat. 

TRPV1 in particular is activated at the noxious temperature of 43°C12 while some 

of the other 30 members of the TRP channels are opened at higher 

temperatures13 to signal an even greater impending disaster. For the nociceptive 

signaling of noxious cold, the peripheral nervous system employs the TRPM814 

channel, previously called the cold and menthol sensitive receptor (CMR1)15. 

Much like the TRPV1 channels, TRPM8 is a nonspecific excitatory membrane 

bound channel that opens upon noxious cold stimulation. Of course, lower 

threshold cold receptors exist as well, notably TRPA1, formerly called 

ANKTM116. The biophysical properties of both heat and cold sensitive proteins 

can be altered by numerous signal transduction pathways leading to greater 

sensitivity, or lower threshold to activation. For instance, a sunburn on the skin 

can induce an inflammatory response, eliciting downstream intracellular 

mediators that ultimately phosphorylate the TRPV1 channel and/or reduce its 

interaction with membrane bound PIP2, reducing TRPV1 threshold for activation. 

In this way, an innocuous temperature will activate the TRPV1 and thus, the 

sensory fiber, and signal nociception. Since its cloning in 1997, TRPV1 has been 

an obvious pharmacological target in the pharmaceutical industry as a potential 

analgesic. Multiple TRPV1 antagonists have been developed with optimistic 

expectations of their potential efficacy in the chronic pain population. 
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Unfortunately, a major side effect of the TRPV1 antagonists was a pyretic 

response due to its blocking of hypothalamic TRPV1 receptors critical in 

regulating the body’s temperature17. There are still multiple strategies to 

overcome obstacles in the TRP channel field, but it may be several years before 

an efficacious analgesic hits the market for safe use in patients. 

Chemical modalities of nociceptive transduction typically utilize membrane 

bound receptors, either metabotropic or ionotropic. The TRP channels discussed 

earlier in thermo-nociception have a prominent role in chemo-nociception as well. 

Capsaicin, menthol, and the isothiocyanates found in mustard are exogenous 

ligands that activate TRPV1, TRPM8, and TRPA1 channels respectively. Other 

ligand gated ion channels include the acid sensing ion channel (ASIC) family of 

receptors that sense the acidic environment and signal nociceptive input if the 

appropriate threshold of [H+] is reached. A few notable metabotropic receptors 

involved in chemo-transduction in the nociceptive pathway include the 

bradykinin, prostaglandin, histamine, and substance p GPCRs located in the 

nerve endings of nociceptors. The downstream intracellular cascades may lead 

to either acute nociception, an altering of the sensitivity of other nociceptive 

transducers, or an upregulation of other transducers such as TRPV117. It is 

thought that cytokines such as the interleukins and growth factors like nerve 

growth factor will act on their cognate tyrosine kinase receptor specifically to alter 

the nociceptive threshold. 
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Mechanotransduction, the conversion of kinetic energy into electrical 

impulses, is the third modality of nociceptive input. Candidate mechanoreceptors, 

or pressure sensitive proteins, have been elusive at best over the years. The 

consensus has been, that when found, it will be a pressure sensitive cation 

channel allowing Na+/Ca2+ influx to depolarize the fiber. The previously described 

TRP channels have been candidate mechanotransducers with some evidence 

providing clarity for TRPV2 in particular18. Finally in 2010, the identity of a novel 

mechanically activated cation channel was identified and named “Piezo” (Greek 

for pressure)19. Six years after their discovery, we still know very little about the 

piezo receptors20. We know they are expressed on DRG and trigeminal neurons, 

and within the trigeminal system they are expressed on 30% of corneal 

afferents21. Furthermore, the algogenic peptide bradykinin (and likely other 

inflammatory mediators not yet investigated) increases the expression of piezo in 

HEK cells, and PKA or PKC mediated phosphorylation of piezo decreases its 

threshold of activation, thus increasing its activity, much like that of the TRP 

channels22. While Piezo knockout mice are nonviable, conditional knockouts in 

the DRGs alter the electrophysiological kinetics of Aδ, Aβ, and C fibers23.  

While it is common to consider pain fibers as unidirectional cells, 

transmitting an electrical signal from the periphery to the spinal cord, the reality of 

these sophisticated neurons is quite different. Termed pseudo-unipolar, DRG 

nociceptors are actually a bidirectional signaling apparatus such that both central 

and peripheral terminals have the capacity to release chemical signals. When the 
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peripheral terminals release chemical agents such as SP or CGRP, a process 

called neurogenic inflammation, vasodilatory actions and extravasation ensue. Of 

course, it makes sense that only the peripheral terminals will respond to 

environmental stimuli such as temperature and mechanical stimulation, but both 

the peripheral and central processes can respond to chemical stimuli. Chemical 

stimuli such as acid, neurotransmitters, and lipid mediators can evoke an acute 

nociceptive response as described above or alter the sensitivity of the 

nociceptors. 

There are supraspinal contributions to the processing of pain as well24, 

including but not limited to the descending pathway25. A critical neuroanatomical 

description of descending fibers originating in the ventromedial medulla, passing 

through the dorsolateral funiculus, and terminating in the spinal dorsal horn was 

published in PNAS out of Howard Fields’ lab at UCSF in 197626. Importantly, they 

described descending serotonergic fibers from the dorsal raphe prevented 

noxious stimulus induced dorsal horn activation. In addition to the dorsal horn of 

the spinal cord, comparable descending projections terminate in the nucleus 

caudalis as well27. Initially presented at Society for Neuroscience in 1982, and 

later published in J. Neuroscience in 1983, the Fields group described ON and 

OFF cells in the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM), such that during noxious 

hindpaw stimulation, neuronal discharge of the OFF cells stops while the 

discharge of ON cells increases28. In addition to the RVM, the periaqueductal 

gray (PAG) of the brain stem plays an important role in descending modulation 
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as well24, specifically sending projections to the RVM to modulate efferent tone to 

the spinal cord.  

B. NEUROKININS 

In 1931, Ulf Von Euler and John Gaddum were on an expedition of sorts, 

in search of the distribution of acetylcholine in various equine organs. They came 

across a previously unidentified substance that they were able to concentrate in 

a powdered form, thus naming it “substance p29.” By the 1950s SP was well 

accepted as a polypeptide located in the central nervous system (CNS), 

particularly concentrated in the thalamus, hypothalamus, basal ganglia, and 

tegmentum in addition to the dorsal root ganglia of the peripheral nervous system 

(PNS30). However, it was not until 1970 when Susan Leeman was able to isolate, 

characterize, and sequence SP as an 11-amino-acid peptide that the neurokinin 

field really evolved31. With the newly available antibodies to SP, 

immunohistochemical techniques allowed more precise characterization of 

SPergic neurons in the peripheral and central nervous systems.  

NEUROKININ PHARMACOLOGY 

In 1983, neurokinin A and neurokinin B (NKA and NKB, respectively) were 

discovered and characterized, putting them in the same family as SP (the 

tachykinin family32) based on similar –CO2 terminal sequences.33 By 1984 all 

three neurokinin receptors had been proposed34-37 followed by the permanent 

nomenclature: neurokinin-1 receptor (NK1R), neurokinin-2 receptor (NK2R), and 

neurokinin-3 receptor (NK3R) in 1986.38 Each ligand can bind and activate each 
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receptor, however they all have their preference owing to a graded affinity: SP 

preferentially activates NK1R, NKA preferentially activates NK2R, and NKB 

preferentially activates NK3R (Table 1).39 Cellular and molecular experiments 

linked neurokinin receptor activation to inositol phospholipid hydrolysis40-42 (later 

referred to as Gq coupling). Following receptor activation, the NK1R is rapidly 

internalized leading to visual NK1R+ endosomal varicosities in the dendrites and 

somata of neurons, disappearing an hour later.43 This discovery made future 

cellular investigations into neurokinin pharmacology easier to trace. 

Following clathrin mediated endocytosis, the NK1R-SP complex is 

disassembled and SP is degraded by an endosomal metalloendopeptidase, 

endothelin converting enzyme-1 (ECE-1)44. Termination of this endosomal 

signalosome promotes the trafficking of NK1R back to the plasma membrane and 

re-sensitizes the neurokinin axis45. Therefore, degradation of SP in the 

endosome does not decrease SPergic effects, but rather sustains SPergic 

effects. This is demonstrated using an inflammatory model of SP signaling 

whereby an ECE-1 inhibitor prevented neurokinin receptor re-sensitization and 

reduced overall SP induced inflammation46. 

In addition to post synaptic intracellular SP termination, SP is also broken 

down in the synaptic cleft47 by a variety of peptidases, most importantly by 

neprilysin48, a cell surface metalloendopeptidase and enkephalinase. In the case 

of extracellular SP metabolism, the SPergic effects on vasodilation are 

diminished with a neprilysin inhibitor in the hamster cheek pouch in vivo49. 
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Despite this preclinical outcome, a study using small human resistance arteries 

from patients with coronary artery disease showed no effect of the neprilysin 

inhibitor thiorphan on SP induced vasodilation50, a problem that plagues much of 

translational research (see below). 

Receptor localization is important in determining how the pharmacology 

affects a local neuronal circuit. Complicating the picture, G-protein coupled 

receptors (GPCRs) like the neurokinin family of receptors can act in both rapid 

(Ca2+ or Na+ induced cell activation) and delayed (transcriptional) ways. 

Validating this notion, the activation of the neurokinin family of receptors will 

ultimately lead to an increase in [Ca2+]intracellular, thus potentiating neuronal 

mechanisms of firing an action potential, in addition to activating the nuclear 

translocation of certain transcription factors including NF-ĸB.51 Additionally, 

recent evidence implicates swift activation of a Na+ leak channel, NALCN, as well 

as the closure of G-protein-linked inwardly rectifying K+ (GIRK) channels in the 

rapid SP-induced activation of neuronal action potentials.52-54 

For years, neurokinin antagonist studies were made very difficult by the 

lack of penetration of the available ligands (ie. only peptidergic antagonists were 

available).55 The breakthrough came in 1991 when scientists at Pfizer discovered 

the first nonpeptide molecule with classical competitive antagonism at the 

NK1R.56,57 The identification of this compound led to the discovery of even more 

selective, structurally diverse, nonpeptidic NK1R antagonists at other 

pharmaceuticals, namely Merck’s MK-869, which later became known in the 
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clinic as the antiemetic Aprepitant (EMEND®).58 While considerable time and 

money went into the possibility of Aprepitant working as a standalone analgesic 

and/or antidepressant (without much success, see Neurokinin Antagonists as 

Analgesics),59 the prospect of an NK1R antagonist for the treatment of addiction 

still remains viable (see Neurokinins in the Reward Pathway). 

NEUROKININS IN THE NOCICEPTIVE CIRCUIT 

Early experiments involving SP (circa. 1940s-1950s) provided evidence 

for higher concentrations of the peptide in the dorsal horn than other locations.60 

As early as 1956, administration of SP was shown to prevent morphine 

analgesia61, and i.v. injections of SP would induce pronociceptive behaviors62. 

Further, intrathecal SP administration induced concentration-dependent, rapid, 

and transient caudally directed biting and licking, hind-limb scratching, writhing 

and retching63. In a human population of familial dysautonomia (Riley-Day 

syndrome), in which patients exhibit a severe diminution of temperature and pain 

sensitivity, a reduced population of SP-positive primary afferents were found in 

addition to smaller Lissauer’s tracts64. As early as the 1960s, multiple groups 

proposed morphine’s analgesic effect was mediated by inhibiting the release of 

SP from the primary afferent. 

Microiontophoretic application of SP directly onto dorsal horn grey matter 

produced reversible and immediate excitation in neurons also excitable by the 

application of glutamate65. Neuronal excitation corresponded to increased 

[Ca2+]influx in the dendrites of dorsal horn neurons, lasting about 10-50 seconds66. 
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Anatomical studies using IHC found SP immunoreactivity specifically in the 

substantia gelatinosa in the rat, cat67,68, and finally in the human69, and peripheral 

subcutaneous tissue in the cat70, with agreement amongst the neurokinin 

community that SP was a putative neurotransmitter with both central and 

peripheral release71. The evidence of release from isolated nerve endings 

following electrical pulsation induced, Ca2+ dependent depolarization finally came 

in 197672, and its storage in large dense core vesicles was confirmed in DRG 

neurons in 197773-75. Leeman’s group further characterized the ultrastructural 

SPergic synapses in the dorsal horn with most observed synapses being 

axodendritic in nature, with axoaxonic and axosomatic synapses also observed, 

albeit to a lesser extent76. Upon nociceptive stimulation by either a strong 

hindpaw pinch or hindpaw injection of capsaicin, the distribution of NK1R 

immunoreactivity is drastically altered such that internalization of the receptor in 

lamina I second order neuron distal dendrites appears as “strings of swollen 

varicosities connected by thin fibers77.” Additionally, when noxious heat or cold, 

but not innocuous warm or cool, are applied to the hindpaw of anesthetized rats, 

a graded NK1R internalization is observed corresponding to the intensity of 

temperature applied78. NK1R internalization and subsequent resensitization 

appears to take 60min to complete79. Since NKA and SP are coreleased from 

primary afferents, and the NK2R does not exist in the dorsal horn, an 

investigation into the differential effects of each of the neurotransmitters 

proceeded to clarify the potential role of NKA in nociception. The study out of the 
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Basbaum lab found that NKA release from the primary afferent equally activate 

and internalize NK1Rs found in the distal dendrites of dorsal horn neurons80, and 

concluded that NKA may actually have a greater influence on nociceptive 

signaling. 

Capsaicin induced--central and peripheral--SP release lent further 

evidence for the role of SP as a primary afferent, pronociceptive 

neurotransmitter81,82. Strikingly, when newborn rats were administered capsaicin, 

they demonstrated an irreversible loss of spinal and peripheral SP83. When 

capsaicin was administered intrathecally to adults, a robust irritation lasting 10-15 

minutes ensued in the rats84. However, the next day thermal and chemical 

nociceptive thresholds were significantly increased while dorsal horn SP was 

significantly decreased. The authors suggested the analgesic properties of 

capsaicin were mediated by a depletion of spinal SP, a fact that has reinforced 

the use of over-the-counter capsaicin containing analgesics like Capzasin. 

Further investigation revealed capsaicin administration reduced SP content in 

synaptic vesicles83. In vivo studies demonstrated a block of capsaicin induced SP 

release by morphine85--reversed by naloxone-- providing some of the first 

evidence for morphine’s analgesic mechanisms. Further, μ and δ opioid agonists 

prevented evoked SP release, but ĸ agonists did not86. The same study 

demonstrated that α2-adrenergic agonists, but not α1 or β-receptor agonists, 

prevented stimulation evoked SP release. 
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The peripheral effects of SP induced by antidromic stimulation of DRG 

neurons were further characterized and shown to have a potent vasodilatory and 

extravasatory effect87 by activating cutaneous mast cells which subsequently 

release histamine to promote neurogenic inflammation88, but not in denervated 

skin89,90. While there are some reports of direct activation of primary afferents by 

SP in the periphery91,92, thus requiring NK1R to be located on the peripheral 

terminal of the primary afferent, the large pool of evidence of SP acting in the 

periphery points to indirect activation of the nociceptor93. That is, SP is 

unequivocally released by bipolar DRG nociceptors in the periphery, acting on 

and activating immune cells94 such as macrophages95 to induce an oxidative 

burst and IL-196 and thromboxane release97, monocytes to induce production of 

IL-1 and TNF-α94 and chemotaxis98, and mast cells to release histamine99 and 

leukotrienes. Each of these factors on their own have the propensity to directly 

activate peripheral nerve endings of nociceptors94. Additionally, neurogenic 

release of SP at the peripheral nerve terminal will act directly on the 

endothelium100,101 in the vasculature, particularly in arterioles, capillaries, and 

venules, to induce vasodilation102,103 and extravasation104-106. Each of these 

effects have been effectively blocked by a NK1R antagonist. 

While glutamate and SP/NKA are co-localized in the same primary 

afferents107,108, different activating stimuli are necessary for the differential 

release of each. In other words, they each have their own threshold for release. 

For example, a higher frequency of stimulation is required for SP release than is 
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needed for glutamate release from the primary afferent109. Therefore, it seems 

plausible that glutamate signals all intensities of pain while SP signals only high 

intensities of pain. This is what a study using a knockout of the tachykinin 1 gene 

(Tac1) found in mice110. The group also found neurogenic inflammation was 

significantly reduced in the Tac1 KO mice, such that mice lacked post-capillary 

venule extravasation of protein. In the same issue of Nature, another group found 

that in NK1R-/- mice, only acute inflammatory pain was disrupted111. Similarly, a 

PNAS report the following year described intact tail-flick in Tac1-/- but lacked a 

response to subcutaneous formalin112. 

In addition to the spinal cord, supraspinal pain processing utilizing 

neurokinin signaling exists as well. For example, some of the dorsal horn second 

order neurons containing NK1R project to the PAG113. In addition, SPergic 

projections are found in the PAG114, where they apparently increase nociceptive 

thresholds to both thermal and mechanical stimuli115. Interestingly, systemic 

morphine increases PAG SP release, a potential mechanism of morphine 

analgesia (discussed below). About 6% of the total neuronal population of the 

PAG express NK1R, particularly- in the dorsal PAG- mostly contained to cell 

bodies and dendrites116. 

The canonical view of descending modulation of pain states that PAG 

descending neurons project to the RVM, which further descends to the dorsal 

horn of the spinal cord117. In the RVM, microiontophoretic application of SP 

significantly increased spontaneous activity and NMDA-evoked activity of ON 
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cells and blocked by a selective NK1R antagonist, with no effect on OFF cells118. 

Subsequent IHC revealed NK1Rs are coexpressed on nearly all NMDAR 

containing neurons in the RVM. When administered into the RVM in vivo, an 

NK1R antagonist blocked intraplantar capsaicin induced thermal hyperalgesia 

and mechanical allodynia in rats119. This provided some of the first evidence that 

SP may be acting in a descending modulatory manner to alter nociceptive 

sensitivity. 

NEUROKININ REMODELLING IN CHRONIC PAIN 

 Chronic pain is an undesired, long-term reception of nociceptive input. In 

some cases it may be due to peripheral sensitization and some due to central 

sensitization. SP and its receptors play a role in both. 

 Inflammatory conditions have the most pronounced effect on the 

neurokinin system, rendering the nociceptive fibers more sensitive to noxious, 

and sometime even innocuous stimuli. An early study providing evidence that SP 

plays a role in inflammatory pain found that injections of SP directly into the foot 

pad of the rat hindpaw induced long-lasting hyperalgesia, suggesting 

endogenous SP released from local inflammatory cells may mediate long term 

changes in chronic inflammatory pain120. Likewise, intrathecal SP administration 

increased spinal prostaglandin E2
121

 and led to hyperalgesia. The intrathecal SP 

induced hyperalgesia was blocked by an intrathecally administered protein 

kinase C (PKC) inhibitor122 suggesting the downstream intracellular signaling 

cascades induced by Gq coupling may lead to hyperalgesia via phosphorylation 
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events, particularly of the NMDA receptor. In the spinal cord grey matter (lamina I 

and II), Tacr1 mRNA was found in two-fold greater concentrations after Freund’s 

adjuvant-induced hindpaw inflammation123. This increase corresponded to an 

increase in immunostaining for NK1R in lamina I124, and parallels the behavioral 

changes seen in injury125. In follow up studies, NK1R internalization was 

increased after noxious mechanical and thermal stimulation in an inflammatory 

model compared to naïve animals126. Critically, 75% of neurons in lamina I 

contained internalized NK1Rs following innocuous, light brushing of the hindpaw, 

supporting its possible use as a ‘molecular marker’ of allodynia. In another 

animal model of inflammatory pain, intra-plantar injection of tuberculosis had a 

reduced effect on footpad swelling and mechanical hyperalgesia in NK1R-/- 

compared to control127. Additionally, pre-pro-tachykinin A (PPT-A) mRNA 

expression was increased in the lumbar DRG following either formalin or 

Freund’s adjuvant injection into the hindpaw128. In fact, Aβ fibers, which normally 

convey light innocuous touch and do not typically release SP, undergo a 

phenotypic switch under inflammatory conditions such that they start to express 

SP and convey noxious information to the CNS129. The typical nociceptors 

containing SP are reliant on nerve growth factor (NGF) for proper maturation and 

function such that application of NGF to these neurons increases SP content in 

both the dorsal spinal cord and in peripheral subcutaneous tissue130. 

Inflammation increases NGF levels in the periphery131, thus mediating the 
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increased expression of SP in nociceptors132,133. In the case of Aβ switch to 

nociceptive fiber, the phenotypic shift is NGF dependent. 

 In nerve injury models, Tacr1 knockout animals do not exhibit decreased 

withdrawal thresholds to mechanical nociceptive stimuli, indicating a less 

prominent role in acute pain and more crucial role for the receptor in nerve injury 

induced neuropathic pain134. When the sciatic nerve was transected, intrathecal 

SP produced increased biting and scratching behavior than controls, indicating 

an increased sensitivity of the neurokinin system following nerve injury135. Further 

work demonstrated that, DRG SP was depleted 10 days after the transection. 

Similarly, in a partial nerve injury model, SP content was significantly decreased 

in the DRG, while much like in the inflammatory model, NK1R expression was 

increased in laminae I and II of the dorsal horn136 following an increase in the 

expression of Tacr1 mRNA137. However, in PKCγ-/- mice, those nerve injury 

induced spinal alterations were lost. Critically, when the NK1R antagonist L-

732,138 was administered intrathecally prior to and post-sciatic nerve 

constriction, mechanical allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia were significantly 

attenuated 8 days post-injury138. When the compound was administered 8 days 

after the surgical injury, it too attenuated pain behaviors. This crucially points to 

the fact that the neurokinin system is involved in the induction and maintenance 

phases of neuropathic pain. 

 Paclitaxel is a major chemotherapeutic with one of the dose limiting side 

effects being chemotherapy induced neuropathy (CIN)139. In an animal model of 
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CIN, paclitaxel induced peripheral neuropathy was reversed by an inhibitor of SP 

release, pemirolast140, and by L-732,138141. Additionally, paclitaxel significantly 

increased SP release from cultured DRG neurons, an effect blocked by a PKC 

inhibitor142. Not all chemotherapeutics lead to neuropathic pain via alterations in 

the neurokinin system. For instance oxaliplatin, working via a completely different 

mechanism than paclitaxel, does not alter the neurokinin system, be it SP 

peptide or NK1R expression. 

 In an animal model of diabetic neuropathy using streptozotocin, SP 

content was significantly reduced in DRG neurons while NK1R binding sites were 

significantly increased in the dorsal horn, leading the authors to conclude the 

neurokinin system may be supersensitive in diabetic neuropathy eventuating in a 

lowered nociceptive threshold143. Correspondingly, an NK1R antagonist 

administered 4 weeks after the induction of diabetes prevented mechanical 

allodynia and thermal hypersensitivity144. 

 Following experimental chronic inflammatory insult, there are significant 

changes in the RVM- cyto and molecular- architecture and in paw withdrawal 

latency to thermal stimuli and mechanical withdrawal threshold. Consonant with 

this notion, the density of SP immunoreactive fibers were significantly increased 

following intraplantar injection of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA)145. Using 

NK1R internalization as a marker of SP signaling, CFA treated animals exhibited 

increased neurokinin activity only after noxious thermal stimulation146, 

highlighting the fact that endogenous SP is not released in the RVM under 
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normal circumstances, and even under the condition of chronic inflammation only 

exerts its effects after an elicited noxious stimulus. Much like many brain regions, 

the RVM is composed of multiple nuclei and exhibits a marked heterogeneity. 

Thus, it was important to determine which cells may be facilitating the 

endogenous actions of SP in promoting hyperalgesia. NK1R is certainly 

expressed on ON cells in the RVM118. An NK1R antagonist was shown to 

attenuate capsaicin evoked excitation of ON cells, but had no effect on OFF 

cells147. Behaviorally, as expected, intra-RVM administration of NK1R antagonists 

significantly attenuate the thermal hyperalgesia but not mechanical allodynia 

induced by CFA148, and ablation of NK1R expressing neurons in the RVM using 

the conjugated SP-SAP likewise prevented capsaicin induced hyperalgeisa149. 

Complicating the role of NK1R activation of descending inputs in the RVM, intra-

RVM SP administration affected spinal processing of nociceptive input via dorsal 

horn modulation of 5-HT signaling, NMDAR phosphorylation, and even shifted 

the GABAAR anion potential through phosphorylation of the Na-K-Cl 

cotransporter150. 

NEUROKININ ANTAGONISTS AS ANALGESICS 

 With all of this wonderful preclinical evidence for how the neurokinin axis 

is involved in pain processing and how it is altered in chronic pain states, it 

seems reasonable that a neurokinin antagonist would effectively block pain 

transmission in humans; unfortunately this is not the case. The 1990’s brought 

about several clinical investigations into the family of NK1R antagonists’ efficacy 
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in pain relief. Presented at the 1998 American Society for Clinical Pharmacology 

and Therapeutics Conference in New Orleans were two failed studies out of Eli 

Lilly on Lanepitant. Lanepitant, although a selective NK1R antagonist151 and 

potent inhibitor of neurogenic dural inflammation152, failed to demonstrate 

efficacy in acute migraine attacks in established migraineuers153-155. Similarly, 

Lanepitant failed to provide analgesia in painful diabetic neuropathy156,157 and 

osteoarthritis158. Novartis’ NK1R antagonist TKA731 also failed to reduce pain 

ratings in a multicenter, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled and 

parallel-group study on painful diabetic neuropathy159. L-754,030, also called MK-

0869 developed by Merck, was ineffective at relieving post dental surgery pain 

compared to placebo160 and equally ineffective in treating postherpetic 

neuralgia161. This compound would later prove useful for the prevention of 

chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting and is now known as Aprepitant162. 

Aprepitant was later investigated in human volunteers in an experimentally 

induced model of central sensitization, providing no analgesic efficacy163. In 

another human volunteer study investigating the functional connectivity of various 

brain regions involved in pain processing, Aprepitant had no effect on reducing 

the activity of such areas while buprenorphine did164. Pfizer’s CJ11974, also 

known as Ezlopitant, was ineffective in relieving pain associated with 

fibromyalgia165. 
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One of the only studies to demonstrate clinical analgesic efficacy of NK1R 

antagonism was in a human dental pain model166, albeit the reduction in pain 

was modest- about half that of ibuprofen. 

With such an expensive failure for an entire drug class in a potentially 

hugely profitable market, speculation as to why NK1R antagonists were 

unsuccessful has invoked a variety of probable causes. Undoubtedly, the 

translatability of preclinical studies to effective clinical therapeutics is a problem 

that plagues much of the health sciences. It will suffice to include here for 

completion that perhaps there are differences in animal and human 

physiology/pathophysiology such that the neurokinin system does not play as 

critical a role in human pathogenesis. 

In regards specifically to the neurokinin system, preclinical studies 

provided a critical role for SP in chronic, not acute, nociception. Importantly, 

animal studies indicated induction and maintenance of chronic inflammatory and 

neuropathic pain was, at least in part, mediated by the neurokinin axis. Why then, 

would acute postoperative dental pain (tooth extraction) be used to assess the 

clinical efficacy of Aprepitant? The reason, is that these patients are readily 

available to assess analgesic efficacy, which has in the past provided evidence 

of analgesia with opioids, the most lucrative class of analgesics on the market. 

The NK1R antagonists also failed in postherpetic neuralgia, diabetic neuropathy, 

and fibromyalgia, populations of patients one might expect to be more positively 

affected by this class of drugs. So while the clinical populations that failed in 
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achieving analgesia in clinical trials seemed unsuitable to examine the analgesic 

efficacy of NK1R antagonists in the first place, more appropriate groups of 

patients likewise did not achieve adequate analgesia with these drugs. Perhaps 

the best clinical population for a standalone NK1R antagonist would be those 

suffering from bone cancer pain, rheumatoid arthritis, and visceral pain as these 

conditions include extensive involvement of NK1R. 

Alternatively, one should consider NK1R antagonists will not provide the 

necessary clinical analgesia as standalone therapeutics. Perhaps in combination 

with another proven analgesic, NK1R antagonists could complement the pain 

relief with an additional mechanism of action. Studying dual acting drugs can be 

time consuming and difficult to assess. With many analgesics to choose from, 

selecting the correct drug to use with the NK1R adjuvant is critical167. 

OPIATE MEDIATED ANALGESIA 

Unlike NK1R antagonists, there is little doubt as to the efficacy of opioids in 

treating acute pain and cancer pain168. In fact, the World Health Organization 

(WHO) specifically advocates for the effective treatment of cancer pain with 

opioids169. The use of opioids for various forms of chronic non-cancer pain, 

however, is controversial. While some may argue that neuropathic pain is opioid 

resistant170, others have found morphine to exhibit, for instance, even greater 

pain control of postherpetic neuralgia than lidocaine171. A systematic review of 

opioid efficacy revealed effectiveness of morphine or oxycodone in phantom limb 

pain, diabetic neuropathy, and osteoarthritis, but not musculoskeletal pain168. 
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Following the identification of opioid receptors in 1973172 and the 

differentiation of opioid receptor subtypes in 1977173, multiple groups investigated 

the mechanism of action by which opioids exert their effect on the pain pathway. 

Direct dorsal horn administration of morphine was sufficient to reduce second 

order neuron firing174, primary afferent SP release85, and intrathecal 

administration in vivo was adequate to prevent the nociceptive spinal reflex and 

operant response, both effects inhibited by naloxone175. The genes for μ, δ, and ĸ 

opioid receptors were cloned176; μ-receptor knockouts were insensitive to the 

analgesic, rewarding, and withdrawal effects of morphine177, and in drug-free 

states had reduced nociceptive thresholds178, suggesting endogenous opioid 

peptides were crucial for baseline nociceptive activity. In the primary afferent, 

opioid receptors were found at central terminals in the dorsal horn179,180, co-

expressed with either SP, glutamate, or CGRP181 where opioid receptor 

activation inhibits Ca2+ channel activity182 via protein-protein interaction between 

the βγ-complex of the opioid receptor and the α1-subunit of the Ca2+ channel183. 

In addition to its action at the Ca2+ channel, the βγ-complex may also directly 

bind to and inactivate the synaptosome-associated protein (SNAP-25) to inhibit 

presynaptic release of neurotransmitter184. Beyond its presynaptic actions, μ-, δ-, 

and ĸ-opioid receptor activation in dorsal horn neurons, particularly in the 

substantia gelatinosa, hyperpolarize the postsynaptic cell by increasing K+ 

conductance185-187. 
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In addition to central terminals of primary afferents, μ-opioid receptors are 

also expressed along the axon in naïve animals188, and upregulated in 

neuropathic pain states189. The three subtypes of opioid receptor are expressed 

differentially on various nociceptive fibers. MOR is predominately found on 

peptidergic, TRPV1+ afferents while DOR is on non-peptidergic 

mechanosensitive fibers, such that MOR agonists block thermal pain and DOR 

agonists block mechanical190,191. 

Opioids exert their analgesic effect in supraspinal regions as well, 

particularly in the PAG and RVM. In the nucleus raphe magnus of the RVM, 

opiate administration activates descending inhibitory fibers that ultimately 

attenuate nociceptive signaling at the first dorsal horn synapse192, suggesting 

endogenous brainstem analgesic circuits exist to gate which nociceptive 

information is perceived. Application of opioids to the midbrain PAG also 

activates descending RVM fibers193, particularly the OFF cells described 

previously by a disinhibitory mechanism194 involving midbrain GABAergic 

neurons195. 

GREAT SUCCESS, SOME FAILURE 

 Opiates have been cultivated from poppies since at least around 2,000 

B.C. when the Sumerians, who lived in modern day Iraq, refined “gil” (the word 

for joy; opium) and used it as a euphoriant196. Even Homer wrote about the drug 

in “The Odyssey” referencing its ability to “lull all pain and anger.” In 1806, the 

active ingredient was finally isolated and named morphine after “Morpheus,” the 
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god of dreams197. Despite efforts to ban morphine due to its known side effects, 

addiction became a common problem, particularly in China where they smoked it 

during the tobacco ban. While morphine and its opiate analogues (heroin, 

codeine, hydromorphone, etc.) are excellent analgesics for certain types of pain, 

addiction, tolerance, respiratory depression, and constipation have plagued every 

single one of them. 

 

OPIATE INDUCED REMODELLING 

 After multiple days of opiate administration, the dose necessary for 

analgesia is no longer sufficient and must be escalated, a phenomenon called 

tolerance; and sometimes, extended use of morphine can cause, paradoxically, 

opioid induced hyperalgesia in distinct locations from the original complaint of 

pain198. For instance, after five days of intrathecal morphine in rats, hind-paw 

compression evokes a greater NK1R internalization in the dorsal horn than that 

seen on day one199, an effect blocked by an NK1R antagonist suggesting chronic 

morphine actually loses its ability to suppress the release of nociceptive 

neurotransmitter. How opioids lead to greater nociceptive signaling has been at 

debate for many years with some providing evidence of direct central 

sensitization in both ascending and descending circuits200 and some evidence for 

indirect inflammatory changes201. What’s known is that NMDAR 

antagonists202,203, CGRP antagonists204, NK1R antagonists205, and TRPV1 

antagonists206, in animals, can block both tolerance to opioids and opioid induced 
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hyperalgesia. Indeed some articles report that CGRP immunoreactivity is 

increased while SP immunoreactivity is unchanged following chronic opiate 

exposure, others suggest otherwise207; SP and CGRP release is actually 

increased after chronic morphine exposure208,209. Further, δ-opioid receptors 

appear to be upregulated and/or have altered binding parameters following 

chronic morphine treatment, while μ-opioid receptors are unchanged210. δ-opioid 

receptors also become phosphorylated after prolonged opiate exposure, 

desensitizing the receptor from further stimulation211. TRPV1 exhibits a modest 

increase in expression following prolonged opiate administration206, and 

intracellular phosphorylation events appear to mediate much of the change in 

sensitivity of many of these pronociceptive receptors207. Much like its role in 

promoting neuropathic pain described above, PKC is a likely intracellular neural 

substrate activated by morphine that promotes tolerance to- and hyperalgesia 

from- opiates212; PKA and Raf-1 kinase may also be crucial in mediating opiates’ 

hyperalgesic effects213, in addition to the activation of MAPK and the transcription 

factor CREB. 

Peripherally, opiates exert a profound effect on the resident inflammatory 

cells as well, potentiating the process of central sensitization214. Opioid receptors 

are expressed on multiple subtypes of inflammatory cells214 in addition to non-

classical opioid receptors that activate inflammatory function215. Resident 

microglia in the spinal cord appear to be one of the more important inflammatory 

cell subtypes mediating opiate induced remodeling216. Although there is 
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controversy about exactly how opiates activate microglia, what’s clear is that 

when they are activated they release proinflammatory TNF-α217, NO218, IL-1β219, 

IL-6, and other chemokines. As mentioned in multiple previous sections, 

intracellular kinases are critical in mediating opioid induced cellular activation. 

Particularly promising in activating the inflammatory cascade is PKCε, which in 

microglia stimulates Akt, eventually leading to activation of ERK1/2 and iNOS to 

promote cytokine release and NO production220. When released, these 

inflammatory mediators act directly on dorsal horn neurons leading to central 

sensitization and tolerance217. Minocycline, a broad microglial inhibitor, blocks 

morphine induced activation of microglia and analgesic tolerance221. 

Interestingly, an NK1R antagonist is sufficient to prevent opioid induced 

inflammatory activation222. Of course, analgesic tolerance and opioid induced 

hyperalgesia are not the only side effects of opioids that limit their use. 

MAJOR SIDE EFFECTS 

There are a number of side effects of opioids that limit their use clinically besides 

their inability to maintain potency. The μ-receptor appears to mediate most of the 

negative actions of opioids, be it body temperature223, respiratory rate5, or 

gastrointestinal propulsion (constipation)224,225. The most problematic of these in 

the acute setting is respiratory depression as it is usually the cause of mortality in 

opiate overdose226. In addition, withdrawal symptoms from the discontinuation of 

opioids, while not lethal, are considered quite unpleasant to patients227,228. 

Perhaps the best documented side effect of opiates and the source of great 
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concern for prescribing physicians and patients alike, is the potential for abuse 

due to addiction. 

 

1.2 ADDICTION 

Addiction is a complex neurobiological and psychological disease that 

results from repetitive drug administration. It a process that is modulated by 

experiential and environmental factors in addition to genetic and developmental 

factors229. It is characterized by compulsive drug-seeking behavior despite 

serious negative socioeconomic and health consequences. 230Some addiction 

experts propose addiction accesses the same neurophysiological mechanisms 

used by the brain for normal learning and adaptive behaviors231; in other words: 

“hijacking” the reward system232. Others are discontent with that terminology233. 

However addiction should be philosophically labeled, it is clear that drugs of 

abuse give the abuser the sensation of euphoria234. It’s likely that the “reward 

circuitry,” as Olds and Milner termed it in the 1950s235, was not established in 

primitive animals to convey the sense of euphoria to drugs of abuse. Yet every 

drug of abuse studied as of yet has an effect on the “reward circuitry.” That is, 

they all increase the release or otherwise potentiate, perhaps even hijack, the 

action of a critical rewarding neural substrate, dopamine. 

A.  REWARD NEUROTRANSMISSION 

 The reward circuit is composed of the mesocorticolimbic dopaminergic 

pathway; dopaminergic neurons originating in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) 
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of the midbrain (meso), project to and bathe cortical (cortico) and limbic regions 

including the basal forebrain, or the ventral striatum230 containing the nucleus 

accumbens (NAc)236. Benzodiazepines237,238, nicotine239, cocaine240, morphine, 

amphetamine241, ketamine242, Δ-THC243, and alcohol244,245, all lead to increased 

dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens, albeit through different 

mechanisms246. 

 It is out of the scope of this text to discuss the mechanism of action for 

increasing extracellular dopamine concentrations in the NAc for each of the 

drugs of abuse mentioned; opioids in particular will be discussed here. 

 Opiates such as heroin and morphine have long been known to be readily 

self-administered i.v. by animals and produce particular behavioral effects247, a 

phenomenon blocked by either systemic or centrally administered naloxone248-

252. Bilateral injections of morphine into the VTA induce increased locomotion, 

rearing, licking and sniffing which is reversed by intra-NAc dopamine 

antagonists253. Additionally, intra-VTA morphine administration produces robust 

place preference254, a model of reward, but distinguishable from physical 

dependence255. In 1992, Johnson and North showed morphine activates 

dopamine cells in the VTA indirectly, via inhibition of GABAergic interneurons256 

synapsing onto dopamine cells. As GABA is an inhibitory transmitter itself, this 

was termed “disinhibition.” Opiate receptors are also localized in the NAc itself 

where opioids directly act on NAc neurons to promote excessive limbic signaling, 

way out of proportion to what endogenous systems typically provide257. While we 
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still do not have a complete understanding of opiate action in the reward circuit, 

in the acute setting, morphine’s ability to alter dopamine concentrations in the 

NAc is relatively simple.258 Chronic opioid exposure however has a more 

complicated molecular and phenotypic signature259. Chronic morphine exposure 

increases the expression and/or activity of multiple kinases including that of 1) 

PKA in the NAc leading to potentiated cAMP signaling260, much like what is seen 

in the spinal cord and locus ceruleus261,262, and of 2) extracellular signal 

regulated kinases (ERKs) which when phosphorylated and thus activated 

produce multiple downstream transcriptional activities263. In the VTA, tyrosine 

hydroxylase (TH), the rate limiting step in dopamine synthesis, is upregulated 

after chronic morphine exposure,264 an effect likely mediated by the increased 

PKA and downstream CREB activity265. However, while there is increased TH 

expression in the VTA prompting one to hypothesize greater dopaminergic 

activity, chronic morphine actually decreases the expression of neurofilaments 

NF-200, NF-160 and NF-68 in the VTA, and thus about 50% decreased axonal 

transport from the VTA to the NAc266,267. This implies a greater concentration of 

morphine is required to have the same effect on NAc dopamine release, and is 

likely one of the mechanisms of opiate tolerance. Additionally, the astrocytic 

marker of activation, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), is significantly increased 

following chronic morphine administration268, likely accounting for the increased 

“inflammatory” response seen in the reward circuit after chronic drug abuse; this 

parallels what’s seen in the spinal cord after chronic opiate exposure. 
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Interestingly, each of the chronic effects of morphine on the VTA-NAc axis are 

reversible and prevented by administration of the prototypic neurotrophin brain 

derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)257,269. 

 In the NAc, there are a specific subtype of neurons, expressing D1 

dopamine receptors, that receive a large majority of dopaminergic projections 

from the VTA, called medium spiny neurons (MSNs)270-273. 95% of NAc neurons 

are GABAergic MSNs, some of which also express SP270. In the NAc MSNs, the 

transcription factor ΔFOSB is significantly upregulated and activated following 

chronic opiate administration274. The downstream transcriptional targets of 

ΔFOSB include synaptotagmin, microtubule associated proteins, cyclin 

dependent kinase 5, and other proteins that alter NAc dendritic spine 

arborization, suggesting it plays a major role in structural plasticity275,276. It also 

controls the expression of AMPA receptors, Ca2+ channels, and CaMKII. 

Interestingly, ΔFOSB can also activate the inflammatory transcription factor 

NFĸB, opening up Pandora’s Box of possible downstream transcriptional 

profiles277. 

 With evidence abound for how opiates 1) decrease pain in the acute 

setting and 2) produce positive reinforcement and the potential for abuse, it 

should come as no surprise that opiates have become one of the most abused 

drugs in the US, leading physicians, scientists, and the mainstream media alike 

to refer to this vast, country wide, overuse and abuse as “The Opioid 

Epidemic.”278-281 
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THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC 

Despite the recognized side effects of opiate analgesics, they now hold 

the position as most commonly prescribed class of medication in the US282. In 

fact, 245 million opioid prescriptions were dispensed in 2014283, of which about 

10 million were indicated for long term use284. The use of long term opioids for 

chronic non-cancer pain has evolved into abuse leading the US into what officials 

term “The Opioid Epidemic.” 

During the national epidemic, the US has seen the prevalence of opioid 

addiction skyrocket as 1.9 million Americans abuse prescription opioids285. 

Additionally, over half a million Americans abuse the recreational opioid heroin. 

Of these heroin abusers, it is estimated that 23% have developed an addiction286. 

All opioids, prescription and recreational, led to almost 30,000 overdose deaths 

in 2014287. In fact, the transition from prescription to street opioids is blamed for 

the abuse and misuse of heroin. One report found individuals shifted from 

prescription opioids to heroin because “heroin is cheaper and stronger than the 

prescription drugs listed, and the supply is typically pretty consistent288.” 

While fatal overdose rates are on the slight decline for prescription opioids 

since 2011289, they are still on the rise for heroin290. This suggests prescription 

pain killer monitoring programs291 and other potential solutions may be curbing 

prescription opiate overdose, but addicted patients are still finding ways to obtain 

opioids, even if illegally292. Oxycodone (Oxycontin) is implicated as the most 
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fatally overdosed prescription opioid293. Its “abuse deterrent” reformulation has 

coincided with increased rates of heroin abuse294. 

Some estimates put the cumulative cost of prescription opioid abuse 

between $53-73 billion per year, accounting for insurance and fraud, lost 

productivity, criminal justice costs, treatment, and medical complications280,295. 

The prescription epidemic is affecting ages 18-25 the greatest, males more than 

females, and predictably, those with psychiatric conditions are at the greatest risk 

of prescription opioid abuse296-298. Heroin produces more homogeneous 

demographics affecting men and women equally288. While mostly Hispanics and 

African Americans were heroin users in the 1970s-80s, now 90% of new users 

are Caucasians299.  

Many authors in the scientific literature and mainstream media blame the 

healthcare industry for the rise in opioid abuse. In 1989, Wilson and Pendleton, 

rightly or not, coined the term oligoanalgesia referring to the fact that physicians 

were misusing drugs by not prescribing analgesics enough300. They reviewed 

charts of 198 patients admitted to the emergency department and found that 56% 

received no analgesic medication. Six years later, with a true, unwavering 

compassion for those suffering from intense pain the president of the American 

Pain Society (APS), James Campbell MD, described his vision for “Pain as the 

5th vita sign” in his 1995 Presidential Address301. In the address he mentioned the 

potential for greater use of opioid analgesics. While most don’t question his 

authentic concern for patients suffering with pain, some authors point to this 
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address as a turning point in the history of opioid analgesics—a concept laced 

with unintended consequences302. 

Much of the blame has been apportioned to one particular pharmaceutical 

company, Purdue Pharmaceuticals, for perhaps misrepresenting the addictive 

potential of their blockbuster drug, oxycontin in the mid-late 1990s303. In fact, in a 

2000 JAMA retrospective study authored by physicians with financial ties to 

Purdue Pharmaceuticals, they concluded “The present trend of increasing 

medical use of opioid analgesics to treat pain does not appear to be contributing 

to increases in the health consequences of opioid analgesic abuse304.” 

These alarming statistics and misappropriated conclusions beg the 

question: can we prevent opiate addiction? To answer this question, it is 

necessary to return to the reward circuit and discuss how other neurotransmitter 

systems, such as neurokinins, alter the reward pathway to affect dopamine 

release. 

 

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY 

Even with the rather rudimentary techniques available in the 1970s (ie. 

lesion studies), SPergic projections were specifically found traveling from 

habenula (Hb) to the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) and VTA via the fasciculus 

retroflexus305-308, the striatum to the substantia nigra via the striato-nigral 

pathway309, and the NAc to the ventral pallidum (specifically the nucleus basalis 

magnocellularis310), with further evidence supporting SP as a neurotransmitter 
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with vesicular release (Figure 1.173). At roughly the same time, the importance of 

dopamine in the mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways on drug seeking 

behavior was finally coming to fruition311-317. With the basic topography of SP 

signaling in place, the next step was determining its functionality in the 

mesolimbic system. Indeed, it was shown that SP could directly activate 

dopaminergic neurons in the VTA318-321. 

While SPergic cell bodies have been found in a number of CNS foci 

including the septal complex, nucleus tractus diagonalis (diagonal band of 

Broca), nucleus accumbens and habenula,322 with projections to various regions 

including the nucleus basalis magnocellularis, VTA, and interpeduncular nucleus, 

each constituent seems to have a unique function in the limbic loop. A recent 

report links NK1R activation to μ-opioid receptor recycling, offering direct 

evidence for a neurokinin mediated opioid resensitization.323 In fact, the 

neurokinin system is consistently found co-localized or in other ways affecting 

endogenous opioid, dopamine, and serotonergic signaling, thereby exerting its 

effect on affective and drug seeking behavior.324,325  

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-VTA 

Important to the reward pathway and the study thereof, the VTA most 

notably sends dopaminergic projections to the NAc where dopamine release 

triggers euphoria or positive reinforcement.326,327 Critically, intra-VTA injections of 

both an NK1R agonist and NK3R agonist facilitate dopamine release in the 

NAc.328 Indeed, autoradiographic studies using the radiolabeled NK3R agonist 
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[3H]senktide confirmed the presence of NK3Rs in the VTA in addition to the IPN 

and Hb.329 This complemented the previously studied NK1R localization in the 

VTA amongst other CNS locations.330 While in vitro electrophysiologic studies in 

the VTA demonstrated NK3Rs may mediate more of the excitatory effects of 

dopaminergic neurons,331 in vivo electrophysiologic recordings in the VTA 

confirmed that systemic administration of an NK1R antagonist was sufficient to 

block dopamine cell firing.332 Notably, the firing rate of VTA dopaminergic 

neurons is in fact increased following VTA application of SP.333 These apparent 

discrepancies in dopaminergic activity and neurokinin pharmacology may be in 

part due to the marked heterogeneity of the VTA.334 

The expression of various neurokinin receptor subtypes is rather diverse. 

For example, while there is somatodendritic expression of the NK1R in the cell 

membrane of dopaminergic and non-dopaminergic neurons of the VTA,335 NK3Rs 

are mostly found in the cytoplasm of dopaminergic and non-dopaminergic 

neurons of the VTA (however mostly non-dopaminergic).336,337 Additionally, the 

NK3Rs found in the plasma membrane are mostly extrasynaptic. Furthermore, 

VTA glia exhibit substantially more NK3Rs than NK1Rs, suggesting the 

importance of the immune cells in the reward pathway. Overall, the expression of 

NK3Rs in the VTA is twice that of NK1Rs.338 Interestingly, NK3Rs, but not NK1R or 

NK2Rs, were found within the nuclear envelope of projection neurons of the VTA. 

This suggests the possibility of direct NK3R involvement in gene transcription. 

Indeed, ligand-dependent and independent nuclear translocation of the NK3R in 
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the VTA has been observed.339,340 The significance of these nuclear events in the 

reward pathway has not been fully elucidated. 

The literature on the NK2R in the VTA is sparse, however it has been 

shown that i.v. infusion of the selective NK2R antagonist SR-48968 did not alter 

basal dopaminergic firing rate.341 Peculiarly, the acute administration of SR-

48968 i.p. increased basal firing rate, however this may be due to dosing 

differences or possible pharmacologically active metabolites. The intracellular 

interaction between neurokinin receptors has also been studied. When 

expressed by the same cell, NK1R activation sequesters β-arrestins in 

endosomes impeding ligand-dependent NK3R endocytosis.342 The paucity of 

information regarding how heterologous interactions between neurokinin 

receptors affects the reward pathway indicates the necessity of future research in 

addiction. 

Some of the earliest investigations into neurokinin’s ability to functionally 

impel the reward pathway came in 1985 when Staubli and Huston showed that 

injection of SP into the medial forebrain bundle, the neuronal tract that connects 

the VTA to the NAc, resulted in positive conditioned place preference 

(CPP).343,344 In regards to specific drugs of abuse, microinjection of the SP 

analog DiMe-C7 induced reinstatement of cocaine seeking behavior which could 

be reduced by the D1 receptor antagonist SCH23390.345 

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-Nucleus Accumbens 
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The NAc is often regarded as the limbic-motor interface receiving inputs 

from the VTA, and amygdala among other regions and sending projections to the 

cortex, ventral pallidum, globus pallidus, and reciprocal projections to the VTA 

and amygdala.346 One study provided evidence that the NAc required input from 

both the VTA and the basolateral amygdala for excitation of NAc efferents.347 

SP injected into the NAc by itself increases concentrations of extracellular DA but 

does not induce positive CPP.348 A SP antibody injected into the NAc prevents 

amphetamine induced increase of extracellular DA in the NAc.321 Likewise, NAc 

administration of the NK1R antagonist L-733,060 significantly diminishes cocaine 

induced DA release.349 

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-Nucleus Basalis 

Magnocellularis-Substantia Innominata 

Evidence for SPergic fibers projecting to the nucleus basalis 

magnocellularis (nucleus basalis of Meynert) comes from simple light 

microscopic images and immunohistochemical staining.350 Accordingly, the 

injection of SP or the C-terminal fragment of SP into the nucleus basalis 

magnocellularis resulted in a positive CPP, which the authors attributed to the 

positive reinforcing effects of the specific C-terminal sequence of SP.351-353 The 

C-terminal fragment is shared amongst all tachykinin ligands so resolving which 

receptor subtype was responsible was an obvious next step. With the use of 

selective agonists they went on to show that this effect was mediated by both 

NK1R and NK3R activation.354 Further, SP injection into the nucleus basalis 
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magnocellularis indeed increased extracellular dopamine content in the NAc,355 a 

barometer of positive reinforcement. The fact that injection of the NK3R agonist 

amino-senktide into the nucleus basalis magnocellularis inhibits alcohol intake at 

first glance contradicts the aforementioned positive reinforcement.356,357 The 

authors speculated that alcohol may actually be mediating its effects on the 

reward pathway via NK3R, thereby rendering an NK3R agonist a substitute for the 

rewarding properties of alcohol.358 Whether or not alcohol engages the NK3R 

system in the nucleus basalis magnocellularis remains to be seen. 

NKB fibers have been traced from the dorsal and ventral striatum to the 

substantia innominate.359 Pre-protachykinin-B, the mRNA for NKB, has also been 

found heavily concentrated in fibers from the lateral stripe of the striatum, a 

region just lateral to the shell of the NAc, to the nucleus basalis 

magnocellularis.360 The importance of these projections in reward is not well 

understood, however it should be noted that NKB is the most efficacious 

endogenous ligand for the NK3R in mammals. 

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-Habenula 

The habenula is an understudied brain region let alone the role 

neurokinins play in its function. What we do know is that its white matter tracts tie 

it extensively to other regions of the limbic pathway including the ventral pallidum 

and ventral midbrain. Moreover, SPergic and NKBergic cell bodies are indeed 

found in the medial habenula with axons projecting to the VTA and the adjacent 

interpeduncular nucleus.361,362 The role of the VTA in reward is well described; 
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the interpeduncular nucleus also seems to contribute to positive reinforcement.363 

The habenula has been long known to be involved in nicotine dependence and 

more recently cocaine and morphine as well.364 No studies to our knowledge 

have examined the direct role of habenular neurokinin antagonists on addictive 

behavior in animals, however NK1R and NK3Rs were found to be involved in 

nicotine induced excitation of habenular neurons.365  

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-Amygdala 

Neurokinin receptors have been found in relatively high concentrations in 

the amygdala of primates.366,367 Accordingly, SP microinjection into the central 

amygdala in one study enhanced passive avoidance learning behaviors368 and in 

another study generated conditioned place preference.369 While efferent 

projections from the amygdala are abundant and promiscuous, specific 

projections to regions of the limbic loop will be discussed here. 

Regarding neurokinins in addiction, the ‘smoking gun’ of sorts came in the 

seminal 2000 Nature paper by Murtra et al when they documented NK1R-/- 

exhibited a lack of morphine CPP.370 Knockouts additionally eliminated CPP to 

amphetamines but surprisingly retained a positive CPP to cocaine and food, 

indicating distinct mechanisms mediating reward for each of these natural and 

unnatural rewards.371 The role of NK1R in opioid reward was further corroborated 

using a self-administration paradigm in NK1R-/- mice.372 To better understand 

which neuroanatomical location may play the principal role in neurokinin 

mediated opioid reward, SP-saporin (a ribosome inactivating toxin) was used to 
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ablate NK1R expressing neurons in the amygdala. Indeed, mice with ablation of 

NK1R+ neurons in the amygdala demonstrated similar CPP scores for both 

morphine and saline.373 These observations support the role of the neurokinin 

system in facilitating opioid reward via amygdaloid processes, although it does 

not rule out the importance of other limbic regions. Importantly, the neurokinin 

knockout data is supported by the fact that intracerebral ventricular 

administration of an NK1R antagonist has no effect on cocaine self-

administration,374 ruling out possible developmental confounders to the knockout 

mice. Though cocaine CPP was not altered in the NK1R-/- mice, reinstatement of 

cocaine is in fact supplemented by administration of the SP analog 

[Sar9Met(O2)11]-SP.375 This at the very least implicates the neurokinin system in 

cocaine reinstatement, albeit endogenous SP may not play a role as two 

separate NK1R antagonists were unable to inhibit cocaine reinstatement. 

Alcohol reward may be mediated in the amygdala as well. SP levels were 

lower in the central amygdala of Indiana alcohol preferring rats than non-

preferring rats as measured by SP mRNA.376 For that reason, the investigators 

microinfused SP into the central amygdala of alcohol preferring rats, rendering 

the animals indifferent to alcohol consumption while sucrose seeking remained 

the same. The apparent paradox in neurokinin signaling and alcohol reward has 

been noted twice now: SP injection in the nucleus basalis magnocellularis 

reduces alcohol consumption in Sardinian alcohol preferring rats and SP injection 

in the central amygdala facilitates a similar effect in Indiana alcohol preferring 
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rats. The concern with these studies lies in the fact that the alcohol preferring 

animals are selectively bred and do not represent the typical human or even 

rodent condition.377 These studies contradict the vast majority of studies in 

rodents and humans that indicate a neurokinin antagonist reduces alcohol 

preference378. 

Illustrating this, mild and severe emotional stressors are sufficient to 

release SP in the medial amygdala.379,380 Clear evidence exists linking stress to 

alcoholic relapse381 so naturally, linking stress induced SP release to stress 

induced alcohol reinstatement was the logical next step. Expectedly, the NK1R 

antagonist, L822429, was adequate to prevent alcohol reinstatement in an 

alcohol self-administration paradigm in wild-type Wistar rats.382 A related study 

demonstrated efficacy of the NK1R antagonist in suppressing alcohol seeking in 

wild-type mice at baseline and in preventing escalation of voluntary alcohol 

intake.383 Corroborating this data, NK1R silencing with a microRNA directed at 

the receptors’ transcript reduced alcohol consumption in mice.384 The study 

noted attenuated NK1R expression in the hippocampus, the only subcortical area 

they examined for proof of action. To the contrary, ezlopitant, the NK1R 

antagonist developed for chemotherapy induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) in 

the clinic, exhibited little to no efficacy in reducing operant self-administration of 

alcohol in Long-Evans rats.385 The aforementioned inconsistency raises a valid 

point about nonconserved regions of the neurokinin receptors between humans 
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and rodents, giving rise to potential obstacles in extrapolating preclinical models 

to the human condition.386 

While stress has been shown to increase extracellular SP in the 

amygdala, it should be mentioned that SP and NKA have been found co-

localized in neurons of the infundibulum of the CNS and myenteric plexus of 

enteric nervous system, a possibility that has not been specifically investigated in 

neurons of the amygdala.387,388 In fact, NK2Rs do appear in a significant 

concentration in the amygdala,389 and the NK2R antagonist SR48968 was 

sufficient to block stress induced behaviors in mice and central neuronal markers 

of stress in rats.390 

An analogous pathway observed in the alcohol reward system in relation 

to neurokinin pharmacology is that observed with corticotropin releasing factor 

(CRF)391-393. There is extensive research into the effects of CRF and other 

neuropeptides on addiction that are out of the scope of this review. It is generally 

accepted in the addiction field that the stress response is mediated by some of 

these neurotransmitter systems including CRF and SP, thus precipitating 

undesirable outcomes such as relapse394,395. 

NEUROKININS IN THE REWARD PATHWAY-Frontal Cortex 

The literature on neurokinins in the cortex is more scant than other brain 

regions; nevertheless cortical neurokinins seem to play an important role in the 

limbic system. As one of the terminal sites of mesencephalic dopaminergic 

projections, the medial prefrontal cortex has been shown to have increased 
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dopamine metabolites (DOPAC) in response to stress (ie. footshock).396,397 This 

increase in cortical dopamine is correlated to periods of intoxication and craving, 

particularly with cocaine abuse.229,398 Pretreatment with the selective NK1R 

antagonist (S)-GR205171 i.p. was sufficient to prevent footshock induced 

dopamine release in the cortex.399 In addition to stress, morphine injections i.p. 

increased SP levels in the cortex which subsequently dropped significantly when 

naloxone was introduced.400 The relative importance of the frontal cortex in 

neurokinin mediated addiction is not entirely understood and warrants further 

exploration. 

 

A NOVEL STRATEGY TO COMBAT THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC 

Although opioids are profusely abused and have led to the opioid 

epidemic we now experience in the United States, 100 million Americans 

suffering from chronic pain still need to be attended to with efficacious 

analgesics401. Recent extended release and other pharmacokinetic perturbing 

formulations have been developed, but even those are under scrutiny for the 

potential of increasing unintended opioid induced injury402. While suggestions in 

the mainstream media to combat the opioid epidemic include removing opioids 

from the physician’s toolbox403, multiple strategies to develop efficacious pain 

relievers that lack the potential for abuse do exist. 

As outlined above, SP has a storied role in propagating both the 

nociceptive and reward pathways in the peripheral and central nervous 
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systems404. As an undecapeptide (11-amino acids) with principle biological 

activity at the NK1R, SP has been shown to induce unique behavioral outputs in 

animals from pronociceptive flinching and scratching behaviors when 

administered i.t.405, to positive CPP when administered to multiple CNS nuclei343. 

Therefore, the neurokinin system is a very attractive pharmacological target for 

both pain and addiction. While the analgesic morphine has the propensity to 

inhibit presynaptic SP release from dorsal root ganglia neurons in the spinal 

cord85, it also maintains the ability to indirectly increase dopaminergic cell firing in 

the VTA of the midbrain by inhibiting tonically active inhibitory GABAergic 

neurons256. Although NK1Rs are located in the VTA amongst other CNS 

regions330, and their activation with SP elicits dopaminergic firing333, the role of 

SP in mediating the rewarding action of drugs of abuse is far from clear. 

In this thesis, I sought to further characterize the physiology of neurokinins 

in mediating opioid reward. Performing both acute and chronic studies I asked 

the following questions: 

 

- Is SP acutely increased in the VTA following morphine administration, and 

if so, what is the cellular target and neuronal circuitry mediating this 

effect? 

- Does SP act via VTA NK1R to drive dopamine release in the NAc and 

does this correspond to a behavioral signature? 
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- Based on the pharmacology and physiology of opioid/neurokinin 

interactions, can a novel, non-addictive narcotic be developed? 

 

Here, with the assistance and resources of the Vanderah Lab, I show that 

engineering the genome with CRISPR-Cas9 to knockout the NK1R specifically in 

the VTA, while leaving the neuronal circuit intact in adult rats, renders morphine 

non-rewarding. Additionally, we demonstrate that morphine exerts its rewarding 

actions, at least in part, by inhibiting GABAergic input onto SP neurons in the 

VTA, subsequently increasing SP release onto dopaminergic neurons (Figure 

1.2). Finally, I pursued a bivalent pharmacophore with activity as a μ/δ opioid 

agonist and NK1R antagonist to inhibit nociception in an animal model of acute 

pain while lacking the positive reinforcement as indicated by NAc extracellular 

dopamine release and conditioned place preference studies. 
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Figure 1.1 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.1: NEUROKININ SIGNALING IN THE REWARD PATHWAY Illustration 

demonstrating specific known neurokinin projections in the CNS involved in reward 

processing. Illustration by Alexander J. Sandweiss ©2015 
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Figure 1.2 

   

 

  

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.2 SCHEMATIC OF VTA NEURONAL SIGNALING IN THE REWARD 

PATHWAY Inhibitory GABAergic neurons (red) maintain tonic control over dopamine 

cells (blue) in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of the midbrain, preventing their release 

of dopamine in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) of the ventral striatum. Opiates like 

morphine inhibit GABAergic neurons, thus preventing the release of GABA onto 

dopamine neurons. This disinhibition allows dopamine cells to fire and release their 

contents in the NAc. Dopamine in the NAc relays positive reinforcement. We 

hypothesize that GABAergic neurons also maintain inhibitory control over substance p 

(SP) cells (green). When morphine inhibits GABAergic neurons, SPergic neurons fire 

and release their contents onto dopamine cells, acting as a “driver” of dopamine 

function. 
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CHAPTER 2: MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 ANIMALS 

Male Sprague Dawley rats (250-300g) and male ICR (20-25g) mice 

purchased from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN) were housed in a climate controlled 

room on a regular 12 hour light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:00 am with food and 

water ad libitum. Rats were housed 3 per cage and split into 1 per cage after 

surgeries for all microdialysis, and spinal nerve ligation (SNL) studies; mice were 

housed 5 per cage and used for acute tail flick in a hot water bath and flinching 

studies. All procedures were performed during the 12-hour light cycle and 

according to the policies and recommendations of the International Association 

for the Study of Pain, the NIH guidelines for laboratory animals, and were 

approved by the IACUC of the University of Arizona. 

 

2.3 SURGICAL TECHNIQUES 

Microdialysis Guide Cannula Implantation 

Rats were anesthetized with 80% ketamine/20% xylazine and 

stereotaxically fixed (Stoelting). For VTA microdialysis experiments, a guide 

cannula (AG-10, EiCom) was lowered 7.5mm through a burr hole drilled in the 

skull at P: 5.0mm, L: 0.7mm from bregma. The guide cannula was fixed in place 

with dental cement and a dummy probe (AD-10, EiCom) was screwed in place to 

maintain guide cannula patency and the animal was given prophylactic 

subcutaneous antibiotic (gentamycin, 1mg/kg).  
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Animals were allowed to recover for 3 days before microdialysis experiments. 

For NAc microdialysis experiments, NAc microdialysis and VTA 

microinjection guide cannulas were installed. For the NAc, a microdialysis guide 

cannula (AG-8, EiCom) was lowered 6.0mm through a hole drilled in the skull at 

A: 1.7mm, L: 1.0mm from bregma. A dummy probe (AD-8, EiCom) was screwed 

in place to maintain guide cannula patency. The VTA microinjector guide cannula 

(22GA, 10mm length from pedestal, PlasticsOne) was lowered 7.5mm through a 

hole drilled at P: 5.0mm, L: 0.7mm from bregma. The NAc and VTA guide 

cannulas were fixed in place with dental cement and the animal was given 

prophylactic subcutaneous antibiotic (gentamycin, 1mg/kg). Rats were then 

allowed to recover for 3 days before executing microdialysis experiments. 

 

Lumbar i.t. catheter implant surgery for spinal drug delivery in rats 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats were prepared with intrathecal catheters as 

described by Yaksh and Rudy for direct central drug administration406. Rats were 

anesthetized with 80% ketamine/20% xylazine (1mg/kg, i.p.) and placed in a 

stereotaxic frame (Stoelting). The cisterna magna was opened and a 7.5cm 

catheter (PE10) was implanted in the spinal column, terminating in the lumbar 

region. The catheter was sewn into the cervical muscle to maintain its position 

and animals were given prophylactic subcutaneous antibiotic (gentamycin, 

1mg/kg). The rats were allowed to recover for 7 days before SNL surgeries and 
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sham surgeries were performed. Any animals exhibiting paralysis were excluded 

from further surgeries or testing. 

 

Spinal nerve ligation for induction of neuropathic pain in rats 

SNL was utilized to induce neuropathic pain as described by Chung et 

al407. Animals were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane in O2 (2.5L/min) and 

subsequently maintained with 2.5% isoflurane. The left lumbar/sacral region of 

the dorsal vertebral column was exposed and the left L6 vertebra was removed. 

Both L5 and L6 nerves were individually ligated with 4-0 suture silk. The incision 

was closed and the animals were allowed to recover for 7 days. Animals 

exhibiting motor deficiencies or a lack of tactile allodynia were excluded from 

further testing. Sham control animals underwent the same procedures excluding 

the ligation of the L5/L6 nerves. 

 

NK1R KO CRISPR DESIGN 

gRNA design for Tacr1 gene targeting 

Our strategy was to target the tachykinin receptor 1 (Tacr1) gene using a 

gRNA designed to match the 5’ end of the protein sequence which is most likely 

to result in a complete loss of the protein. We identified and extracted the 

sequence of the Tacr1 gene from the genomic sequence of the chromosome 4 

from Sprague-dawley rat (AC_000072.1). To design the gRNA sequence, we 

screened for potential off-targets using the gRNA design tool 
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(http://crispr.mit.edu)408. No potential gRNA sequence met our criteria of 

selectivity in the first exon from the Tacr1 gene, thus the gRNA selected for 

knockout was located in the exon 2 (on the reverse strand: 

GATGACCACTTTGGTAGCCG, score 89) (Figure 2.1). As a control, we chose a 

gRNA targeting the same gene but in a non-coding region located in the intron 1 

of the Tacr1 gene (on the reverse strand: gTAAAATGGATATTTCGGTGC, score 

89, a g was added at the 5’ end to ensure better expression downstream of the 

U6 promoter)409.  

 

Cloning of gRNAs 

We used the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP plasmid (PX458, Cat#48138, 

Addgene, Cambridge, MA)410 that allows for simultaneous expression of the 

Cas9 enzyme with the gRNA and green fluorescent protein (GFP) to control for 

transfection efficiency. The plasmid was cut using BbsI restriction enzyme 

according to manufacturer’s instructions (Cat#FD1014; Thermo Fisher Scientific; 

Waltham, MA). The digested plasmid was extracted from a 1% agarose gel 

(Cat#K0691; Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA). Oligonucleotides were 

designed410 for the cloning of either exon 2 targeting gRNA (Tacr1 forward:  5’-

CACCGATGACCACTTTGGTAGCCG-3’; Tacr1 reverse: 5’-

AAACCGGCTACCAAAGTGGTCATC-3’) or intron 1 targeting gRNA (Tacr1 

control forward: 5’- CACCGTAAAATGGATATTTCGGTGC-3’; Tacr1 control 

reverse: AAACGCACCGAAATATCCATTTTAC) and were obtained from 
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Eurofins. A 10 µM solution of forward and reverse oligonucleotides was annealed 

in a thermocycler using the following protocol: 37°C for 30 min, 95°C for 5 min, 

with a cooling to 25°C at a rate of 5°C.min-1. Then, 100 ng of the digested 

pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP plasmid was set up for ligation with 50 nM of the 

annealed oligonucleotides at 22°C for 5 min using Rapid DNA ligation Kit 

(Cat#K1422; Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA). The ligation products were 

transformed into E. coli DH5α competent bacteria (Cat#C2987; New England 

Biolabs; Ipswich, MA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The integrity of all 

plasmids was checked by Sanger sequencing (Eurofins). A 100% efficiency was 

observed for the insertion of gRNA sequences into the pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP 

plasmid. Plasmids were purified from DH5α E. coli using the NucleoBond® Xtra 

Maxi kit (Cat# 740414, Macherey-Nagel, Germany). 

 

INJECTION TECHNIQUES 

in vivo transfection of CRISPR plasmids 

For in vivo transfection, the plasmids pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP-Tacr1-gRNA 

or pSpCas9(BB)-2A-GFP-Tacr1-control-gRNA were diluted to 0.5 µg/µl in 5% 

sterile glucose solution. Then, Turbofect in vivo transfection reagent (Cat#R0541, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham,MA) was added following manufacturer’s 

instructions. Finally, 0.5 µL of the plasmid complexes were injected into the VTA, 

bilaterally, of Sprague Dawley rats. 
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Rats were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane in O2 (2.5L/min) and 

maintained at 2.5% isoflurane fixed in a stereotaxic frame. Animals were 

microinjected NK1R gRNA/Cas9 or blank directly into the VTA bilaterally, but 

each side individually, for a total volume of 0.5μL over 5 min per side. The 

cannula was slowly removed and the burr hole was filled with bone wax (Medline 

Industries, Inc); animals were given prophylactic subcutaneous antibiotic 

(gentamycin, 1mg/kg) and were used for CPP experiments 3 weeks later. 
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Figure 2.1 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2.1 CRISPR gRNA DESIGN AND SEQUENCE Tacr1 gene is located on 

chromosome 4 of the rat. The viable encoding region exon 2 was selected for gRNA 

complimentary design based on the highest selectivity score using the CRISPR design 

tool (http://crispr.mit.edu). Intron 1 was selected as a non-coding control region. Both 

regions of the gene possess the necessary PAM sequence for Cas9 functionality (CCA). 
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in vivo PRECLINICAL ASSAYS 

Microdialysis in the NAc and VTA 

Microdialysis experiments were performed 3 days after surgical 

implantation of the guide cannulas. For the VTA microdialysis experiments, the 

dummy probe was removed from the guide and a microdialysis probe (AZ-10-2, 

EiCom) was inserted and screwed into place. The probe was attached to a 

cannular swivel at the top of the cage to allow for real time sampling in awake, 

freely moving rats. The microdialysis probe was perfused with artificial cerebral 

spinal fluid (aCSF, NaCl 147mM, KCl 2.8mM, CaCl2 1.2mM MgCl2 1.2mM) at a 

rate 0.5μL/min. VTA dialysate was collected in microcentrifuge tubes containing 

1μL aprotinin placed in an automated, cooled, timed turnstile set to 1 hour bins. 

Baseline microdialysis was run for 2 hours before any pharmacological 

manipulations. Morphine (10mg/kg) or vehicle (saline) were injected i.p. and 4 

dialysate samples over 4 hours were collected. After each hour, the 

microcentrifuge tube was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and subsequently stored 

at -80°C until the dialysate was analyzed for SP content. VTA dialysate was 

analyzed for SP using a commercial SP ELISA (R&D Systems). 

For the NAc microdialysis experiments, the dummy probe was removed 

from the guide cannula and a microdialysis probe (AZ-8-2, EiCom) was inserted 

and screwed into place. Perfusing the probe at a rate of 2μL/min, dialysate was 

collected in cooled microcentrifuge tubes containing an antioxidant solution (L-

cysteine 6mM, Oxalic acid 2.0mM, Glacial Acetic Acid 1.3%) to prevent the 
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oxidation of dopamine and collected in 30 min bins. Baseline microdialysis was 

run for 2 hours before any pharmacological manipulations in the VTA. Drugs 

(either morphine 5μg, SP 1 μg, L-732,138 1μg, TY032 2μg, or vehicle) were 

administered in 0.5μL volumes over 50 seconds (0.01μL/second) directly into the 

VTA via the surgically installed VTA guide cannula. Briefly, the dummy probe 

was removed at the time of drug administration and a prefilled 2μL Hamilton 

syringe was attached to the VTA guide cannula. Drugs were administered slowly 

to ensure minimal disruption of the VTA parenchyma. Dialysate was collected 

every 30 min for 3 hours; cocaine 20mg/kg was then injected i.p. as a positive 

control for NAc extracellular dopamine content. Microcentrifuge tubes were 

stored in -80°C until HPLC analysis for dopamine content. NAc dialysate was 

analyzed using HPLC (Agilent 1100, Coulochem III 5014B electrochemical 

detector). Briefly, Catecholamines were separated using a MD-150 analytical 

column and MD-TM mobile phase (ESA) with 9% acetonitrile. The flow rate was 

set to 0.4mL/min and Agilent Chemstation software was used to analyze the 

chromatograms. Dopamine levels are reported as %change from baseline. 

 

Microdialysis probe verification 

Following microdialysis experiments, animals were sacrificed, brains harvested 

and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and VTA/NAc blocks were sectioned in 40μm 

increments in the coronal orientation on a cryostat (Microm HM 525) and 

mounted on Superfrost Plus microscope slides. Slides were viewed 
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microscopically for visual identification of NAc and VTA cannula placements. 

Terminations of the guide cannulas were plotted on a rat brain atlas411 for 

verification. 

 

Conditioned place preference paradigm 

There were two experiments involving the CPP paradigm: 1) to determine 

if CRISPR-Cas9 knockout of NK1R in the VTA prevented systemic morphine 

CPP; 2) to determine if systemic TY032 produced rewarding behaviors in naïve 

animals. 

Three weeks post VTA Cas9 injections, animals were baselined in a 

modified, three chambered, rat-conditioned place preference/aversion 

(CPP/CPA) apparatus (San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA) as previously 

reported 412: 1) end chamber with rough floor and horizontal black/white striped 

walls; 2) end chamber with smooth floor and solid black walls; 3) center chamber 

with solid grey walls and metal rod flooring. Rats were placed in the center 

chamber and a 15 minute recording period indicated entrance into chambers and 

time spent in chambers. Any rat with >80% preference to any chamber during 

baseline was excluded from the study. The rats were subdivided into morphine 

(10mg/kg, i.p.), TY032 (10mg/kg, i.p.) or vehicle (1mL/kg, i.p.) groups and trained 

to associate one end chamber with the experimental drug and the other with 

vehicle for 15 min, alternating days for a total of five drug exposures. After ten 
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days of training, animals are placed in the center chamber and time spent in all 

three chambers is recorded over 15 min. CPP score is calculated as: 

 

CPP score = time spent in drug paired chamberexp – time spent in drug paired 

chamberBL  

 

IHC to verify NK1 receptor knockdown 

Following CPP experiments, rats were sacrificed via transcardial perfusion with 

0.1M PB and 4% paraformaldehyde for tissue fixing. The brains were removed; 

the VTA was blocked and placed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min followed by 

30% sucrose in 0.1M PB for 2 days or until the specimen sunk. The VTA was 

sliced in coronal, 40μm thick sections and placed in cooled 0.1M PB in a 12-well 

plate. The sections were placed in 1% sodium borohydride for 30 min followed by 

a copious rinse with 0.1M PB 3 X 10 min. Sections were then rinsed in 0.1M Tris 

saline 2 X 5 min followed by an incubation in 0.5% BSA in Tris saline for 30 min 

for blocking. Tissue specimens were transferred to scintillation vials with a fine 

brush and incubated in anti-NK1 receptor primary antibody (1:5000; RA25001, 

Neuromics) in 0.1%BSA/0.25% triton in Tris saline for 2 days at 4°C. Following 

incubation, tissue was transferred to 12-well plate with fine brush and rinsed with 

0.1M Tris saline 3 X 10 min. The slices were then incubated and light protected 

in anti-rabbit secondary antibody (Alexa-Flour goat anti-rabbit, 1:800) in 0.1% 

BSA/0.1M Tris saline for 2 hours at room temperature. With continued protection 
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from light, the tissue was rinsed in 0.1M Tris saline 3 X 10 min and then 0.1M PB 

3 X 10 min. The tissue was mounted onto slides in 0.05M PB and cover-slipped 

with Prolong Gold Antifade w/DAPI. Images were viewed on a UV scope and 

merged. 

 

Acute thermal nociception in mice 

Warm water bath (52 °C) was used as a nociceptive stimulus to assay 

acute thermal nociception in mice. The thermal tail withdrawal latency (TWL) was 

defined as the time (seconds) from immersion of the tail in water to its 

withdrawal. Baseline values for all animals were obtained prior to drug 

administration; animals were excluded if their TWL was greater than 7 s at 

baseline. Administration of compounds in mice were performed via intrathecal 

(i.t.) injection using a slightly modified method of the Hylden and Wilcox 

technique 405,413. A 10μL Hamilton injector fitted with a 30-guage needle was 

used to administer 5μL. Tail-flick times were then measured every 20 minutes for 

2 hours. A cut-off latency of 10.0 s was implemented to prevent tissue damage to 

the distal third of the tail. 

Maximal percent efficacy was calculated and expressed as: 

 

% Antinociception = 100*(test latency after drug treatment –baseline 

latency)/(cutoff – baseline latency) 
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SP-induced nocifensive behaviors in mice 

SP i.t. elicits nocifensive behaviors such as flinching as previously described 63. 

We injected mice i.t. with TY032 (3μg/5μL), naloxone (1mg/kg), and SP 

(0.3μg/5μL) and observed flinching behavior for 5 min to determine if the NK1 

antagonist blocked these elicited behaviors. Naloxone or vehicle was injected 15 

min prior to TY032 or vehicle, which was subsequently injected 5 minutes prior to 

SP injection. 

 

Thermal hypersensitivity 

Rats were assessed for thermal hypersensitivity using a modified method 

developed by Hargreaves et al414. Animals were allowed to acclimate for thirty 

minutes in a Plexiglas enclosure fixed on a clear glass plate. A mobile radiant 

infrared (IR) heat source was focused onto the left hind paw from underneath the 

glass plate. A standard infrared intensity was used for all animals and an 

automatic cutoff point of 32.4 s was set to prevent tissue damage. The heat 

source and timer were activated simultaneously by the experimenter and cutoff 

by a motion detector on the apparatus focused directly on the plantar surface of 

the left hindpaw. Pre-injury was assessed prior to SNL; post-injury baseline was 

assessed prior to i.t. drug administration. Paw withdrawal latencies (PWL) were 

collected every 20 minutes for 3 hours after i.t. drug administration. 
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Mechanical allodynia 

Rats were assessed for mechanical allodynia one week after SNL induced 

neuropathic pain using calibrated von Frey filaments (0.4-15.0g). First, rats were 

allowed to acclimate in suspended wire-mesh cages for 30 min. The von Frey 

filaments were used to probe the plantar surface of the left hind paw 

perpendicularly. A response was elicited when the animal retracted the hind paw 

off the wire-mesh floor. Pre-injury was assessed prior to SNL; post-injury 

baseline was assessed prior to i.t. drug administration via the surgically installed 

i.t. catheter. von Frey filament probing was repeated every 20 minutes for 3 

hours after i.t. administration. 

 

Rotarod motor impairment 

Male Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to walk on a spinning rotarod device 

(Columbus Instruments International, Columbus, OH) as described by Vanderah 

et al.415 until all animals were able to remain on the rotating platform for 180s at a 

speed of 10 revolutions per minute. Following i.t. administration of TY032 or 

vehicle via the surgically installed i.t. catheter, the length of time the rats were 

able to remain on the device without falling was recorded at 20 minute intervals 

for 120 minutes. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Data were analyzed by nonparametric two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; 

post-hoc Student-Newman-Keuls), one-way ANOVA, and Student’s t-test when 

appropriate. Data were plotted in GraphPad Prism 7 (GraphPad Software, La 

Jolla, CA) and represent the mean ± SEM with statistical significance 

represented by p < 0.05. 
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CHAPTER 3: SUBSTANCE P IN THE VTA 

3.1 Systemic morphine acutely increases intra-VTA SP release via 

disinhibition of GABAergic neurons 

To examine the role SP plays in opiate activation of the reward circuit, we 

employed microdialysis in both the NAc and VTA of male Sprague Dawley rats 

(Figure 3.1). Intraperitoneal administration of morphine sulfate (10mg/kg) 

significantly increased VTA SP release in the first hour compared to vehicle 

(75.72 ± 19.01 pg/mL, n=7, and 39.79 ± 5.53 pg/mL, n=10, respectively; p<0.005; 

Figure 3.2A). SP release returned to baseline following the first hour of 

increased release in the morphine treated animals. Area under the curve (AUC) 

analysis was conducted; the AUC was 108.7 ± 15.75 for vehicle treated animals. 

Morphine treated animals exhibited a statistically significant increase in AUC of 

SP release in the VTA (207.1 ± 45.65, p<0.05; Figure 3.2B). 

It is established that morphine inhibits the firing of GABAergic neurons in 

the VTA preventing the release of the inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA onto 

dopaminergic neurons256. As such, opioid mediated disinhibition has been 

recognized as the primary mechanism of dopamine firing in the VTA. To assess 

our hypothesis that GABAergic tone additionally inhibits SP firing and 

subsequent release, we administered the GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline 

directly into the VTA via reverse microdialysis while sampling the endogenous 

CSF for SP release. Twenty minutes post VTA administration of bicuculline 

(n=9), SP release was significantly increased to +62.87 ± 11.52% of BL 
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compared to vehicle treated animals (-15.49 ± 4.64% of BL, n=8; p<0.0001; 

Figure 3.3A). AUC was graphed demonstrating a significant increase in SP 

release in bicuculline treated animals (94.63 ± 5.96, n=9) vs vehicle (60.66 ± 

10.52, n=6; p<0.05; Figure 3.3B). Only animals verified to have the guide 

cannula correctly positioned in the VTA were used in the analysis of data (Figure 

3.4). Systemic morphine study: 17/19 animals used in data analysis following 

surgery, experiment, and probe verification. The VTA-bicuculline study included 

17/21 animals following surgeries, experiment, and probe verification. 
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Figure 3.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.1 ILLUSTRATION OF VTA MICRODIALYSIS PROTOCOL A guide cannula 

is installed 1mm superior to the VTA such that when the microdialysis probe is inserted 

for the experiment, it will protrude 1mm past the guide and perfuse the VTA. 
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Figure 3.2 
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FIGURE 3.2 SYSTEMIC MORPHINE ACUTELY INCREASES SP RELEASE IN THE 

VTA (A) Rats demonstrated a baseline VTA [SP] of 46.51 ± 9.34 pg/mL and 37.92 ± 

4.58 pg/mL for morphine and vehicle groups respectively. I.P. injection of morphine 

10mg/kg induced significantly increased SP release (75.72 ± 19.01 pg/mL, n=7) in the 

VTA for 1 hour post injection compared to vehicle treated animals (39.79 ± 5.53 pg/mL, 

n=10) and returned to baseline by hour 2. (B) AUC was graphed for vehicle vs morphine 

groups over the microdialysis time course. AUC for vehicle treated animals was 108.7 ± 

15.75; AUC was statistically significant for morphine 10mg/kg treated animals (207.1 ± 

45.65). *p<0.05, **p<0.005 
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Figure 3.3 
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FIGURE 3.3 BICUCULLINE INFUSION INTO THE VTA INCREASES SP RELEASE IN 

THE VTA (A) Rats demonstrated a baseline VTA [SP] of 28.97 ± 1.64 pg/mL and 28.41 

± 1.61 pg/mL for bicuculline and vehicle groups respectively. VTA infusion via reverse 

microdialysis of bicuculline 10μM induced significantly increased SP release (44.73 ± 

4.22 pg/mL, n=9) in the VTA for 1 hour post administration compared to vehicle treated 

animals (24.15 ± 1.85 pg/mL, n=8) and returned to baseline by hour 2. (B) AUC was 

graphed for vehicle vs bicuculline groups over the microdialysis time course. AUC for 

vehicle treated animals was 60.66 ± 10.52; AUC was statistically significant for 

bicuculline 10μM treated animals (94.63 ± 5.96). *p<0.05, **p<0.005 ****p<0.0001 
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Figure 3.4 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.4: REPRESENTATIVE VTA MICRODIALYSIS PROBE VERIFICATION Only 

those animals that were microscopically verified to have guide cannulas properly 

installed in the VTA were used in data analyses. This is a representative plot done for all 

experiments. 
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Intra-VTA NK1 antagonist blocks morphine induced dopamine release in the 

NAc 

Following the studies investigating how morphine impacts SP release in the VTA, 

we sought to determine how SP in the VTA affects NAc dopamine release in vivo 

using microdialysis (Figure 3.5). Morphine was dissolved in saline while SP was 

dissolved in 10% DMSO, 10% Tween, 80% saline. Intra-VTA administration of 

morphine 5μg/0.5μL (n=6) or SP 1μg/0.5μL (n=6) significantly increased NAc 

dopamine release 30-60 min post injection compared to their respective vehicle 

treated animals (saline n=5, p<0.05 and DMSO/Twn/saline n=7, p<0.05 

respectively; Figure 3.6A). AUC was graphed demonstrating a significantly 

increased effect on NAc dopamine release after VTA morphine (8752 ± 3162, 

n=6, p<0.05) and SP (10331 ± 2247, n=6, p<0.05) administration compared to 

their respective vehicle controls (Figure 3.6B). 24/31 animals were included in 

data analysis following surgeries, experiments, and probe verifications. We next 

sought to block intra-VTA SP induced dopamine release with the NK1R 

antagonist L-732,138. When administered in conjunction with SP, intra-VTA L-

732,138 had no significant effect on dopamine release in the NAc compared to 

vehicle (Figure 3.7). 16/29 animals were included in data analysis for this study 

following surgeries, experiments, and probe verification. To determine if the 

NK1R antagonist could attenuate intra-VTA morphine induced dopamine release, 

we administered the NK1R antagonist L-732, 138 1μg/0.5μL in conjunction with 

morphine 5μg/0.5μL directly into the VTA and measured dopamine release in the 
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NAc. The combination did not significantly increase dopamine release (n=8) 

compared to vehicle treated animals (n=7; Figure 3.8). 19/27 animals were 

included in data analysis for this study following surgeries, experiments, and 

probe verification. 

Only animals with proper VTA microinjector and NAc microdialysis guide 

cannula placements were included in data analysis (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.5: SCHEMATIC OF VTA MICROINJECTION AND NAc MICRODIALYSIS A 

VTA microinjector guide cannula and NAc microdialysis guide cannula are installed. 

During the experiment, compounds are injected into the VTA and dopamine release is 

sampled in the NAc. 
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Figure 3.6 
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FIGURE 3.6: INTRA-VTA ADMINISTRATION OF MORPHINE OR SP INCREASES 

DOPAMINE RELEASE IN THE NAc (A) % change of dopamine release was measured 

in the NAc of freely moving rats after VTA injection of morphine 5μg/0.5μL and SP 

1μg/0.5μL. Values are compared to baseline dopamine release which is set at 0%, the 

average of two consecutive baseline collections before drug administration. Morphine 

administration (n=6) significantly increased DA release +78.23 ± 30.19% in the 30-60min 

time point compared to saline (-2.54 ± 7.53%, n=5). SP administration (n=6) significantly 

increased DA release +74.47 ± 34.91% in the 30-60min time point compared to 

DMSO/Twn/Sal (-1.09 ± 9.06%, n=7). (B) AUC was constructed using the 0-180min time 

points. Saline AUC for DA release was -705.9 ± 1178; morphine was significantly 

increased (8752 ± 3162). DMSO/Twn/Sal produced an AUC of 867.9 ± 323.7 while SP 

produced a significantly larger AUC (10331 ± 2274). Time course analyzed with Two-

Way ANOVA corrected for multiple comparisons; AUC analyzed with One-way ANOVA; 

*p<0.05, **p<0.005. 
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Figure 3.7 
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FIGURE 3.7: NK1R ANTAGONIST PREVENTS SP INDUCED DOPAMINE RELEASE 

The NK1R antagonist was administered in the VTA with SP to determine if it blocks SP 

induced DA release in the NAc. Values are expressed as % change from baseline with 

baseline set at 0%. L-732,138 1μg/0.5μL (n=5) did not produce a significant change in 

DA release compared to vehicle during the time course. SP produced a significant 

increase in DA release, peaking at 30-60min post administration (+74.47 ± 34.91%, n=6) 

compared to vehicle. The combination treatment of L-732,138 and SP (n=5) produced 

no significant change compared to vehicle treated animals. Data analyzed with Two-way 

ANOVA for time course; *p<0.05, **p<0.005 
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Figure 3.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.8: NK1R ANTAGONIST PREVENTS MORPHINE INDUCED DOPAMINE 

RELEASE The ability of morphine to induce DA release in the NAc was assessed in the 

presence of the NK1R antagonist L-732,138. DA release is presented as % change from 

baseline. Vehicles did not significantly change DA release from baseline, nor did L-

732,138 by itself. Morphine administration in the VTA induced a significant increase in 

DA release, peaking at the 30-60min time point (+78.23 ± 30.19%) compared to vehicle. 

The combination of L-732,138 and morphine administration into the VTA did not 

significantly change DA release in the NAc. Time course data analyzed with Two-Way 

ANOVA with multiple comparisons. *p<0.05, **p<0.005. 
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Figure 3.9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.9: REPRESENTATIVE VTA MICROINJECTOR AND NAc MICRODIALYSIS 

PROBE VERIFICATION Only those animals with both anatomically verified VTA 

microinjector and NAc microdialysis guide cannula placement were used in data 

analysis. This is a representative plot done for all experiments. 
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3.2 CRISPR-Cas9 knockout of NK1R in the VTA prevents morphine CPP 

We next investigated whether selectively knocking out the NK1R gene, Tacr1, 

specifically in the VTA of male Sprague-Dawley rats would block CPP to 

morphine. Three weeks after injecting the animals in the VTA with the 

CRISPR/Cas9 plasmid with the gRNA targeting either exon 2 (NK1R KO; Figure 

3.10) or intron 1 (control) of the Tacr1 gene, we began a training paradigm for 

morphine 10mg/kg and assessed the animal’s preference after 10 days. Control 

animals trained with morphine (n=18) exhibited significantly elevated CPP scores 

compared to vehicle treated animals (n=11; 144.93 ± 50.17 and -13.52 ± 46.61 

respectively, p<0.05; Figure 3.11). VTA-NK1R KO animals (n=16) exhibited no 

difference in CPP score to morphine compared to vehicle treated animals (n=11, 

-25.63 ± 33.95 and -30.52 ± 46.61 respectively) while the KO group was 

significantly different than the controls trained to morphine (p<0.01). For 55 days 

post CRISPR-Cas9 injection, both NK1R KO and control groups gained body 

weight at the same rate (Figure 3.12), indicating the reward processing for food 

intake/appetite was still intact while the reward processing of opioids was 

rendered nonfunctional. NK1R densities were compared between KO and control 

animals using immunohistochemistry (Figure 3.13a). Control animals displayed a 

NK1R density of 2.73 ± 0.73 while KO animals displayed significantly decreased 

receptor densities (0.77 ± 0.15, p<0.05; Figure 3.13b). 
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Figure 3.10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.10: ILLUSTRATION OF CRISPR ACTING ON NK1R GENE The gRNA and 

Cas9 endonuclease are injected into the VTA of male rats. They are delivered into the 

nucleus where the gRNA binds the complimentary sequence of DNA in the genome and 

a binding pocket of the Cas9 protein. The Cas9 will then make a double stranded cut 

with enzymatic endonuclease activity. The gRNA is directed towards exon 2 of the NK1R 

gene found on chromosome 4 of the rat genome. 
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Figure 3.11 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.11: CRISPR-Cas9 MEDIATED KO OF NK1R IN VTA INHIBITS CPP TO 

MORPHINE Rats were assessed for preference to morphine after a 10 day training 

paradigm. Saline treated animals in the Control CRISPR and NK1R CRISPR groups had 

a CPP score of -13.43 ± 44.09 (n=11) and -30.52 ± 46.61 (n=11) respectively. The 

Control CRISPR group paired with morphine had a significantly increased CPP score of 

144.9 ± 50.17 (n=17) while the NK1R CRISPR animals paired with morphine had an 

average CPP score of -25.63 ± 33.95 (n=16), which was not statistically significant from 

vehicle treated animals. *p<0.05, **p<0.005. 
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Figure 3.12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3.12: CRISPR MEDIATED KO OF NK1R IN VTA DOES NOT AFFECT 

FEEDING IN RATS Following injection of either Control CRISPR or NK1R CRISPR, 

animals were weighed for up to 55 days. Animals weighed 279.44 ± 1.76g and 278.57 ± 

2.34g on the day of injection in the Control and NK1R CRISPR groups respectively. They 

gained weight at approximately the same rate for 55 days, at which point they weighed 

372.22 ± 5.30g and 386.43 ± 5.46g for the Control and NK1R KO groups respectively. 

Data analyzed by Two-Way ANOVA. 
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Figure 3.13 
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FIGURE 3.13: CRISPR MEDIATED KO OF NK1R IN VTA REDUCES NK1R DENSITY 

IN VTA (A) Representative immunohistochemical images of NK1R in Blank CRISPR and 

NK1R KO CRISPR animals with DAPI co-stain. (B) Quantification of pixel density 

representing NK1R expression. NK1R KO CRISPR animals have a significantly reduced 

standardized density (NK1R density/DAPI density). Blank CRISPR animals have an 

average standardized density of 2.73 ± 0.73 (n=9) while NK1R KO CRISPR animals 

have an average standardized density of 0.77 ± 0.15 (n=7). Data was analyzed using 

unpaired t test. *p<005. 
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CHAPTER 4: TY032 INHIBITS NOCICEPTION IN ANIMAL MODELS OF PAIN 

With evidence that SP, via the NK1R, plays an important role in mediating 

opioid induced reward, we sought to assess the analgesic efficacy of multi-

functional compounds, acting as an agonist at the opioid receptors and 

antagonist at the NK1R. We assessed AKG-177, AKG-CRA-137, and TY032. 

TY032 found success as an antinociceptive agent so it was further 

pharmacologically characterized. 

TY032 is a bivalent compound: The N-terminus (H-Dmt-D-Ala-Gly-Phe) is 

chemically based off of biphalin, an endogenous opioid with activity at both μ- 

and δ-opioid receptors. The C-terminus (Pro-Leu-Trp-NH-[3’,5’-(CF3)2-Bzl]) is 

modeled after the NK1R antagonist L-732,138, and a hinge region (Met) connects 

the two pharmacophores416. The compound possesses a μ-Ki=2.0nM, δ-Ki=0.18, 

and NK1R-Ki=2.3nM in the rat. Functionally, the compound possesses an 

IC50=1.8 ± 0.6nM in electrically stimulated mouse vas deferens (δ), IC50=19 ± 

5nM in electrically stimulated guinea pig ileum (μ), IC50=7.5 ± 0.5nM at guinea 

pig ileum in the presence of SP (NK1)416.  

4.1 ACUTE NOCICEPTION 

MOUSE TAIL FLICK ASSAY 

The mouse tail flick assay utilizes a hot water bath to assess tail 

withdrawal latency (TWL) before and after compound administration in otherwise 

naïve animals. Experiments herein utilized ICR mice for tail flick assays. 

AKG-177 (a modified opioid agonist/NK1R antagonist) 
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Four doses of AKG-177 (1, 3, 10 and 30 µg/5 µL; n=6-11/treatment) or 

vehicle were evaluated in mice using tail withdrawal latency (TWL) in a hot water 

bath. TWL of mice given AKG-177 (3 µg/5 µL, i.t.) were significantly higher than 

vehicle-treated mice and baseline values (p < 0.001) 30 min after the injection 

(Figure 4.1). In contrast, the other doses of AKG-177 (1, 10 and 30 µg/5 µL) did 

not significantly increase PWLs compared to baseline values or vehicle treated 

controls. Notably, 2 of the 6 animals injected with 30 µg/5 µL exhibited seizures 

within 10 seconds of injection and succumbed; therefore the 30 µg group was 

removed from further analysis. Additionally, 1 out of 10 animals treated with 10 

µg in 5 µL seized immediately after administration for approximately 10 seconds 

but survived. The area under the curve (AUC) was determined and was 

significantly increased for the 3 µg dose compared to vehicle (p<0.0001) while 

the other doses were not significantly increased. The % antinociception of peak 

effect, 30min, was 47.3% of max response however due to the compound 

terminating some of the animals, a dose-response curve was not constructed. 

AKG-CRA-137 (a modified opioid agonist/NK1R antagonist) 

Three doses of AKG-CRA-137(1, 3, and 10 µg/5 µL; n=5/treatment) or 

vehicle were evaluated in mice using tail withdrawal latency (TWL) in a hot water 

bath. TWL of mice given AKG-CRA-137 (both 1 and 3 µg/5 µL, i.t.) were 

significantly higher than vehicle-treated mice and baseline values (p < 0.01) 15 

min after the injection (Figure 4.2). Mice given 10μg/5μL had significantly 

increased TWL at 30 min compared to vehicle. Notably, 2 of the 5 animals 
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injected with 1 µg/5 µL dose and 1 of the 5 animals injected with the 10 µg/5 µL 

dose exhibited immediate lower limb paralysis that lasted 15 seconds but then 

recovered and were indistinguishable from their littermates. Additionally, 1 out of 

5 animals treated with 3 µg/5 µL immediately perished following the injection. 

The area under the curve (AUC) was not significantly increased for any of the 

doses compared to vehicle. The % antinociception of peak effect, 15min, was 

45.15% of max response in the 1 μg/5 μL dose. Interestingly, % antinociception 

trended downward as greater doses were used. For this reason, a dose-

response curve was not constructed. 

TY032 (a modified opioid agonist/NK1R antagonist) 

TY032 3μg/5μL (n=5) significantly increased the tail withdrawal latency to 

7.72 ± 1.33 sec 40 min post injection, compared to vehicle treated animals (n=7, 

2.70 ± 0.40 sec, p<0.0005; Figure 4.3). Since TY032 was efficacious as an 

antinociceptive, we sought to further pharmacologically characterize the 

compound. To assess the opioidergic activity of our compound in vivo, we 

pretreated with naloxone 1mg/kg (n=7) which reduced TY032 antinociception by 

about 50% and was not significantly different from vehicle treated animals. 
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Figure 4.1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.1: AKG-177 DOES NOT SAFELY PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT 

ANTINOCICEPTION IN A DOSE DEPENDENT MANOR A response vs time graph was 

constructed using various doses of AKG-177 (data not shown). From the graph, AUC 

was constructed (shown above). Vehicle treated mice had an average AUC of 437.4 ± 

200.9 (n=11). Only the 3μg dose had a significant antinociceptive effect on mice using 

the tail flick assay; those animals had an average AUC of 3396 ± 1227 (n=6). ***p<0.001 
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Figure 4.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.2: AKG-CRA-137 DOES NOT SAFELY PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT 

ANTINOCICEPTION IN A DOSE DEPENDENT MANOR A response vs time graph was 

constructed using various doses of AKG-CRA-137 (data not shown). From the graph, 

AUC was constructed (shown above). Vehicle treated mice had an average AUC of 237 

± 101.1 (n=5). All three doses of the compound trended upward for antinociceptive 

efficacy, but none were significant. 
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Figure 4.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.3: TY032 PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT ANTINOCICEPTION IN MOUSE 

TAILFLICK ASSAY, PARTIALLY BLOCKED BY NALOXONE Baseline values for TWL 

were 4.06 ± 0.15s and 3.30 ± 1.39s in vehicle and TY032 groups respectively. TY032 

3μg/5μL significantly increased TWL from 20-120min post intrathecal administration, 

peaking at 40 min (7.79 ± 1.33s, n=5) compared to vehicle. Pretreatment with I.P. 

naloxone trended the TWL downward with a peak TWL at 60min (5.04 ± 0.48s, n=7). 

Data analyzed using Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; *p<0.05, **p<0.005, 

***p<0.001, ****p<0.0005 
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INTRATHECAL SP INDUCED FLINCHING AND BITING 

To further assess the functional pharmacological properties of TY032, we 

investigated if the compound would inhibit SP induced flinching in mice, with 

naloxone on board. SP 0.3μg/5μL (n=7) significantly increased flinching and 

scratching to 19.43 ± 3.48 in 5 min compared to vehicle (n=7, 1.14 ± 0.46 in 5 

min, p<0.005; Figure 4.4). With naloxone 1mg/kg already on board, i.t. TY032 

3μg/5μL (n=7) significantly reduced SP induced flinching and scratching to 4.86 ± 

1.77 in 5 min (p<0.05). With naloxone already on board, this suggests TY032 is 

inhibiting SP induced flinching via its actions at the NK1R, not via its opioidergic 

activity. 

RAT HARGREAVES ASSAY 

Intravenous administration of TY032 10mg/kg (n=6) significantly increased 

PWL in naïve animals, and thus percent antinociception, from 15-120min 

compared to vehicle, peaking at 15 min (+79.11 ± 6.15% s, p<0.005; Figure 

4.5A). 

Intraperitoneal administration of TY032 10mg/kg (n=6) significantly 

increased PWL in naïve animals, and thus percent antinociception, 15 min post-

injection to +55.02 ± 12.95% BL compared to vehicle treated animals (n=6, 

+16.94 ± 10.50% BL, p<0.005; Figure 4.5B). Percent-antinociception remained 

significantly elevated compared to vehicle 2 hours post-injection (p<0.05) and 

returned to baseline by 2.5 hours. 
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Figure 4.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.4: TY032 PREVENTS INTRATHECAL SP INDUCED FLINCHING AND 

BITING BEHAVIORS, PARTIALLY BLOCKED BY NALOXONE Intrathecal 

administration of SP significantly increases the number of flinches in 5min compared to 

vehicle treated mice (19.43 ± 3.48 flinches, n=7, vs 1.14 ± 0.46 flinches, n=7, 

respectively). Pre-administration of intrathecal TY032 3μg/5μL and i.p. naloxone 1mg/kg 

significantly attenuated the number of flinches in 5 min (4.86 ± 1.77 flinches, n=7). Data 

analyzed using One-way ANOVA;  
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Figure 4.5 
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FIGURE 4.5: PERIPHERALLY ADMINISTERED TY032 PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT 

ANTINOCICEPTION IN HARGREAVES THERMAL ASSAY (A) % antinociception is 

compared to baseline after assessing paw withdrawal latency in the Hargreaves thermal 

assay. 15 min post I.V. administration of TY032 10mg/kg, % antinociception significantly 

increases compared to vehicle (79.11 ± 6.15%, n=6 and 14.77 ± 10.42%, n=6 

respectively), and remains statistically significant for 90min post administration before 

returning to baseline. (B) 15 min post I.P. administration of TY032 10mg/kg % 

antinociception was significantly increased to 55.02 ± 12.95%, n=6 compared to vehicle. 

% antinociception remained elevated until 120min post administration, after which it 

returned to baseline. Time course analyzed using Two-way ANOVA with multiple 

comparisons; *p<0.05, **p<0.005 
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4.2 NEUROPATHIC PAIN 

Spinal Nerve Ligation (SNL) was employed to induce a peripheral 

neuropathic pain state in the left hind-paw, which sensitizes the animal to 

nociceptive stimuli after 7 days. 

THERMAL HYPERALGESIA 

Animals exhibited a pre-injury baseline (BL) paw withdrawal latency (PWL) 

of 19.36 ± 0.148 s to the noxious thermal stimulus (Figure 4.6A). Seven days 

post SNL surgery, animals had a significantly reduced PWL of 8.05 ± 0.97 s 

(p<0.0001). Intrathecal TY032 dose dependently increased PWL to thermal 

stimuli, peaking 20 minutes post administration to 22.44 ± 3.19 s (p<0.0001) for 

the 1.0μg/0.5μL dose. Using the 20 min time point, the peak effect, a dose 

response curve was generated and the A50 was determined to be 0.213 ± 0.51 

μg/0.5μL (Figure 4.6B). 

MECHANICAL ALLODYNIA 

SNL was used to introduce a neuropathic pain insult, as above, and 

TY032 was assessed for its antinociceptive efficacy in inhibiting mechanical 

allodynia. Pre-injury BL paw withdrawal threshold (PWT) was 15.0 ± 0.0 g 

(Figure 4.7A). Seven days post injury, the PWT was significantly reduced to 

1.735 ± 0.147 g (p<0.0001). TY032 dose dependently increased PWT peaking 

80 min post intrathecal administration at 9.66 ± 1.81 g for the 0.3μg/0.5μL dose 

(p<0.0001). 
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MOTOR IMPAIRMENT 

 To assess whether or not the compound produces motor impairment, a 

phenomenon known to occur with opioid drugs224, we employed the rotarod test 

in male rats and measured the latency with which the animals fall off the rotating 

walker. Animals administered intrathecal TY032 (n=6) remained on the rotating 

walker as long as vehicle treated animals (n=8) over the 120min testing period 

(Figure 4.8). This indicates animals administered TY032 do not exhibit motor 

impairment. 
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Figure 4.6 
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FIGURE 4.6: INTRATHECAL TY032 PROVIDES DOSE DEPENDENT 

ANTIHYPERAGESIA IN RAT MODEL OF NEUROPATHIC PAIN (A) Pre-injury 

baseline PWL was 19.04 ± 0.79s for all animals (n=33). Post-injury (SNL) baseline was 

significantly reduced to 8.85 ± 0.78s. Intrathecal TY032 1μg/5μL had the greatest 

antinociceptive effect at the 20min time point, significantly increasing PWL to 22.44 ± 

3.19s (n=7) compared to vehicle (10.08 ± 1.08s, n=12). (B) A dose response curve was 

constructed for the 20 min time point. The A50 was calculated to be 0.1174μg/5μL. Time 

course analyzed using Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; **p<0.005. 
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Figure 4.7 
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FIGURE 4.7: INTRATHECAL TY032 PROVIDES DOSE DEPENDENT 

ANTIALLODYNIA IN RAT MODEL OF NEUROPATHIC PAIN (A) Pre-injury baseline 

PWT was 15.0 ± 0.0g for all animals (n=37). Post-injury (SNL) baseline was significantly 

reduced to 2.06 ± 0.55g. Intrathecal TY032 0.3μg/5μL had the greatest antinociceptive 

effect at the 80min time point, significantly increasing PWT to 9.66 ± 1.81g (n=11) 

compared to vehicle (2.80 ± 1.05g, n=14). (B) A dose response curve was constructed 

for the 80 min time point. The A50 was calculated to be 0.167μg/5μL. Time course 

analyzed using Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons; **p<0.005. 
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Figure 4.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 4.8: INTRATHECAL TY032 DOES NOT PRODUCE MOTOR IMPAIRMENT 

Baseline rotarod latencies were 180.0 ± 0.0s for both vehicle and TY032 treated 

animals. Animals exhibited similar rotarod latencies over the 120min testing period. Time 

course data analyzed with Two-way ANOVA with multiple comparisons. 
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CHAPTER 5: TY032 IS NOT ADDICTIVE 

 

5.1 TY032 DOES NOT INCREASE DOPAMINE RELEASE 

TY032 2.0μg/0.5μL was injected into the VTA while NAc extracellular fluid 

was collected via microdialysis to quantify dopamine release. TY032 (n=6) did 

not change dopamine release compared to vehicle (n=7; 10% DMSO, 10% 

Tween, 80% saline) treated animals (Figure 5.1A). Only animals with positive 

dopamine release following i.p. cocaine administration and with NAc/VTA probes 

anatomically verified were used in the data analyses. 13/17 animals were used 

for data analysis for this study following surgeries, experiments, and probe 

verification. 

5.2 ANIMALS DO NOT SEEK TY032 AFTER CPP PARADIGM 

With TY032 demonstrating antinociceptive efficacy in mice and rats, and a 

lack of NAc dopamine release following VTA administration, we next investigated 

whether it has the potential for abuse. We enlisted the CPP paradigm described 

above wherein we paired male Sprague-Dawley rats with TY032 10mg/kg, 

morphine 10mg/kg, or vehicle with a particular chamber of the training box. After 

ten days we assessed their propensity to spend time in the chamber in which 

they received the paired drug (ie. preference). The vehicle for morphine was 

saline while the vehicle used for TY032 was 10% DMSO, 10% Tween, 80% 

saline. Saline training (n=15) produced a CPP score of 4.087 ± 40.64 while 

morphine 10mg/kg (n=13) produced a significantly increased CPP score of 128.0 
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± 41.76 (p<0.05; Figure 5.1B). The vehicle for TY032 (n=13) produced a CPP 

score of -13.85 ± 38.41; TY032 10mg/kg (n=14) did not produce a statistically 

significant difference in CPP score (1.11 ± 49.1) compared to vehicle, indicating 

that while TY032 does produce antinociceptive characteristics when 

administered systemically, it does not produce preference.  
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Figure 5.1 
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FIGURE 5.1: TY032 DOES NOT POSSESS THE POTENTIAL FOR ABUSE (A) NAc 

microdialysis was used to assess dopamine release following VTA injection of TY032 

2μg/0.5μL. Values are expressed as % change from baseline. TY032 did not 

significantly change dopamine release in the NAc compared to vehicle or morphine/L-

732,138 over the 180min time course. (B) Systemic TY032 was assessed for preference 

after 10 days of the conditioned place preference paradigm. I.P. morphine 10mg/kg 

(n=13) produced a significantly positive CPP score of 128 ± 41.76 compared to vehicle 

treated animals (n=15). TY032 10mg/kg (n=14) did not significantly increase CPP score 

compared to vehicle (1.11 ± 49.1 and -13.85 ± 38.41 respectively). Data analyzed using 

One-way ANOVA; *p<0.05. 
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION 

The United States is in the midst of what is being called “The Opioid 

Epidemic417.” With a brief overview of the history of pain and narcotics, it is not 

difficult to understand how we arrived at such concerns. Currently, chronic pain 

affects 100 million Americans, or 30% of the US population417, more than those 

affected by heart disease, cancer and diabetes combined418. In the 1990s, 

multiple individuals and agencies, with the best intentions in mind, called for 

greater control of pain specifically with the available opioids419. This, in 

combination with spurious promotion and marketing of new opioid analgesics 

despite a void of evidence, led to a vast increase in prescription opioid use420. 

Particularly egregious, Purdue Pharmaceuticals aggressively marketed their 

1996 blockbuster analgesic OxyContin, a slow release formulation of oxycodone. 

Court documents reveal Purdue Pharmaceuticals claimed that OxyContin tablets, 

owing to their extended release formulations, were extremely difficult to abuse, 

although their own study shows a drug abuser can extract 68% of the 

oxycodone, a notion Purdue pleaded guilty to421. With examples like this and the 

fact that potential abusers were increasingly able to attain prescription narcotics 

through online, no-script pharmacies422, it is not challenging to predict the 

upcoming consequences423. 

With the enormous increase in opioid prescriptions and sales in the 

1990s424, the rise in opioid overdoses and mortality unsurprisingly followed425. 

The scientific community, health professionals, NIH, CDC, and the FDA426, 
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perhaps reflexively, collaborated on multiple initiatives to reduce prescription 

opioid overdoses and mortality, leading to unintended consequences. The abuse 

of prescription opioids transitioned into abuse of street opioids like heroin427,428 

introducing the US to a full-scale opioid epidemic, prescription and illicit. Now, not 

only do 100 million Americans still suffer from chronic pain, but 2.5 million suffer 

from opioid abuse285 placing researchers at an interesting crossroads of two 

epidemics429. It is the view of many that the health profession is responsible for 

acquainting the US to the opioid epidemic, and that as such, it is the 

responsibility of the health profession to confront it. 

To combat both the pain epidemic and opioid epidemic simultaneously, a 

novel analgesic that effectively relieves pain but does not have the potential for 

abuse must be introduced. The interaction between opioids and neurokinins is a 

logical place to begin as an NK1R antagonist has been shown to inhibit the 

reinforcing properties of heroin430. As one of the primary nociceptive 

neurotransmitters in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, the 11-amino acid peptide 

SP is released upon noxious stimulation of peripheral DRG fibers431,432 where it 

propagates the ascending nociceptive signal to the brain by acting at 

postsynaptic NK1R. Opioids acting at μ-opioid receptors inhibit the release of SP 

from the primary afferent by blocking Ca2+ influx and by direct interaction 

between the βγ-complex and the synaptosome-associated protein (SNAP-25)184. 

Various pain states have a profound effect on the neurokinin system in the 

nociceptive signaling process. Inflammatory conditions increase SP expression in 
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primary afferents128,433 and NK1R expression in superficial laminae of the dorsal 

horn123,124. Chronic use of opioids leads to increased inflammatory responses, 

possibly contributing to tolerance and, paradoxically, opioid induced 

hyperalgesia, an effect blocked by NK1R antagonists434,435. 

In the reward circuitry, it is clear that opioids indirectly activate 

dopaminergic neurons in the VTA of the midbrain436, a physiological mechanism 

potentially responsible for the opioid epidemic. SP also activates dopaminergic 

neurons in the midbrain, but in a more direct fashion: NK1R is expressed on 

dopamine neurons437. With such extensive overlap and interaction in pain 

processing and mediation, we investigated the role SP and the neurokinin 

system plays in promoting opioid induced activation of the reward circuitry. This 

information directed the design of a bivalent, trifunctional antinociceptive 

compound that lacks the potential for abuse in animals.  

Here, the data indicate that SP plays an important role in mediating opioid 

activation of the reward pathway. Not only does morphine inhibit GABAergic 

input directly onto dopamine neurons (the canonical model), but it also relieves 

tonic inhibition of SP containing neurons that apparently drive dopamine firing. 

Using microdialysis, we sampled the VTA extracellular fluid and analyzed 

the content for SP using an ELISA. SP release was significantly increased in the 

first hour after systemic morphine administration. While some reports indicate SP 

levels are altered in the brain after chronic opiate exposure400, this is the first 

evidence that SP may in fact be mediating some of the transient neuronal effects 
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of morphine in the VTA. Since morphine signals via inhibitory G-proteins, we next 

asked how it increases SP release and hypothesized it was likely due to 

disinhibition of GABAergic control, a precedent established in the literature in the 

early 1980s438. Indeed bicuculline, the GABAAR antagonist, acutely increased SP 

release in the VTA when administered through the VTA probe via reverse 

microdialysis. When SP was administered directly into the VTA, an increase in 

dopamine release in the NAc shortly followed, authenticating our hypothesis that 

morphine indirectly activates dopamine cells by first indirectly activating SPergic 

neurons. This makes sense as simply relieving the “brakes” off of dopamine cells 

would not explain what “drives” them. We provide compelling evidence that SP 

is, at the very least, a co-driver of dopamine neurons. The excitatory amino acid 

neurotransmitter glutamate is almost certainly another co-driver of dopaminergic 

firing439; perhaps SP and glutamate are co-released from the same cell, much 

like in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord107. This is an avenue of research we 

would like to investigate in future studies. 

Of interesting note about the NAc microdialysis experiments, it appears 

that systemic cocaine administration does not increase dopamine release to the 

same extent in NK1R antagonist treated animals compared to vehicle or 

SP/morphine treated animals. While cocaine was only used as a positive control 

to ensure proper installation of the microdialysis guide cannula, and indeed it 

does increase dopamine release after administration, the amount released does 

not trend as high in those NK1R antagonist treated animals. Proper experimental 
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controls would be necessary to positively establish this link as this facet of the 

experiment is out of the scope of our primary goal. However it is fascinating to 

speculate how the neurokinin system plays a role in cocaine reward and 

potentially abuse in people. There is a precedent in the literature for the 

neurokinin system affecting striatal dopamine release in response to cocaine440 

and preventing sensitization after chronic cocaine441. This makes sense because 

cocaine prevents the reuptake of dopamine in the synaptic cleft by inhibiting the 

function of the dopamine transporter (DAT). If the NK1R antagonist blocks 

dopamine release in the first place, cocaine has no potential to prevent its 

reuptake. This may be in stark contrast to the role VTA neurokinins play in 

amphetamine induced increase in dopamine release. Amphetamines work by 

directly binding to synaptic proteins in the presynaptic terminal, activating fusion 

of vesicles and release of dopamine. It seems unlikely that VTA NK1R 

antagonists would acutely block that effect. When administered into the NAc 

however, NK1R antagonists do block amphetamine’s pro-dopamine effect442. 

Prior to this study, the necessity of SP neurons and their cognate receptor 

in the reward pathway was undeniable. Whole body NK1R-/- exhibit a lack of 

CPP370 and self-administration372 to morphine indicating a crucial role for the 

neurokinin system in mediating reward to opiates, albeit the role of 

neurodevelopmental neurokinins cannot be ruled out and precise brain regions 

facilitating this effect are not clear. Granted, a loss of CPP to morphine was seen 

when amygdaloid NK1R+ cells were ablated using a SP-conjugated saporin to 
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induce cell death373, it seems plausible that eliminating an entire facet of the 

limbic loop would block the neuronal signaling involved in reward, much like 

cutting a wire would shut off an electrical circuit in series. More indicative of the 

role the tachykinins play in the reward circuit would be a set of experiments that 

localized the receptor knockout with in vivo genetic engineering while leaving 

intact the neurons that facilitate the neuronal signaling. 

In the past, specific gene editing was executed with tools such as zinc-

finger nucleases (ZFN)443,444 and transcription activator-like effector nucleases 

(TALENs)445,446, two exciting genome engineering tools that required a new, 

tailored nuclease designed for the gene of interest. Although exciting tools, the 

feasibility, efficiency, and speed with which genes could be altered through the 

required protein-DNA interactions are suspect. Clustered regularly interspaced 

short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) systems such as Cas9, developed for 

scientific research in 2012408,447-449, requires only a complimentary guide RNA 

(gRNA) for the gene of interest and a ubiquitous endonuclease, be it one of the 

many Cas proteins like Cas9449, Cpf1450, or others, and is opening new avenues 

for medical research by generating novel models of disease systems in vivo451. 

The highly error prone DNA repair mechanism non-homologous end joining 

(NHEJ)452 produces either insertions or deletions into the gene after the double 

stranded break by the endonuclease. This effectively removes the gene from the 

cell; and thus, an in vivo method to knockout a gene in a specific group of cells in 

an adult animal. The benefits of this method include avoiding 
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neurodevelopmental detriments of breeding out NK1R, localizing the knockout to 

a specific nuclei of cells in the brain (the VTA), and otherwise maintaining the 

health of those neurons. While interfering RNA (RNAi) may promise to achieve a 

similar goal by suppressing the expression of certain genes, temporal control is 

lost as the injection does not permanently silence the gene. It may require 

multiple injections to attain lasting effect, thus potentially introducing a loss of 

spatial control as well. CRISPR-Cas9 allows for both temporal and spatial control 

of the NK1R in the VTA; a region specific and permanent knockout. 

There are numerous methods for delivering the necessary CRISPR 

components to a cell including liposomal delivery which directly carries the Cas9 

protein and gRNA themselves to the cell, or electroporation of plasmids which 

are fast and efficient but often require prenatal intervention. We chose to 

transfect the cells with a proprietary cationic polymer called TurboFect which 

forms a stable positively charged core around the plasmid DNA. The plasmid is 

introduced to the VTA and penetrates, likely, into every cell with the payload in 

tow. The plasmid contains genes for the Cas9, the gRNA, and green fluorescent 

protein to ensure proper delivery to the region of interest. After injection, we 

allowed the plasmid to “incubate” in the animals for 3 weeks before experimental 

manipulations, appropriately permitting time for the NK1R gene to be removed. 

We tracked the weight of CRISPR modified animals since physically and 

genetically manipulating the VTA could conceivably alter appetitive signaling in 

the animal453-456. Animals from both the control and NK1R KO groups gained 
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weight at the same rate over the course of 2 months, indicating that our 

manipulations did not affect their appetitive circuitry and food intake. 

Three weeks after the bilateral VTA plasmid injections, the animals were 

used in the CPP paradigm. Half of the controls were trained with saline, the other 

half with morphine; half of the knockouts were likewise trained with saline and 

half with morphine. The control animals trained with morphine exhibited a 

positive CPP score. That is, they indicated they preferred morphine as many 

papers in the literature have shown before457. NK1R KO animals trained with 

morphine however did not exhibit a positive CPP score. They displayed no 

preference for either chamber of the CPP box indicating neurokinin signaling in 

the VTA is necessary for morphine conditioned place preference. This makes 

sense and corroborates the acute microdialysis data as NK1R antagonists in the 

VTA were sufficient to block morphine induced dopamine release. In the NK1R 

KO animals, it may be inferred that each morphine treatment did not acutely 

increase dopamine release in the NAc, such that the 10 day training paradigm 

did not promote euphoria, positive reinforcement, and thus preference. 

Determining experimentally with microdialysis if dopamine release is blocked 

acutely in the NK1R KO animals post-morphine administration is indicated and 

represents a necessary future investigation to complete this proposition. 

 After the CPP experiments, animals were sacrificed and IHC was 

employed to histologically verify the CRISPR mediated NK1R knockouts. Indeed 

animals receiving NK1R KO CRISPR injections had a significantly reduced 
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standardized NK1R density compared to controls. DAPI staining was similar 

between the two groups indicating a lack of cell death in the experimental group. 

Electrophysiological studies in the VTA have great potential to inform 

about the neural circuitry in the reward pathway. While the studies conducted 

here provide evidence that opioids inhibit GABAergic tone on SP neurons, thus 

increasing SP release onto dopamine neurons, electrophysiology may 

corroborate this theory and solidify this model. SP neurons are extremely difficult 

to patch, a process that may be too inefficient to attempt. However, with the 

combination of pharmacological and electrophysiological manipulation of 

dopamine neurons, it may be possible to support our working model, a goal for 

future studies. Additionally, IHC studies in the VTA can further our understanding 

of the neuronal circuitry in the reward system. For instance, probing for the 

coexpression of SP and GABAAR would provide compelling evidence that GABA 

signaling directly suppresses SP release in the VTA. The lack of operational 

GABAAR antibodies developed for use in IHC has hindered our progress in this 

facet. Further optimization for our current target, the α2-subunit of the GABAA 

receptor, may be warranted.  

Understanding the physiology of the neurokinin system in the brainstem 

and how it mediates opiate reward was important in guiding our efforts to develop 

non-addictive analgesics. Multiple compounds were assessed, first by a simple 

tail flick model of acute thermal nociception in mice. The goal was to fully assess 

and characterize the pharmacological properties of opioid agonist/NK1R 
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antagonist compounds in vivo. Intrathecal AKG-177 and AKG-CRA-137 did not 

possess substantial antinociceptive activity in the hot water bath assay so they 

weren’t further characterized using other models. An interesting point is raised 

here however about the utility of animal models of pain and warrants a brief 

aside. 

There are certainly difficulties in the use of animal models of pain. For 

one, frustration has mounted over the last few decades at the limited success of 

translational studies, despite increasingly successful preclinical studies that 

provide new information about our physiology458. It is important to remember 

what questions a particular nociception assay can answer. For example, the hot 

water tail flick assay is likely limited to answering the question “does this 

compound attenuate the spinal reflex in response to an acute thermal stimulus?” 

That’s an important distinction from “does this compound prevent pain?” With the 

appropriate recognition of limitations a particular nociceptive assay carries with it, 

data can be interpreted to an extent. In the case of the hot water tail flick assay, it 

may be used as a filter of sorts to prevent ineffective compounds from moving 

forward. 

TY032 on the other hand did provide significant antinociception in the hot 

water tail flick assay, an effect partially attenuated by naloxone. This suggests 

that despite the opioid component of the compound rendered inactive, the NK1R 

antagonist pharmacophore is still acting, likely in the dorsal horn, to attenuate the 

spinal reflex and thus increase the latency of tail flick. When administered 
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systemically (both i.v. and i.p.), TY032 produced significant antinociception in the 

Hargreave’s thermal nociception assay. While pharmacokinetic studies including 

blood-brain-barrier or blood-spinal-barrier permeability were not performed per 

se, the results of these systemic administration studies provide compelling 

evidence that TY032 does in fact reach its site of action in the dorsal horn and 

supra-spinal processing locations. Of course there are peripherally acting 

analgesics459 including the local anesthetics460, and opioid receptors are found 

along the peripheral primary afferent axon and maybe even produce modest 

analgesia there, particularly in non-naïve states461,462. But in naïve animals, it’s 

likely that the opioid agonist/NK1R antagonist are penetrating into the dorsal horn 

to exert their antinociceptive effects. 

To further pharmacologically characterize the compound, we tested its 

ability to inhibit SP induced flinching. Intrathecal SP produced robust flinching 

over the course of 5 min as previously described63. TY032 significantly reduced 

the number of SP induced flinches in 5 min. One concern in the functional 

characterization of the compound is that μ-receptor activation alone may be 

sufficient to prevent flinching. To mitigate this conundrum, we pretreated animals 

with naloxone before intrathecal TY032 and still saw a significant reduction in SP 

induced flinching indicating that indeed it is the NK1R antagonist pharmacophore 

that is mediating that inhibition. This study provides evidence for two notions. 

First, it decidedly shows that TY032 is in fact producing its antinociceptive effects 

through both pharmacophores. Second, it provides a foundation for the potential 
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to relieve inflammatory pain specifically. Studies involving inflammatory pain 

were not conducted here but it would be prudent to assess TY032 in an 

inflammatory pain model as inflammation produces an upregulation in SP content 

in the primary afferent. 

 We next assessed its antinociceptive properties in a model of neuropathic 

pain. The spinal nerve ligation (SNL) is sufficient to produce thermal hyperalgesia 

and mechanical allodynia in the hind paw 7 days post-injury. It has been shown 

that in addition to the inflammatory model, neuropathic pain also increases SP 

immunoreactivity in the dorsal horn124 lending itself as a worthy model to 

investigate the antihyperalgesic effects of TY032. Indeed, in assessing both 

thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical allodynia, TY032 produces a dose 

dependent effect. Additionally, TY032 did not induce motor impairment often 

seen with opioid containing compounds463. This is an important control 

experiment as motor impairment has the ability to disguise a lack of hind paw 

response as antinociception. 

 Finally, TY032 was assessed for its potential for abuse. We combined 

interpretations from two distinct experiments to make an informed conclusion 

about this compound. First, when administered directly to the VTA, TY032 had 

no acute effect on NAc dopamine release. Second, when animals were paired 

with TY032 in the CPP paradigm, they displayed no preference for the compound 

over vehicle, unlike that with which they displayed for morphine. These data 

indicate that TY032 lacks the potential for abuse by blocking the activation of the 
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NK1R in the VTA. The limitations however should be noted. In the microdialysis 

experiment, animals were administered the compound and extracellular fluid 

from the NAc was assessed in the acute setting. This does not exclude the 

potential for plastic changes in the VTA after multiple exposures and thus 

changes in dopamine release after the first day. It may be judicious to extend the 

microdialysis out past one day, or even run the experiment after multiple days of 

TY032 exposure. It also doesn’t exclude the possibility that other regions of the 

brain that are known to modulate NAc dopamine release may indeed activate the 

reward circuitry even with TY032 on board. This can’t be inferred when TY032 is 

only administered in the VTA. However, with a lack of CPP following systemic 

administration of TY032, we believe this substantiates our claim that the NK1R 

pharmacophore is indeed preventing the opiate’s action on VTA dopamine cells. 

A logical counterclaim would be that the compound isn’t penetrating into the CNS 

and thus the opiate isn’t reaching the VTA. A pharmacokinetic study analyzing its 

BBB permeability would be necessary to demonstrate one way or the other if the 

compound is reaching its CNS targets. 

 The neurokinin system is a validated CNS target to block opiate induced 

reward. This has driven our efforts at rational drug design, with help from the 

wonderful chemists at The University of Arizona, to develop a novel analgesic 

that activates the opiate system to produce analgesia, but blocks the neurokinin 

signaling system to prevent activation of the reward circuitry. TY032 represents 

the future of analgesics: dual, even tri-functional compounds acting through 
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multiple mechanisms of the nociceptive and reward pathways to provide patients 

with the pain relief they so desperately need and the peace of mind they deserve. 
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Approximately one third of the adult U.S. population suffers from some type of on-going, chronic pain annually,
andmanymorewill have some type of acute pain associatedwith traumaor surgery. First-line therapies formod-
erate to severe pain include prescriptions for commonmu opioid receptor agonists such asmorphine and its var-
ious derivatives. The epidemic use, misuse and diversion of prescription opioids have highlighted just one of the
adverse effects of mu opioid analgesics. Alternative approaches include novel opioids that target delta or kappa
opioid receptors, or compounds that interact with two or more of the opioid receptors.
Aims:Here we report the pharmacology of a newly synthesized bifunctional opioid agonist (RV-Jim-C3) derived
from combined structures of fentanyl and enkephalin in rodents. RV-Jim-C3 has high affinity binding to both mu
and delta opioid receptors.
Main methods:Mice and rats were used to test RV-Jim-C3 in a tailflick test with and without opioid selective an-
tagonist for antinociception. RV-Jim-C3 was tested for anti-inflammatory and antihypersensitivity effects in a
model of formalin-induced flinching and spinal nerve ligation. To rule outmotor impairment, rotarodwas tested
in rats.
Key findings: RV-Jim-C3 demonstrates potent-efficacious activity in several in vivo painmodels including inflam-
matory pain, antihyperalgesia and antiallodynic with no significant motor impairment.
Significance: This is the first report of a fentanyl-based structure with delta and mu opioid receptor activity that
exhibits outstanding antinociceptive efficacy in neuropathic pain, reducing the propensity of unwanted side ef-
fects driven by current therapies that are unifunctional mu opioid agonists.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction

Over 76 million people currently suffer from chronic pain, becoming
the most common reason to seek medical care (Institute of Medicine,
2011; Elliot et al., 1999). The effective management of chronic pain in-
cluding neuropathic pain is essential in order to reduce the associated
personal, social and financial morbidities. Despite the significance of
this problem, the current medical treatment modalities only result in a
30% reduction in pain levels (Turk et al., 2011) demonstrating the essen-
tial need for novel treatments for the management of chronic pain.

Opioids have fallen out of favor for the treatment of chronic pain due
to the wide array of adverse effects associated with long-term use
(O'Connor and Dworkin, 2009) resulting in dose-limiting efficacy. In

spite of these negative potential outcomes the mechanism of opioid ac-
tion provides a direct means for inhibiting pain sensation (Vanderah,
2010). The key is to develop a drug with analgesic efficacy but lacks the
adverse effects.

Themajority of opioids prescribed today are simplemodifications of
the morphine alkaloid structure. Few studies have investigated the
chemical structure of fentanyl, a highly efficacious, μ-selective opioid
agonist, with modifications to engage other opioid receptors such as
the δ-receptor. Functional association between μ- and δ-opioid recep-
tors was first suggested by studies showing that μ-activity could modu-
late δ-ligands (Morinville et al., 2004; Decaillot et al., 2008). Yet the true
role of δ-ligands remains unrevealed. Some authors have provided evi-
dence that δ-agonists increase antinociceptive responses alone or in
combination with μ-receptor agonists (Gendron et al., 2007; Petrillo
et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2011; Holdridge and Cahill, 2007) while others
suggest that μ-agonist signaling can be equianalgesic by co-treatment
with δ-selective antagonists while reducing the unwanted side effects
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of the μ-receptor agonists (Mosberg et al., 2013; Ananthan et al., 2012).
A recent review emphasizes the potential role of δ-agonist as mood sta-
bilizers that would enhance the affective component of chronic pain
(Lutz and Kieffer, 2012). Hence, there is a great need to further develop
and characterize compounds that can act at both μ- and δ-opioid recep-
tors for human use.

One of the promising new approaches for the questions raised
is the creation and investigation of bivalent ligands. Bivalent ligands
contain two pharmacophores that are fused together to act at
distinct targets resulting in added or synergistic effects (Dietis et al.,
2009). Finding the correct pair of ligands with superposition, in vivo
efficacy and reduced side effects is an attractive yet difficult problem
that should be pursued with alternative structures to morphine.
The structure of morphine may cause a number of non-μ opioid
receptor-related unwanted effects via the TLR4 receptor. (+)Morphine
has been shown to activate immune cells, microglia and osteoclasts
causing morphine hypersensitivity, antinociceptive tolerance and
bone wasting over time (Hutchinson et al., 2010; Franchi et al., 2012).
Our preliminary investigations demonstrate a new bivalent ligand
with a mixed μ/δ-profile representing combinations of fentanyl and
enkephalin-like peptides (Vardanyan et al., submitted to J Med Chem
2013), respectively, with in vivo activity in anti-inflammatory and neu-
ropathic pain models.

Material and methods

Animals

Male ICR (20–25 g) mice and male Sprague–Dawley (250–275 g)
rats were used for all studies. The animals were housed in groups of 5
(mice) or 2–3 (rats) in a temperature controlled room on a light–dark
cycle (lights on 7:00). Food and water were available ad libitum.
All procedures were in accordance with the policies set forth by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University
of Arizona.

Mouse injection techniques

Administration of the opioid compound in mice was performed
via intrathecal (i.t.) injection using a slightly modified method of the
Hylden and Wilcox (1980) technique (Largent-Milnes et al., 2010).
This was accomplished using a 10 μL Hamilton injector fitted with
a 30-gauge needle. All volumes administered were 5 μL.

Opioid antagonist challenge

The general opioid antagonist naloxone was used to assess opioid
activity of the test compounds. Naloxone (1 mg/kg)was given intraper-
itoneally (i.p.) 10 min prior to injection of RV-Jim-C3 (i.t.). To determine
opioid receptor selectivity, the delta antagonist naltrindole (5 μg/5 μL)
was given by the i.t. route 5 min prior to RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t.). To
determine the amount of mu opioid receptor activity, CTAP (5 μg/5 μL),
a selective mu receptor antagonist, was given by the i.t. route 5 min
prior to RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5μL, i.t.).

Mouse tail-flick test

The nociceptive stimulus used to initially test for antinociceptive
efficacy was warm (52 °C) water. The method followed parameters
similar to those set out by Jannsen et al. (1963). In this case, tail
flinching, or the thermal tail withdrawal latency, was defined as the
time (seconds) from immersion of the tail in water to its withdrawal.
Baseline values for all animals were obtained prior to drug administra-
tion. Animals were excluded if their tail-flick time was greater than
7 s at baseline. Drug was then given i.t. and tail-flick times were then
measured at 15, 30, 45, and 60 min intervals. A maximal score was

assigned to all animals with tailflick times lasting equal to or greater
than 15 s. Percent activity, or antinociception, was expressed as:

% Antinociception ¼ 100 � test latency after drug treatmentð Þ– baseline latencyð Þ
15 secondsð Þ– baseline latencyð Þ :

Mouse formalin flinching/guarding test

An acute inflammatory injury model was simulated in the mice
using the formalin test similar to that outlined by Zhao et al. (2003).
Mice were initially allowed to acclimate in a transparent Plexiglas box
placed on a rack for 30 min prior to injection. Drug or vehicle was
injected i.t. and formalin was administered i.paw 10 min later by gently
restraining each mouse and injecting them with 20 μL of 2% formalin
subcutaneously into the plantar surface of the left hind paw. Flinching
and guarding behavior of the left hindpaw were measured in 5-minute
intervals for 40 min. Flinches were characterized as vigorous shaking or
lifting of the paw and were counted by absolute number during each
time interval. Guarding behavior was described as licking or biting and
was assessed in terms of overall duration during each time interval
(Kayser et al., 2007). First phase responses were seen in the 0–10 min
interval whereas the second phase responses were evident in the 10–
40 minute intervals. The 40 minute trial time was sufficient to allow
the mice to achieve near baseline levels of nociceptive behaviors after
injection with formalin.

Rat intrathecal catheter implantation

Each rat was given ketamine/xylazine 100 mg/kg (vol/vol: 80/20,
Sigma-Aldrich) i.p. for anesthesia and subsequently placed in a stereo-
taxic head mount. An incision was made along the posterior aspect of
the skull in order to expose the cisterna magna. Once the cisterna
magna was exposed, it was then punctured and a 10 cm catheter (PE-
10 tubing)was inserted into the intrathecal space following themethod
described byYaksh andRudy (1976). The incisionwas closed byfirst su-
turing themuscle and then the outer skin, which effectively sutured the
catheter in place. The exposed catheter was the cauterized to seal the
open end. Any animals showing signs of neurological defects after
24 hwere not used. All otherswere allowed to recover for 7 days before
any subsequent procedure was performed.

Rat injection technique

Compounds to be administered in ratswere done using the intrathe-
cal catheter that had been placed as previously described. Preparations
were made using a 25 μL Hamilton syringe and injector connected with
tubing. First, 9 μL of salinewas drawn, followed by 1 μL of air and finally
5 μL of drug or vehicle. Upon injection, the tip of the cauterized i.t. cath-
eter was clipped and the Hamilton injector was inserted into the cathe-
ter. The prepared solution was then slowly injected into the catheter
with the air bubble serving as amarker for drug/vehicle level and the sa-
line acting as a flush to ensure full delivery of the compound. Following
injection, the tip of the catheter was re-cauterized.

Spinal nerve ligation

A chronic pain model, which produces allodynia and hyperalgesia,
was produced in the rats via spinal nerve ligation surgery. Each rat was
first anesthetized using 2.5% isofluorane plus oxygen. The skin was first
separated by making an incision along the lumbar region. In order to
separate the muscle, a deep incision was made into the muscle, 1 cm
left from midline. As has been previously reported, once a proper win-
dow was established, the left L5 and L6 nerves were exposed, isolated
and ligated using 4-0 silk (Vanderah et al., 2008). The muscle incision
was then sutured closed while the skin was stapled. All animals were
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allowed to recover for 7 days before any other procedures were
performed. Any animals exhibiting motor or sensory defects were
immediately euthanized.

Rotarod

Following placement of the intrathecal catheters, the rats were then
trained to walk on a rotating rod (8 rev/min; Rotamex 4/8 device) with
amaximal cutoff time of 180 s (Vanderah et al., 2008). Trainingwas ini-
tiated by placing the rats on a rotating rod and allowing them towalk on
it until they either fell off or 180 swas reached. This processwas repeat-
ed 6 times and the rats were allowed to recover for 24 h before begin-
ning the treatment session. Prior to treatment, the rats were run once
on a moving rod in order to establish a baseline value. Compounds, ei-
ther vehicle or drug, were administered via the intrathecal catheter as
previously mentioned. Assessment consisted of placing the rats on the
moving rod and timing until either they fell off or reached a maximum
of 180 s. This was repeated every 20 min for a total of 2 h.

Tactile hypersensitivity

Prior to tactile testing, the ratswere allowed to acclimate in suspended
wire-mesh cages for 30 min. The protocol consisted of taking baseline
measurements (post-SNL) by measuring paw withdrawal thresholds
(PWT) to calibrated von Frey filaments (0.4–15.0 g) that were probed
perpendicularly to the plantar surface of the left hind paw. Lifting of the
paw or licking the paw was considered a positive response. This method
was repeated following the up-down method described by Largent-
Milnes et al. (2008). Drug or vehicle was then administered at t = 0
using the i.t. catheter route previously described. Filament probing was
then repeated every 20 min for 2 h. Results were then calculated in
grams using the Dixon non-parametric test. No testing was performed
on the contralateral paw.

Thermal hypersensitivity

Prior to thermal testing, the ratswere allowed to acclimate in Plexiglas
cages for 30 min. Baseline values were obtained prior to SNL surgery and
again prior to administration of compound. Testing protocol consisted of
measuring pawwithdrawal latency (PWL) in seconds by placing amobile
infrared heat source directly under the left hind paw as was described by
Largent-Milnes et al. (2008). A positive response consisted of the animal
lifting or licking the paw. A maximum cutoff was set at 30 s. Drug or
vehicle was administered at time = 0 and PWLs were measured every
20 min for 2 h. The contralateral paw was not tested.

Results

RV-JIM-C3 (i.t.) produces dose dependent antinociception

Mouse baseline tail-flickwithdrawal responses were recorded using
thewarmwater 52 °C bath apparatus. Mean baseline tail-flick latencies
for animalswere 3.59 ± 0.21 s (n = 30).Micewere injected intrathecal-
ly (i.t.) in the lumbar region as described (Largent-Milnes et al., 2010)
(RV-JIM-C3 10 μg/5 μL, 3 μg/5 μL, 1 μg/5 μL; Vehicle 10% TWEEN, 10%
DMSO, 80% saline) and tail withdrawal latency was recorded every
15 min for 60 min. Maximal effect of RV-JIM-C3 occurred 15 min after
injection (Fig. 1A). The highest dose (10 μg/5 μL) resulted in a maximal
tail withdrawal latency of 12.3 ± 1.4 s. The 3 μg/5 μL and 1 μg/5 μL
doses produced a tail withdrawal latency of 8.0 ± 1.9 s and 6.1 ± 0.9 s,
respectively (Fig. 1A). Eachdose resulted in significantly higher pawwith-
drawal latencies as compared to baseline or vehicle treated animals.

Percent antinociception was calculated for each spinal dose of RV-
JIM-C3 and a dose response curve was generated. The three doses
(1 μg, 3 μg, 10 μg) produced significant dose dependent antinociception
in non-injured mice compared to vehicle treated mice (Fig. 1B) 15 min

after i.t. injection (20.5 ± 6.4%, 35.6 ± 15.8%, 76.7 ± 10.7%, respective-
ly). The A50 dose was calculated to be 3.92 μg (95% C.I.: 2.21–6.95).

RV-JIM-C3 antinociception is blocked by naloxone, CTAP and Naltrindole

Spinal RV-Jim-C3 was injected following i.p. administered naloxone
(t = −15 min) to determine if the antinociceptive effects were in fact
due to the opioid pharmacophore. RV-Jim-C3 treated animals at the
highest dose (10 μg/5 μL, i.t., 12.3 ± 1.38 s) with naloxone (1 mg/kg,
i.p.) pretreated animals resulted in a significant decrease in tail flick
latencies (3.4 ± 0.47 s, p = 0.001, n = 6) (Fig. 2A,B) and naloxone
(1 mg/kg) alone did not display any antinociceptive behavior compared
to vehicle treated animals (Fig. 2).

To test whether there was selective mu and/or delta opioid receptor
analgesic activity, spinal administration of either CTAP (mu selective an-
tagonist) or naltrindole (delta selective antagonist) were given spinally
5 min prior to spinal RV-Jim-C3. The spinal administration of RV-Jim-C3
(10 μg/5 μL, i.t.) 5 min after vehicle resulted in a 83.5 ± 7.2% (n = 6)
antinociceptive effect in the 52 °C tail flick test 15 min after admin-
istration (Fig. 3). CTAP (5 μg/5 μL, i.t.) given 5 min prior to RV-Jim-C3
(10 μg/5 μL, i.t.) resulted in a significant inhibition of the antinociceptive
effects at 20.9 ± 13.4% (p b 0.01, n = 6) antinociception at the
15 min time point in the 52 °C tail flick test (Fig. 3). Likewise, Naltrindole
(5 μg/5 μL, i.t.) given5 minprior toRV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t.) resulted in
a significant inhibition of the antinociceptive effects at 30.3 ± 10.5%
(p b 0.01, n = 5) antinociception at the 15 minute time point in the
52 °C tail flick test (Fig. 3).
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RV-JIM-C3 attenuates formalin induced flinching and guarding

Mice were separated into three groups: (1) vehicle (10%TWEEN/
10%DMSO/80%saline), i.t. + 0.9% saline, i.paw, (2) vehicle, i.t. + 0.2%

formalin, i.paw, and (3) RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t.) + 0.2% formalin,
i.paw. The group of mice receiving vehicle and formalin had a peak
number of flinches 5 min after formalin injection (56.17 ± 7.38, n =
6), which diminished significantly over the course of 40 min (6.83 ±
0.96) (Fig. 4A). Mice receiving RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t., −10 min)
pretreatment with formalin had significantly fewer flinches (5.16 ±
3.24, p = 0.001, n = 6) as compared to those receiving only vehicle
and formalin (56.17 ± 7.38, n = 6) at t = 5 min. Those animals re-
ceiving RV-Jim-C3 and saline were not significantly different from ani-
mals receiving vehicle and saline at t = 5 min (0.17 ± 0.18, n = 6,
and 2.0 ± 0.57, n = 6, Fig. 4A).

The group of mice receiving vehicle and formalin had a peak hindpaw
guarding effect 5 min after formalin injection (96.83 ± 13.14 s, n = 6),
which diminished significantly over the course of 40 min (4.50 ±
3.19 s) (Fig. 4B). Mice receiving RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t., −10 min)
pretreatment with formalin had significantly less guarding (3.17 ±
2.19 s, p = 0.001, n = 6) as compared to those receiving only vehicle
and formalin (96.83 ± 13.14 s, n = 6) at t = 5 min. Those animals re-
ceiving RV-Jim-C3 and saline were not significantly different from ani-
mals receiving vehicle and saline at t = 5 min (1.50 ± 1.12 s, n = 6,
and 5.83 ± 3.49 s, n = 6, Fig. 4B).

Spinal RV-JIM-C3 reverses nerve injury induced hypersensitivities

Animals undergoing SNL surgeries were tested for pre-injury ipsilat-
eral hindpaw baseline latencies and thresholds using the IR thermal
testing and the von Frey mechanical testing setups, respectively. Animals
were post-injury baselined on day 7, and thermal latencies and mechan-
ical thresholds recorded. Animals with significant nerve injury-induced
reductions in thermal hindpaw latencies and mechanical hindpaw
thresholds ipsilateral to the injury were administered an acute bolus
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of RV-Jim-C3 (10 μg/5 μL, i.t.) or vehicle (5 μL, i.t.). Paw withdrawal la-
tency and paw withdrawal threshold were measured and recorded
every 20 min over a 160 min time course.

Mean pre-injury paw withdrawal latency baseline value for all par-
ticipating animals was 19.8 ± 0.37 s (n = 12). Mean post-injury paw
withdrawal latency baseline valuewas 10.4 ± 0.36 s, indicating the de-
velopment of thermal hyperalgesia due to spinal nerve ligation
(Fig. 5A). Administration of RV-Jim-C3 induced a significant reduction
of thermal hypersensitivity within 20 min after injection and peaked
at 40 min post injection compared to vehicle (19.57 ± 3.12 s, p =
0.01, n = 6) (Fig. 5A). The paw withdrawal latencies for drug treated
animals returned to post-injury baseline levels at 160 min after acute
spinal administration (11.12 ± 2.64 s, 10 μg/5 μL, p = 0.01, n = 6)
(Fig. 5A). Vehicle (5 μL, i.t.) had no significant effect on post-injury
paw withdrawal thresholds over a 160 min time course.

Mean pre-injury pawwithdrawal threshold baseline value for all an-
imals was 15 ± 0 g (n = 12). Mean post-injury ipsilateral paw with-
drawal threshold baseline value was 2.19 ± 0.37 g, indicating the
development of mechanical allodynia due to spinal nerve ligation.
Attenuation of mechanical allodynia was evident in RV-Jim-C3 treated
animals only 20 min post spinal injection as compared to vehicle
(7.72 ± 2.12 g and 3.86 ± 1.80 g, respectively, p = 0.01, n = 6)
(Fig. 5B) with the peak effect 100 min post injection (13.93 ± 1.12 g,
p = 0.001, n = 6) and return to post-injury baseline levels at 120 min.
Vehicle (5 μL, i.t.) treated animals did not result in any significant increase
in hindpaw withdrawal thresholds over post-injury baselines (Fig. 5B,
n = 6).

RV-Jim-C3 does not produce motor deficits such as sedation or paralysis in
rats

RV-Jim-C3 (i.t.) was evaluated for typical motor deficits found with
opioid use including sedation. Rats were trained to walk on a rotating
rod with a maximal cutoff time of 180 s prior to administration of drug
or vehicle. The mean baseline latency for all animals was 170 ± 10.5 s

(n = 11) (Fig. 6). Vehicle treated animals remained on the rotarod for
an average of 180 ± 0 s over the course of 120 min. Animals treated
with 10 μg/5 μL, i.t. of RV-Jim-C3 remained on the rotating rod for a min-
imum of 160 ± 22.4 s, not significantly different from control (Fig. 6).

Discussion

Although there are more analgesics available on the market today
than ever in history there is an overwhelming loss in confidence by phy-
sicians and the public in prescribing and taking opioid analgesics due to
the combination of abuse potential, unwanted side effects and/or lack of
analgesic efficacy (Jensen and Finnerup, 2009; Institute of Medicine,
2011; Rowbotham et al., 2003). There has been a lack of success in de-
signing novel pain-relieving drugs over the past 50 years. As humans
continue to live longer due to the advances in other areas of medicine
including novel antivirals, antibiotics, chemotherapeutics, autoimmune
disease therapies, early tests for detection of diseases, advancing surgi-
cal and other new procedures, the need to improve medications for
acute and chronic pain amplifies desperately.

Treatment of chronic pain relies a great deal upon μ opioid analge-
sics, while δ opioid agonists are known to produce analgesic effects
but, are not clinically available. There is evidence to indicate that bifunc-
tional μ–δ opioid compounds with unique biological activity profiles
may have therapeutic potential as efficacious analgesics with reduced
unwanted side effects (Harvey et al., 2012; Kotlinska et al., 2013;
Yamamoto et al., 2011). There has been several novel compounds
designed to target both μ and δ opioid yet, the majority of compounds
are based on peptidic structures, non-peptidic structures or utilize the
morphine alkaloid structure (Schiller, 2010; Elmagbari et al., 2004;
Lowery et al., 2011; Codd et al., 2009; Ananthan et al., 2012). Such
peptidic structures may result in poor absorption, poor access to the
CNS and shorter stability with more frequent dosing (Morphy and
Rankovic, 2005; Cavalli et al., 2008). Morphine based structures pro-
duce off-target activation of Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) in a non-
stereospecific manner; that is, unnatural enantiomers of alkaloid
opioids, which do not activate endogenous opioid receptors, have activity
at TLR4. Several studies have provided evidence for the non-stereospecific
activation of TLR4 signaling by opioids including morphine in vivo and
in vitro (Hutchinson et al., 2010; Franchi et al., 2012; Loram et al., 2012;
Due et al., 2012). TLR-4 activation is an innate immune receptor complex
found on myelo-monocytic cells including macrophages, myeloid pro-
genitor cells, and osteoclasts resulting in a number of unwanted effects
including activation of the innate inflammatory response, an increase in
the production of more inflammatory cells and enhanced bone wasting
(Li et al., 2013). Here we present a novel compound that acts at both
mu and delta opioid receptors based on a fentanyl structure, reducingP
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the peptidic aspects as well as the off-target adverse effects mediated
by the TLR4 receptor that may hinder a mixed μ–δ opioid compound
reaching the clinic. Initial design and synthesis of RV-Jim-C3 demonstrat-
ed micromolar binding affinities and in vitro efficacy at both μ and δ opi-
oid receptors (Vardyanan R, in review Journal of Medicinal Chemistry,
2013) with significant analgesic efficacy in several pain models.

RV-Jim-C3 demonstrated significant analgesia using a warm water
tail flick test after the spinal administration. These effects were blocked
by naloxone suggesting opioid receptor mediated effects. Furthermore,
the significant attenuation by the mu selective antagonist CTAP
and by the delta selective antagonist naltrindole suggests that the
antinociception produced by CV-Jim-C3 is indeed mediated by
both mu and delta opioid receptors.

In order to determinewhether RV-Jim-C3 has anti-inflammatory ef-
fects it was tested in amurine formalin flinchmodel. A well-established
model for testing acute pain inmice is by using intradermal formalin in-
jections and recording paw flicking and guarding. While certain tests,
like the tail-flick model, rely on reflex pain, the formalin model pro-
duces pain through direct tissue damage. This is crucial since the pain
produced more closely resembles that which occurs in true clinical
pain (Abbott et al., 1999; Dubuisson and Dennis, 1977; Murray et al.,
1988). The formalin model is highly reproducible with the behavior
resulting in two distinct phases that correspond to the specific nocicep-
tive neurons that are activated. The first phase is mediated by direct
chemical stimulation of primary myelinated nociceptive afferent fibers
(Aδ-fiber), the second phase is mediated by activation of central path-
ways via inflammation and continued unmyelinated (C-fiber) activity
(Dubner and Ren, 1999; Hunskaar and Hole, 1987; Puig and Sorkin,
1996; Dickenson and Sullivan, 1987). Therefore, using the formalin
model is an effective means by which to test the efficacy of novel opioid
compounds in the acute inflammatory setting. RV-Jim-C3 resulted in
significant inhibition of formalin-induced flinching in both the first
and second phase suggesting analgesia by inhibiting both Aδ- and
C-fiber activities.

Although opioids are often prescribed for acute nociceptive pain,
they have limited analgesic efficacy for neuropathic pain at doses that
do not produce severe sedation, somnolence and respiratory depression
(Rowbotham et al., 2003). In humans, neuropathic pain tends to be a
persistent or chronic condition, and thus it is important to utilize a
painmodel that expands beyond the confines of the acute pain generated
by formalin. One popularmethod, described by Kim and Chung (1992), is
to ligate the 5th and 6th lumbar spinal nerves, which are chiefly sensory,
distal to the dorsal root ganglia. The key to using this method is that liga-
tion causes injury to bothmyelinated and unmyelinated fibers (Basbaum
et al., 1991). This has the effect of stimulating the Aδ- and C-fibers that are
activated in neuropathic pain. Furthermore, the nerve ligation involves a
more long-term form of injury, unlike the tissue damage that occurs
acutely with formalin, effectively producing a chronic pain syndrome. Fi-
nally, the nerve ligation produces only a partial injury that allows some
afferent input to still be received, facilitating the use of behavioralmodels
in pain testing. Here we measured an animal's ability to withdraw the
nerve injured, hindpaw from non-noxious (mechanical allodynia) and
from noxious (thermal hypersensitivity) stimuli in the absence and pres-
ence of spinal RV-Jim-C3 administration. Unlike many of the current mu
opioid agonists such as morphine that are available for chronic pain,
RV-Jim-C3 resulted in significant mechanical antiallodynia and ther-
mal antihypersensitivity in the nerve injured animal. Such studies
suggest that a fentanyl based, mixed mu-delta opioid agonist can act
to inhibit neuropathic pain. Rotarod experiments were performed in
order to demonstrate the lack of RV-Jim-C3-induced motor paralysis
and/or signs of sedation since such behavior would mask paw with-
drawal results in our pain behavior tests. Due to the added analgesic ef-
fects of delta opioid receptor occupation, lessmu receptor occupation is
required essentially decreasing the dose and unwanted side effects
driven by mu opioid receptor agonists. Ultimately, by using a combina-
tion of acute and chronic painmodels, we demonstrate here the efficacy

of the novel, non-peptidic opioid compound RV-Jim-C3 in treating neu-
ropathic pain while lacking sedation and motor incoordination.

Recent decisions by the FDA to limit the acetaminophen in com-
bination products containing mu opioid agonists (i.e., vicodin® and
percocet®) due to liver toxicity have resulted in an urgent need to
produce better opioids for chronic pain without unwanted side effects
(FDA Options Paper, 2009; Chen et al., 2002). In light of this, it is widely
accepted that biological activity at a single receptor is often insufficient
with recent research focusing on innovative compounds that havemore
than one site of action (Morphy and Rankovic, 2005; Cavalli et al.,
2008). Bifunctional drugs may have improved efficacy due to synergis-
tic effects with added benefits of reducing side effects. Bifunctional
drugs as compared with individual drug combinations result in more
predictable pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic (PD) relation-
ship. There is often unpredictable variability between patients in drug
mixtures versus a bifunctional compound due to variability in relative
rates of metabolism between patients. Finally, bifunctional drugs may
result in improved patient compliance and a lower risk of drug–drug
interactions compared to individual drug combinations (Edwards and
Aronson, 2000).

Conclusions

There is a great need to develop novel pharmaceuticals for chronic
pain. Current therapies are dose limiting due to the unwanted side ef-
fects and lack of efficacy. Studies here demonstrate a novel dual acting
fentanyl-based structure that contains both mu and delta opioid recep-
tor agonist activity resulting in high efficacy in an anti-inflammatory
and neuropathic pain model with the potential of reduced unwanted
side effects. A mu/delta opioid agonist, non-morphine based struc-
ture like RV-Jim-C3 is less likely to produce TLR4 receptor mediated
hyperalgesia, resulting in the propensity of long-lasting pain relief.
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ABSTRACT: We hypothesized that under chronic pain
conditions, up-regulated dynorphin A (Dyn A) interacts with
bradykinin receptors (BRs) in the spinal cord to promote
hyperalgesia through an excitatory effect, which is opposite to
the well-known inhibitory effect of opioid receptors.
Considering the structural dissimilarity between Dyn A and
endogenous BR ligands, bradykinin (BK) and kallidin (KD),
this interaction could not be predicted, but it allowed us to
discover a potential neuroexcitatory target. Well-known BR
ligands, BK, [des-Arg10, Leu9]-kallidin (DALKD), and
HOE140 showed different binding profiles at rat brain BRs than that previously reported. These results suggest that neuronal
BRs in the rat central nervous system (CNS) may be pharmacologically distinct from those previously defined in non-neuronal
tissues. Systematic structure−activity relationship (SAR) study at the rat brain BRs was performed, and as a result, a new key
structural feature of Dyn A for BR recognition was identified: amphipathicity. NMR studies of two lead ligands, Dyn A-(4−11) 7
and [des-Arg7]-Dyn A-(4−11) 14, which showed the same high binding affinity, confirmed that the Arg residue in position 7,
which is known to be crucial for Dyn A’s biological activity, is not necessary, and that a type I β-turn structure at the C-terminal
part of both ligands plays an important role in retaining good binding affinities at the BRs. Our lead ligand 14 blocked Dyn A-
(2−13) 10-induced hyperalgesic effects and motor impairment in in vivo assays using naiv̈e rats. In a model of peripheral
neuropathy, intrathecal (i.th.) administration of ligand 14 reversed thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical hypersensitivity in a
dose-dependent manner in nerve-injured rats. Thus, ligand 14 may inhibit abnormal pain states by blocking the neuroexcitatory
effects of enhanced levels of Dyn A, which are likely to be mediated by BRs in the spinal cord.

■ INTRODUCTION
Dynorphin A (Dyn A, Figure 1) is a known endogenous opioid
peptide along with enkephalin and endorphin, and is

characterized by its high affinity for mu (μ), delta (δ), and
kappa (κ) opioid receptors. The high affinity of Dyn A for the
opioid receptors is mainly due to the N-terminal tyrosine,
because des-tyrosyl fragments show very low binding affinity at
opioid receptors.1 In vivo, Dyn A is degraded rapidly upon
release to the des-tyrosyl analogue by aminopeptidases in the
synapse to terminate Dyn A’s agonist action at the opioid
receptors.2 Dyn A inhibits smooth muscle contractility, which is
characteristic of opioid agonists and is blocked by naloxone. It
is also well documented that Dyn A and its des-tyrosyl

analogues can produce motor impairment, paralysis, and
enhanced sensitivity to sensory stimuli.3−7 These effects are
not blocked by naloxone, and thus are nonopioid in nature.
It has been proposed that after nerve injury, up-regulated

Dyn A in the spinal cord may interact directly with spinal
bradykinin receptors (BRs) to promote neuropathic pain.8,9

Considering the lack of structural similarity between Dyn A and
the endogenous ligands for the BRs, bradykinin (BK) and
kallidin (KD), this interaction between Dyn A and BR could
not be predicted but allowed us to identify a putative direct
neuroexcitatory target. Here, we test the therapeutic potential
of a pharmacological intervention of Dyn A at spinal BRs in
chronic pain states by developing BR antagonists based on the
prototypic structures of Dyn A.
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Figure 1. The structures of Dyn A and Dyn A-(2−13).
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure−Activity Relationships (SAR) Study. The key
step in the rational design of BR antagonists is to identify the
pharmacophore of Dyn A that directly interacts with the BRs as
an agonist and then to refine the structure for the binding site
by examining the effects of different substituents to obtain an
antagonist.10 First, each amino acid at the C-terminal or N-
terminal position of Dyn A-(2−13) (10), which has been
reported to have neuroexcitatory nonopioid effects through
BRs in the spinal cord,1,7,8 was truncated in sequence and the
resulting fragments were tested for their binding to BRs against
[3H][des-Arg10,Leu9]-kallidin ([3H]DALKD) or [3H]BK in rat
brain membranes. As a result, a key pharmacophore of Dyn A
for the BRs was identified as well as distinct SAR (Table 1).
Dyn A-(4−11) (7), which has the same range of binding
affinity (IC50 = 140 nM) as 10 (IC50 = 170 nM), was identified
as a good pharmacophore for the BRs. Also, the SAR results
revealed that the BR recognition predominantly depends on the
basicity of the C-terminal amino acid residue.
The Dyn A fragments 4, 6, and 13, which have a C-terminal

basic amino acid such as Lys or Arg, showed higher binding
affinities than those fragments (3, 5, and 9) with a C-terminal
hydrophobic amino acid such as Ile, Pro, or Leu. For example,
Dyn A-(5−13) (13) showed moderate affinity (IC50 = 470 nM)
at the receptor, and after truncation of a Lys residue at the C-

terminus its affinity was reduced 15-fold (9, IC50 = 7100 nM).
However, subsequent truncation of a Leu residue at the C-
terminus recovered or even increased its binding to the
receptor (8, IC50 = 280 nM). This distinct SAR at the C-
terminus was maintained during the successive truncations of
C-terminal residues, and this result confirmed the important
role of a positive charge for the C-terminal amino acid residues
in receptor recognition.
On the other hand, consecutive truncations of the N-terminal

amino acid residues to position 4 did not affect their affinities to
the receptor. The truncation of two amino acid residues, Gly
and Phe, in 6 and 10 resulted in negligible reduction of the
affinities to the receptor. These results suggest that the N-
terminal part of the Dyn A is remote and thus not involved in
binding to the BRs. This is an important feature of SAR to
understand how Dyn A analogues recognize the receptor. The
positive charge of the C-terminal basic amino acid residue may
be mainly involved in electrostatic interactions with the
receptor.
Further SAR studies on the minimum pharmacophore 7 were

performed to distinguish the receptor interaction and to
increase the potency and in vivo stability. Although two Arg
residues at positions 6 and 7 have been known to be important
for the biological activity of Dyn A,11,12 on the basis of our
primary SAR results and the amphipathic properties of Dyn A

Table 1. Binding Affinities of Dyn A (H-Tyr1-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys-Trp-Asp-Asn-Gln17-OH)
Fragments and Dyn A-(4−11) Analogues at BRs in Rat Brain

BRa, [3H]DALKD

no. ligand log [IC50]
b IC50 (nM)

1 Dyn A-(3−6) −6.02 ± 0.08 960
2 Dyn A-(3−7) −5.01 ± 0.10 9800
3 Dyn A-(3−8) −5.63 ± 0.27 2300
4 Dyn A-(3−9) −6.11 ± 0.09 780
5 Dyn A-(3−10) −6.09 ± 0.28 810
6 Dyn A-(3−11) −6.88 ± 0.08 130
7 Dyn A-(4−11) −6.86 ± 0.06 140
8 Dyn A-(5−11) −6.55 ± 0.06 280
9 Dyn A-(5−12) −5.15 ± 0.09 7100
10 Dyn A-(2−13)c −6.78 ± 0.09 170
11 Dyn A-(3−13) −6.50 ± 0.07 320
12 Dyn A-(4−13) −6.41 ± 0.13 390
13 Dyn A-(5−13) −6.33 ± 0.16 470
14 H-Phe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-OHc −6.71 ± 0.11 190
15 H-Phe-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-NH2 −5.19 ± 0.20 6500
16 Ac- Phe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-OH −6.92 ± 0.28 120
17 Ac- Phe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-DLys-OH −6.20 ± 0.15 630
18 Ac-DPhe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-OH −6.44 ± 0.13 360
19 H-Phe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.67 ± 0.15 210
20 Ac- Phe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.86 ± 0.20 140
21 Ac-DPhe-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.84 ± 0.12 150
22 H-Phe-Nle-Arg-Nle-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.86 ± 0.12 140
23 Ac-Phe-Nle-Arg-Nle-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.85 ± 0.08 140
24 Ac-DPhe-Nle-Arg-Nle-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.70 ± 0.29 200
25 H-Phe-Ala-Arg-Ala-Arg-Pro-Arg-OH −6.35 ± 0.18 450
26 H-Phe-Leu-Arg-Arg-Ile-Arg-Arg-Pro-Lys-OH −6.96 ± 0.20 110
BK H-Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Phe-Arg-OHc −6.93 ± 0.08 120
DALKD H-Arg-Pro-Pro-Gly-Phe-Ser-Pro-Leu-OH −7.12 ± 0.11 76

aCompetition assays were carried out at pH 7.4 using rat brain membranes. bLogarithmic values determined from the nonlinear regression analysis
of data collected from at least two independent experiments in duplicate. c10: log [IC50] = −7.29 ± 0.21, IC50 = 51 nM. 14: log [IC50] = −6.85 ±
0.04, IC50 = 140 nM. BK: log [IC50] = −7.81 ± 0.17, IC50 = 15 nM at pH 6.8 in competition assays using [3H]BK, and transfected HEK 293 cells
expressing the human B2R.
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structure, it did not seem to be necessary to retain two Arg
residues for binding to BRs. Therefore, the Arg residue at
position 7 was deleted, and interestingly the resulting ligand 14
retained high binding affinity (IC50 = 190 nM) to the BRs. The
removal of the Arg residue at position 7 did not affect binding
affinity at all. This is remarkable because in general, deleting
one amino acid in the middle of a bioactive sequence typically
causes significant topographical changes and a different
biological profile.
As discussed earlier, the C-terminal basic amino acid residue

plays an important role in BR recognition. If the receptor
recognition is mainly through electrostatic interactions with
positive charges of the side chain group of a basic amino acid
residue, the amidation of a C-terminal acid group can be a
useful modification to increase in vivo stability in the same
range of binding affinity. For this purpose, the C-terminal acid
was amidated in 15, but the modified ligand had greatly
reduced binding affinity (IC50 = 6500 nM). All other amidated
ligands (see Supporting Information) exhibited very low
binding affinities in the micromolar range, and this confirms
the role of a C-terminal acid in the recognition of the BR.
In contrast, modifications of the N-terminal part had little

effect on binding affinities. Acetylation of Nα-amino group in
ligand 16 (IC50 = 120 nM), 20 (IC50 = 140 nM) and 23 (IC50 =
140 nM) retained good binding affinities in the same range as
nonacetylated analogues. Even the inversion of chirality of the
Phe residue from L to D did not reduce their binding affinities
at the BR in 18 (IC50 = 360 nM), 21 (IC50 = 150 nM), and 24
(IC50 = 200 nM). On the other hand, the same modification at
the C-terminus by D-Lys decreased its binding more than 10-
fold in 17 (IC50 = 630 nM). However, thanks to the same basic
property, the substitution of a Lys residue at the C-terminus
with an Arg in ligands 19−24 was tolerated well to maintain the
same high binding affinities as 14, even with various
modifications of the N-terminal position.
In order to identify the role of hydrophobic amino acids

neighboring Arg residues, the Leu and Ile residues were
replaced by an Ala residue, and the resulting ligand 25 had
decreased binding affinity (IC50 = 450 nM). Even with the
slight loss of affinity, this result suggests that hydrophobicity
and size of the hydrophobic amino acid residues play a role in
isolating basic amino acid residues. When the two Ala residues
in 25 were replaced by two Nle, respectively, the modification
recovered binding affinity (22, IC50 = 140 nM) to the same
range as 19. Further acetylation did not change the binding
affinity in ligands 23 (IC50 = 140 nM) and 24 (IC50 = 200 nM).
These results clarify SAR at the N-terminal part, where neither
acetylation nor D-amino acid replacement affects binding
affinities of 14, 16, and 18.
Heterogeneity of Bradykinin 2 Receptors (B2Rs).

Interestingly, the binding affinity of BK in the rat brain
membrane using [3H]BK (IC50 = 91 nM; log [IC50] = −7.04 ±
0.11) or [3H]DALKD (IC50 = 120 nM; log [IC50] = −6.93 ±
0.08) is lower than that (nanomolar range) reported previously
for the B2R, which is the predominant BR type constitutively
expressed in all tissues.13−16 On the other hand, DALKD,
which has been defined as a bradykinin type 1 receptor (B1R)
selective antagonist, binds to the BRs (IC50 = 130 nM; log
[IC50] = −6.90 ± 0.07 and IC50 = 76 nM; log [IC50] = −7.12 ±
0.11 vs, [3H]BK and [3H]DALKD, respectively) in rat brain
membranes in the same range as BK.11,14 The B2R selective
antagonist, HOE140, had very low affinity (IC50 > 10 000 nM)
against [3H]BK binding in rat brain membranes. These results

from rat brain BR binding sites differ significantly from that
using guinea pig ileum (GPI) where both BK and HOE140 had
high affinity (IC50 = 3.5 nM and 0.43 nM, respectively) similar
to that previously reported.13−16 Thus, in the rat central
nervous system, we may be targeting a neuronal BR that is
pharmacologically distinct from that previously defined in non-
neuronal tissues. Furthermore, this neuronal BR exhibits affinity
for Dyn A in the nanomolar range.
For comparison, selected Dyn A ligands that showed good

affinities at rat brain BRs were tested for their binding affinities
in transfected human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells
expressing the human B2R or B1R. Ligands 10 (IC50 = 51 nM),
14 (IC50 = 140 nM), and other ligands (see Supporting
Information) exhibited a similar range of binding affinities for
the HEKB2R as for the rat brain BRs (Table 1). However, none
of the Dyn A ligands showed affinities at the HEKB1R where
their affinities are >10000 nM. These results suggest that Dyn A
ligands are selective for B2R over B1R.

NMR Structures. As discussed earlier, the most important
SAR result was that removal of the Arg residue at position 7 did
not affect binding affinities. Therefore, for the comparison of
topographical structures of [des-Arg7]-Dyn A and Dyn A,
ligands 7, Dyn A-(4−11), and 14, [des-Arg7]-Dyn A-(4−11),
were selected and tested for their conformations in membrane-
like sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) micelles by 1H 2D-NMR
spectroscopy.17 As G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) such
as BRs have their binding sites close to the lipophilic
transmembrane (TM) domains, their ligand−membrane
interactions play an important role in biological activities.18

The membrane can also promote ligand−receptor docking by
stabilizing their secondary structural elements.19,20 Therefore,
for further insight into biological profiles it is crucial to identify
the membrane-bound structures of the ligands in these
circumstances. In nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) summary
(Figure 2), both ligands showed strong consecutive dαN(i, i +

1) with a break at the Pro residue due to the imide nature of
the residue; i.e., the Pro residue lacks an amide proton.
Similarly they also displayed sequential dβN(i, i + 1) NOEs
throughout the sequence. Apart from trivial NOEs, consecutive
dNN(i, i + 1) NOEs and a number of medium range dαN(i, i +
2) NOEs in the middle segment were observed. It is
noteworthy to observe consecutive medium range NOEs for
shorter linear peptides such as ligands 7 and 14. These
observations along with no α-helical signature NOEs such as
dαN(i, i + 3), dαN(i, i + 4) strongly suggest both ligands fold into
consecutive turns or a 310-type helical fold. The observation of
similar NOE patterns in both ligands indicates that the removal
of an Arg residue does not significantly affect the overall
conformation of these ligands in a membrane environment.

Figure 2. NOE summary and temperature coefficient values for 7 and
14. The thickness of the line corresponds approximately to the
intensity of NOE cross peaks.
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CαH chemical shifts are very sensitive to conformational
structures, and their consecutive negative and positive
deviations from random coil values indicate a helical fold and
β-sheet structures, respectively.21 Chemical shift index (CSI)
plots (Figure 3) for both ligands 7 and 14 displayed a similar

trend. Although it is difficult to conclude simply on the basis of
the CSI plot since 7 and 14 are very short peptides, the
negative deviations from the random coil suggest a conforma-
tional space in the helical domain for both ligands. It could be
either a β-turn structure or a 310-type helical structure.
Simulated annealing molecular dynamics calculations were
carried out in order to obtain three-dimensional structures.
NMR-derived distance and dihedral angle constraints were
applied in the calculations as described in the Supporting
Information. The stereochemical quality for the final minimized
structures was verified by the distribution of per-residue
backbone dihedral angles (Phi and Psi) in the Ramachandran
plot. The distribution of Phi and Psi angles for 14 is
concentrated in only one region for all residues except the C-
terminal Lys residue, suggesting that the conformational
ensemble contains a single family of structures with conforma-
tional flexibility at the C-terminus around the Lys residue
(Figure 4). A closer examination of dihedral values and their
distribution in the Ramachandran plot identifies two consec-
utive type III β-turns (or a short 310-helix: type III β-turns and
310-helix have the same dihedral angle values) at the N-
terminus, and a distorted type 1 β-turn at C-terminal region
centered at Pro7-Lys8 in 7. However, the removal of an Arg
residue in 14 resulted in a single type III β-turn at the N-
terminus and the same distorted type I β-turn at the C-
terminus. The consecutive turn structure at the N-terminus in 7
may not be necessary for the B2R interactions considering the
same range of binding affinities of 7 and 14. Ramachandran
plots of each amino acid for all the final hundred structures of 7
revealed semi rigid conformations for all the residues except for
the Arg, or Arg and Lys residues where the Psi angle deviation
is greater than 30 degrees from the average value. We suggest
that the flexibility of the three basic amino acids in 14 could
contribute to the receptor recognition by adapting the same
conformation as 7.
The NMR study showed that the two ligands, 7 and 14, have

the same distorted type 1 β-turn structure at the C-terminus,
which is considered a key region for binding. This explains how
the two ligands bind to the receptor with the same affinity even
with a dissimilarity of structure at the N-terminus. As
mentioned above, the N-terminal part does not play an

important role in the receptor interactions and thus does not
affect ligand binding. Also one Arg residue at position 3 of
ligand 14 seems to be sufficient for receptor recognition similar
to the two Arg residues in ligand 7. In Figure 3, the Arg residue
at positions 5 or 6 showed high positive deviations, which
indicate the formation of β-sheet structures. When one more
Arg residue was inserted between positions 6 and 7 in ligand 7,
the resulting ligand 26 retained nearly the same binding affinity
(IC50 = 110 nM) at the receptor as 7 and 14.

Binding Affinities and pH Sensitivity. It has been
previously shown that the optimal binding conditions for the
BR to its endogenous ligands, including BK, is at pH 6.8.22

Thus, we also tested the effect of pH 6.8 on the ability of Dyn A
analogues to bind to the BR in rat brain membranes (Table 2,

Figure 5). These initial analyses found that the affinity for all 4
analogues selected was enhanced by 2 to 8 fold. Additional
analyses shown in Table 3 demonstrate that other analogues
also interact with the rat brain BR with affinities in the
nanomolar range. These data validate the optimal binding
conditions for the Dyn A analogues to be at pH 6.8, which is
consistent with the binding conditions previously established
for BRs.

Identification of Dyn A Pharmacophore for BRs. On
the basis of the binding affinities of the three ligands 7, 14, and

Figure 3. Chemical shift deviation of observed CαH values from the
random coil values (CSI plot). It should be noted here that peptide 14
does not contain the Arg4 residue.

Figure 4. Lowest energy structure and overlay of 10 low energy
structures of 7 (lower) and 14 (upper) from the simulated annealing
molecular dynamics calculations. The hydrogen atoms are not shown
for clarity. The ribbon diagram shows the secondary structure of the
peptide. RMSD between structures is 2.013 Å (1.694 Å for 14) when
all the atoms are considered but is reduced significantly to 0.502 Å
(0.155 Å for 7) when only backbone atoms are considered.

Table 2. Binding Affinities of Dyn A Analogues at BRs in Rat
Brain at pH 6.8 or 7.4a

[3H]DALKD, pH 7.4 [3H]DALKD, pH 6.8

ligand log [IC50] IC50 (nM) log [IC50] IC50 (nM)

7 −6.86 ± 0.06 140 −7.16 ± 0.16 69
10 −6.78 ± 0.09 170 −7.67 ± 0.05 21
14 −6.71 ± 0.11 190 −7.16 ± 0.09 69
26 −6.96 ± 0.20 110 −7.13 ± 0.04 74
BK −6.93 ± 0.08 120 −7.01 ± 0.05 98
DALKD −7.12 ± 0.11 76 −6.98 ± 0.10 100

aDetails described in Table 1.
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26, it was considered that two neighboring basic amino acid
residues are not necessary for BR recognition, and furthermore
it was observed that in relatively longer length analogues such
as ligand 27, truncation of the Arg residue increased their
binding affinities (log [IC50] = −7.17 ± 0.10, IC50 = 68 nM at
pH 7.4, cf. 13) (Table 3). From the structure of ligand 27, it is
clear that the ligand consists of basic amino acids and
hydrophobic amino acids possessing amphipathic properties
and a Pro residue making a turn structure. This is similar to
other ligands that show good binding affinities to the BR.
Successive truncations of N-terminus and substitutions of a
basic amino acid residue and hydrophobic amino acid residue
with a Lys and Nle did not change their affinities. Analyzing the
structure of all the ligands that showed good binding affinities
at the BRs provides the following insight regarding the
pharmacophore of Dyn A analogues for the rat BR in the
CNS: It requires a basic amino acid residue such as a Lys and
Arg at the C-terminus, combinations of basic amino acid
residues and hydrophobic amino acid residues, and a Pro
residue as a hydrophobic residue to make a turn structure. On
the basis of the SAR results, the pharmacophore for the BR can
be simplified as an amphipathic structure as shown below in
Figure 6. Ligand 32, which retained high binding affinity (IC50
= 58 nM) after successive truncation at the N-terminus, is

considered as a minimum pharmacophore to fulfill the
structural requirement (l = 0, m = 2, one Pro). Together, it
suggests that the BR recognition depends on the electrostatic
interactions between positive charges of the ligand and negative
charges of the BR, and thus to amplify the electrostatic
interactions, the positive charges of the ligand should be
allocated by making a proper topographical structure. This may
be the role of hydrophobic amino acid residues including the
Pro.

Off-Target Screening and Functional Assay. As shown
in Figure 6, the pharmacophore of Dyn A for BRs represents a
simple amphipathic structure. In order to ensure the specificity
of the Dyn A analogues for the BR, lead ligands 14 and 32 were
screened at 43 off-target receptors. While the screen was
limited, the blinded analysis supports the notion that the
ligands’ interaction with BR is specific (see Supporting
Information). We also tested selected Dyn A analogues for
their binding to the three cloned opioid receptors ([3H]-
DAMGO, ([3H]deltorphin, and [3H]U69,593 for the rat mu
opioid receptor (rMOR), human delta opioid receptor
(hDOR), and human kappa opioid receptor (hKOR),
respectively). No ligand showed affinities for the μ and δ
opioid receptors but ligands 10−13, which include a longer N-
terminus part, exhibited low affinities (10, Ki = 560 nM; 11, Ki
= 2400 nM; 13, Ki = 2200 nM) at the κ opioid receptor (n = 2).
However, our lead ligands, 14 and 32, did not exhibit affinity at
the κ opioid receptor (Ki > 10 000 nM, n = 2). These results
show that our strategies have successfully differentiated opioid
and nonopioid functions.
To determine the functional activity of ligand 14, we tested

its ability to stimulate the hydrolysis of [3H]inositol phosphates
in transfected HEK 293 cells expressing the human B2R. This
bioassay measures the production of the intracellular second
messenger, inositol triphosphate, which has been defined as the
primary signal produced upon the activation of B2R by BK.23 In
the HEKB2R cells (Figure 7), BK stimulated the production of

[3H]inositol phosphates with an EC50 of 3.9 ± 2.4 nM. Ligand
14, in contrast, showed no stimulation up to a dose of 10 μM.
Also, there was no overt cell death observed in ligand 14 up to
10 μM.

In Vivo Assay: Toxic and Hyperalgesic Effects. The
nontoxic effect of ligand 14 was also demonstrated by in vivo
rotarod and hindlimb tests using naiv̈e rats (Figure 8). In the
rotarod test, intrathecal (i.th.) administrations (3 nmol) of 14
retained the similar latencies as vehicle and 10. In the hindlimb
test, i.th. administration of 14 did not show any motor

Figure 5. Inhibition of [3H]DALKD binding to rat brain membrane at
pH 6.8. Rat brain membrane was incubated with [3H]DALKD and
increasing concentrations of ligands. Data for each nonlinear
regression analysis were collected from at least two independent
experiments.

Table 3. Amphipathic Dyn A Analogues and Their Binding
Affinities for BR in Rat Brain at pH 6.8a

BR, [3H]DALKD

no. structure log [IC50]
IC50
(nM)

27 H-Leu-Arg-Ile-Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys
-OH

−7.52 ± 0.09 30

28 H-Nle-Lys-Nle-Lys-Pro-Lys-Nle-Lys-
OH

−7.04 ± 0.10 91

29 H- Lys-Nle-Lys-Pro-Lys-Nle-Lys-OH −7.07 ± 0.16 85
30 H-Nle-Lys-Pro-Lys-Nle-Lys-OH −7.11 ± 0.14 78
31 H- Lys-Pro-Lys-Nle-Lys-OH −6.64 ± 0.13 230
32 H- Arg-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys-OH −7.24 ± 0.12 58
33 H-Pro-Lys-Leu-Lys-OH −6.68 ± 0.10 210

aDetails described in Table 1.

Figure 6. Pharmacophore of Dyn A for BRs.

Figure 7. Phosphatidylinositol (PI) assay. The effect of test drug on
production of [3H]inositol phosphates was expressed as a ratio of
stimulated over basal activity defined as the amount detected in the
absence of test drug. EC50: concentration at 50% of maximal
stimulation. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments.
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impairments at a high dose (30 nmol), but 10 (25 nmol, i.th)
induced paralysis that occurred within a few minutes post-
injection and lasted for 30 to 40 min. In addition, pretreatment
of 14 (30 nmol, i.th.) completely blocked ligand 10 (25 nmol,
i.th.)-induced paralysis, suggesting that ligand 14 may inhibit
Dyn A’s excitatory effects in vivo.
To evaluate the hyperalgesic effects of 10 and 14, radiant

heat and von Frey filaments tests were performed in naiv̈e rats
(Figure 9). Paw withdrawal latencies and thresholds of all

animals were 18.7 ± 0.6 s and 15 ± 0 g, respectively. As
expected, i.th. administration (3 nmol/5 μL) of ligand 10
reduced these values to 11.4 ± 1.0 s and 7.3 ± 1.0 g in 1 h,
demonstrating thermal hyperalgesia (paw withdrawal latency:
area under curve (AUC) ± SEM = 2067 ± 137 in 2 h) and
mechanical hypersensitivity (paw withdrawal threshold: AUC ±
SEM = 1074 ± 68 in 2 h). In contrast, administration of 14
increased latency of paw withdrawal from a heat source when
compared with vehicle control, an effect that is defined as
analgesic (Figure 9, left panel). 14 did not alter mechanical
sensitivity (Figure 9, right panel). Coadministration of 10 and
14 prevented the hyperlalgegia induced by 10 when given
alone. These data suggest that ligand 14 can effectively block
ligand 10, to induce abnormal pain states in vivo, presumably
mediated by spinal BRs as an antagonist.
Thermal and tactile hypersensitivities were also assessed in

rats that had received unilateral L5/L6 spinal nerve ligation
(SNL) injury (Figure 10). Before injury, paw withdrawal
latencies and thresholds of all animals were between 19.3−20.9
s and 15 g, respectively. SNL injury reduced these values to
8.6−11.3 s and 2.2−2.9 g, respectively, indicating abnormal
sensitivities to thermal and tactile stimuli in the injured hind
paw. Injured animals treated with ligand 14 showed
antihyperalgesic effects in both tests in a dose dependent
manner in 2 h. The greatest antihyperalgesic effects occurred at
the highest dose of 3 nmol/10 μL in both tests.
The ability of 14 to reverse abnormal pain states in this

model of neuropathy underscores the potential role of spinal

BRs as a therapeutic target for neuropathic pain. 14 is a
structure derived from Dyn A’s interaction at the BRs. Together
with our previous studies characterizing the role of spinal Dyn
A in neuropathic pain, the results of the present study not only
support a structural basis for Dyn A’s actions at the spinal BRs
to promote pain, but also show that it is possible to develop
antagonists like 14 that target CNS BRs for therapy.

Peripheral Effects: Paw Edema and Plasma Extrava-
sation. Local administration of 14 had no effect on BK-
induced paw edema and plasma extravasation (Figure 11).

Intraplantar (i.pl.) injection of BK (10 nmol) induced robust
paw swelling and edema that peaked at 30 min postdose. The
paw volume difference between the ipsi- and contralateral hind
paws increased from 0.03 ± 0.09 mL (baseline) to 0.43 ± 0.08,
0.35 ± 0.08 and 0.23 ± 0.07 mL at 30, 60, and 90 min
postdose, respectively. As expected, coadministration of a B2R
antagonist, HOE140 (10 nmol, i.pl.), reduced the BK-induced
paw volume increase to 0.22 ± 0.03 mL at 30 min postdose by
50%. In contrast, 14 (10 nmol, i.pl.) had no effect on paw
edema with the same degree of paw volume increase (0.42 ±
0.07 mL at 30 min postdose) as that of BK alone. The same
trend of effects was also observed in a plasma extravasation test.
Coadministration of BK with 14 did not affect the BK-induced
plasma extravasation, although HOE140 at this concentration
was effective in reducing the extravasation on its own. This
result suggests that our lead ligand 14 does not inhibit BK’s
action at the peripheral BRs, and therefore there will be little
impact on the BK’s cardiovascular function at the region. Paw
edema and plasma extravasation tests show the possibility of
ligand 14 as a drug candidate to block hyperalgesia in chronic
pain states without serious cardiovascular side effects.

Figure 8. Rotarod (left) and Hindlimb (right) tests by i.th.
administration of 10 or/and 14 in naiv̈e rats.

Figure 9. Effects of ligand 10 or/and 14 on thermal hyperalgesia (left,
radiant heat test) and tactile hypersensitivity (right, von Frey test) 2 h
after i.th. administration in naiv̈e rats. Ligand 10 decreased thermal
latency and tactile thresholds after i.th. administration. Ligand 14
blocked ligand 10-induced thermal hyperalgesia and tactile hyper-
sensitivity after coadministration. Statistical significance was deter-
mined by 95% confidence interval (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P <
0.001 vs vehicle; n ≥ 6).

Figure 10. Dose-dependent reversal of thermal hyperalgesia (left,
radiant heat test) and tactile hypersensitivity (right, von Frey test)
using varying doses of 14 (i.th.) in L5/L6 SNL-operated male SD rats.
Statistical significance was determined by 95% confidence interval (*P
< 0.05, **P < 0.01 vs vehicle; n ≥ 6).

Figure 11. Effect of i.pl. injection of BK, given alone or in combination
with HOE140 or 14 on paw edema (left) and plasma extravasation
(right). Values shown represent the differences between volumes
(mL) of vehicle and drug combination (BK/vehicle, BK/HOE140,
and BK/14) paws (left, *P < 0.05 vs vehicle) and the difference
absorbance (percent) of two hind paws (one vehicle only, the other
BK/vehicle, BK/HOE140, and BK/14) at 620 nm by the content of
Evans Blue dye (right).
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■ CONCLUSIONS
We have discovered a lead ligand 14 for CNS BRs and the
human B2R through a systematic SAR study on Dyn A. Further
modification of the lead ligand asserted the key structural
features of the BR pharmacophore: amphipathicity. NMR study
of two ligands 7 (Dyn A-(4−11)) and 14 ([des-Arg7]-Dyn A-
(4−11)) showed the same distorted type 1 β-turn structure at
the C-terminus, a key region for the binding. Considering the
pH dependence of the ligand’s binding affinities, the BR
recognitions seem to correlate with the electrostatic inter-
actions between Dyn and BRs and thus for the optimization of
their interactions, allocation of positive charges in ligands may
be critical.
Ligand 14 inhibited ligand 10-induced thermal and

mechanical hyperalgesia in naiv̈e animals. In nerve injured
animals, ligand 14 blocked thermal and mechanical hyper-
sensitivity in a dose-dependent manner. At high dose, ligand 10
showed serious motor impairment in vivo. In contrast, 14 did
not show any toxicity, and motor impairment and furthermore
blocked ligand 10-induced paralysis in vivo. These in vivo
activities of ligand 14 may be localized in the CNS, since there
is no peripheral activity of ligand 14 shown in the paw edema
and plasma extravasation tests. As we predicted, ligand 14
inhibits the actions of endogenous Dyn A’s fragment, Dyn A-
(2−13), resulting in antihyperalgesic effects in the CNS. This
work further supports our hypothesis that the actions of spinal
Dyn A at BRs underlie pathological pain states. These results
also demonstrate that ligand 14 has the therapeutic potential
for chronic pain states via a novel mechanism of BRs in the
CNS.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. Dyn A analogues were synthesized by standard solid

phase peptide synthesis using Nα-Fmoc-chemistry (Fmoc = 9-
fluorenylcarboxy) on amino acid preloaded Wang resin (100−200
mesh, Novabiochem) in high yields (overall yield >40%), except for
the analogues with a Pro residue at the C-terminus. Because of serious
side reactions of Pro on the resin, Chlorotrityl resin (200−400 mesh,
1% DVB, Novabiochem) was used as an alternative.24 Coupling was
performed using 3 equiv 2-(1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethy-
laminium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU)/3 equiv N-hydroxybenzo-
triazole (HOBt)/6 equiv diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA) in N,N-
dimethylformamide (DMF) for 1 h at rt, and Nα-Fmoc-group was
deprotected by 20% piperidine in DMF for 20 min at rt. In most cases,
crude peptides were obtained by cleavage using a 95% trifluoroacetic
acid (TFA) solution containing 2.5% triisopropylsilane (TIS) and
2.5% water for 3 h in high purity (70−90%) and could be isolated with
more than 97% purity by preparative reverse phase high performance
liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) using gradient (10−40% acetoni-
trile in water containing 0.1% TFA in 15 min) in a short time (<15
min) because of their hydrophilic characters (refer to aLogPs in
Supporting Information). The purified Dyn A analogues were
validated by analytical RP-HPLC and high resolution mass spectros-
copy in positive ion mode.
NMR Spectroscopy Methods. NMR studies of ligands 7 and 14

in SDS micelles were performed on a Bruker DRX600 (600 MHz) at
25 °C and at pH 5.5. Peptide concentrations for the NMR experiments
were 5.8 mM and 6.1 mM for 7 and 14, respectively. The micelle
samples were prepared by dissolving the peptides and 50 equiv of
perdeuterated SDS in 0.6 mL of acetate buffer (10 mM) containing
10% D2O. The pH of each sample was adjusted to 5.5 by using DCl or
NaOD as necessary. Deuterated 3-(trimethylsilyl)propionic acid
(TSP) was added as an internal standard for referencing. Two-
dimensional nuclear Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy (NOESY)
and total correlated spectroscopy (TOCSY) (Supporting Information)
were acquired using standard pulse sequences and processed using

XWINNMR (Bruker, Inc.) and FELIX2000 (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego,
CA). Mixing times for TOCSY and NOESY spectrum were 60 and
300 ms, respectively. All experiments were 750 increments in t1, 16, or
32 scans each, 1.5 s relaxation delay, size 2 or 4K, and the spectral
processing was with shifted sine bell window multiplications in both
dimensions. The water suppression was achieved by using WATER-
GATE pulse sequence. Coupling constants (3JαH‑NH) were measured
from double quantum filtered correlation spectroscopy (DQF-COSY)
experiments.

Structure Calculation Methods. Distance constraints for the
structure calculation were obtained from integral volumes of the
NOESY peaks. The NOE integral volumes were classified into strong,
medium, and weak with 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 Å as upper bound distance.
Molecular dynamics simulation was done with the INSIGHT/
DISCOVER package (Accelrys, Inc., San Diego, CA) with consistent
valency force field (CVFF). All calculations were done in vacuo. A
distance dependent dielectric constant (2.5r where r is the distance in
Å) was used. All peptide bonds were constrained to trans
conformation by a 100 kcal/mol energetic penalty. Distance restraints
with a force constant of 25 kcal/mol were applied in the form of a flat-
bottom potential well with a common lower bound of 1.8 Å and an
upper bound of 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 Å, respectively, in accordance with
observed weak, moderate, or strong NOE intensities. Only the
distance restraints from inter-residue NOEs were included in the
calculation. Dihedral angle restraints based on CαH CSI were imposed
on the residues displaying negative deviation. Thus, for a CSI > −0.10
ppm, the ϕ and ψ restraints were in the range −90° to −30° and −60°
to 0°, respectively, while for a CSI ≤ −0.10 ppm, the corresponding
ranges were −150° to −30° for ϕ and −90° to 150° for ψ.

Radioligand Competition Binding Assays. Binding affinities of
Dyn A analogues at the BRs were determined by radioligand
competition analysis using [3H]DALKD or [3H]BK in rat brain
membranes or in transfected HEK 293 cells expressing the human
B2R. Crude rat brain membranes were pelleted and resuspended in 50
mM Tris buffer containing 50 μg/mL bacitracin, 10 μM captopril, 100
μM PMSF, and 5 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA). Ten
concentrations of a test compound were each incubated with 50 μg of
membranes and [3H]DALKD (1 nM, 76.0 Ci/mmol) or [3H]BK (1
nM, 85.4 Ci/mmol) at 25 °C for 2 h. Nonspecific binding was defined
by that in the presence of 10 μM KD in all assays. Reactions were
terminated by rapid filtration through Whatman GF/B filters
presoaked in 1% polyethylenimine, followed with four washes of 2
mL each of cold saline. Radioactivity was determined by liquid
scintillation counting in a Beckman LS5000 TD. Data were analyzed
by nonlinear least-squares analysis using GraphPad Prism 4.
Logarithmic values were determined from nonlinear regression
analysis of data collected from at least two independent experiments.

Functional Assays. Phosphatidylinositol (PI) assays were
performed using [3H]inositol phosphates tracer growth media (myo
tritium inositol) in poly-D-Lys-coated cell culture plates, and the
method used to measure the accumulation of [3H]inositol phosphates
was according to that described earlier with additional wash with
water, 5 mM sodium tetraborate/60 mM sodium formate before
elution with 0.2 mM ammonium formate/0.1 M formic acid through
Biorad AG 1-X8 Resin.25

In Vivo Assays. The experiments were carried out using nonfasted
male Sprague−Dawley rats (250−300g; Harlan; Indianapolis, IN) kept
in a room controlled for temperature (22 ± 2 °C) and illumination
(12 h on and 12 h off). All experiments were performed under a
protocol approved by Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of the University of Arizona, and in accordance with policies
and guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals as adopted by
International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) and the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). Intrathecal (i.th.) catheterization
was performed under ketamine/xylazine (80/12 mg/kg, i.p.)
anesthesia. Some groups of rats were implanted with i.th. catheters
(polyethylene 10, 7.8 cm) through atlanto-occipital membrane
extended to the level of the lumbar spinal cord for drug administration.
Animals were allowed to recover for 7 days. L5/L6 spinal nerve ligation
(SNL) injury was induced as described by Chung and colleagues.26
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Rotarod latencies, paw-withdrawal latencies, and paw-withdrawal
thresholds were calculated and expressed as the mean AUC ± SEM
in Graph Pad Prism 6 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). One-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed in FlashCalc (University
of Arizona, Tucson), and statistical significance achieved when p ≤
0.05.
Rotarod Test. Rats were trained to walk on an automated rotating

rod (8 rev/min, Rotamex 4/8, Columbus Instrument, Columbus, OH)
for maximal cutoff time of 180s.27 Baseline values were recorded for
each animal. Compounds were administered (i.th.) and assessment
occurred every 20 min for the first 120 min. The rotarod latencies
were recorded at each time point.
Motor Function and Paralysis. Paralysis was evaluated as

flaccidity of the hind limbs following i.th. injection as previously
reported by Spampinato and colleagues.28 Drugs were injected in a
volume of 5 μL, followed by a 1 μL air bubble and a 9 μL saline flush.
Flaccidity of the hind limbs was measured for 2 h after drug
administration.
Thermal Hypersensitivity Test (Radiant Heat). Thermal

hypersensitivity was assessed using the rat plantar test (Ugo Basile,
Italy) as described earlier.27 Rats were allowed to acclimate within
Plexiglas enclosures on a clear glass plate. A mobile radiant heat source
(halogen bulb coupled to an infrared filter) was located under the glass
plate and focused onto the hind paw. Paw withdrawal latencies were
recorded in seconds. An automatic cut off point of 33 s was set to
prevent tissue damage. The apparatus was calibrated to give a paw
withdrawal latency of approximately 20 s on the uninjured paw. The
radiant heat source was activated with a timer and focused onto the
plantar surface of the hind paw.
Tactile Hypersensitivity Test (von Frey, Innocuous). The

assessment of mechanical hypersensitivity consisted of measuring the
withdrawal threshold of the paw ipsilateral to the site of nerve injury in
response to probing with a series of calibrated von Frey filaments.27

Each filament was applied perpendicularly to the plantar surface of the
ligated paw of rats kept in suspended wire-mesh cages. Measurements
were taken both before and after administration of drug or vehicle.
The paw withdrawal threshold was determined by sequentially
increasing and decreasing the stimulus strength (“up−down” method)
analyzed using a Dixon nonparametric test16.
Measurement of Rat Paw Edema and Plasma Extravasation.

Under ketamine/xylazine (80/12 mg/kg, i.p.) anesthesia animals
received an injection of Evans Blue (30 mg/mL/kg, i.v.) via tail vein,
and baseline paw volume for both hind paws was measured by use of a
plethysmometer (Ugo Basile). Animals then received 0.1 mL i.pl.
injections in one hind paw of normal saline (0.9% NaCl) containing
BK either alone or mixed with HOE140 or 14 (10 nmol/paw each).
The contralateral paw received 0.1 mL of saline and was used as a
control. Edema was measured at several 30, 60, and 90 min after i.pl.
injections and expressed in mL as the difference between the test and
control paws. Three hours after BK injections, animals were sacrificed,
and patches (10 × 5 mm) of the dorsal skin from both hind paws were
collected. The skin patches were then incubated separately in
Eppendorf tubes containing 1.8 mL of formamide at 60 °C water
bath for 24 h to extract the dye. The tissue extraction was then
centrifuged at 15 000 rpm for 15 min, and the supernatant was
pipetted to a 96 well plate as triplicates and the absorbance was
determined at 620 nm. The difference of the mean absorbance
between the two hind paws of each rat was used to compare the
degree of plasma extravasation in different treatment groups.
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Abstract: Addiction is a chronic disorder in which consumption of a substance or a habitual 

behavior becomes compulsive and often recurrent, despite adverse consequences. Substance p 

(SP) is an undecapeptide and was the first neuropeptide of the neurokinin family to be  discovered. 

The subsequent decades of research after its discovery implicated SP and its  neurokinin  relatives 

as neurotransmitters involved in the modulation of the reward pathway. Here, we review the neu-

rokinin literature, giving a brief historical perspective of neurokinin  pharmacology,  localization 

in various brain regions involved in addictive behaviors, and the functional aspects of neuro-

kinin pharmacology in relation to reward in preclinical models of addiction that have shaped 

the rational drug design of neurokinin antagonists that could  translate into human research. 

Finally, we will cover the clinical investigations using neurokinin antagonists and discuss their 

potential as a therapy for drug abuse.

Keywords: reward, substance p, alcohol, morphine, cocaine, dopamine

Introduction
Drugs of abuse such as opioids, cocaine, amphetamines, alcohol, and nicotine affect 

the reward pathway in unique ways, leading to the potential of addiction. In the United 

States, the cost of substance abuse to society is more than $700 billion per year, neces-

sitating new strategies in the management of addiction.1 Particularly alarming is the 

rate of deaths due to heroin overdose, which has skyrocketed since 2010. The National 

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

attribute this increase in heroin usage and mortality to an inadvertent consequence 

of reducing the availability of prescription painkillers.2 While abstinence from drugs 

of abuse seems like the most logical strategy, this has proven to be only an illusory 

goal. Therefore, the FDA and NIDA have planned to change the requirements for new 

therapies designed as deterrents for drugs of abuse; a reduction in the use of drugs of 

abuse over the long term may be the more appropriate requirement for FDA approval. 

Neurokinins are a family of peptide transmitters involved in the reward pathway for 

each of the drugs of abuse, giving researchers a target to design new medications aimed 

at reducing the addictive profile of said drugs of abuse.

Substance p (SP) was the first member of the neurokinin family of peptides to 

be isolated, initially from equine intestine and brain in 1931, and shown to act as a 

 vasodepressor.3 The subsequent decades of research implicated SP and its  neurokinin 

cousins in numerous central nervous system (CNS) disorders including anxiety, 

 depression, migraine, schizophrenia, and addiction. Here, we review the basic and 
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clinical science of the last 80 years that have helped shape 

our current understanding of how neurokinins specifically 

alter the neuronal pathway involved in  addiction. We will 

then introduce potential neurokinin-directed therapies that 

may have efficacy in  clinical practice relating to addiction.

Historical overview of neurokinins
In 1931, Ulf Von Euler and John Gaddum were on an expe-

dition of sorts, in search of the distribution of acetylcholine 

in various equine organs. They came across a previously 

unidentified substance that they were able to concentrate in a 

powdered form, thus naming it “substance p”.4 By the 1950s, 

SP was well accepted as a polypeptide located in the CNS, 

particularly concentrated in the thalamus, hypothalamus, 

basal ganglia, and tegmentum in addition to the dorsal root 

ganglia of the peripheral nervous system, mediating noci-

ceptive transmission from the primary afferent.5,6 However, 

it was not until 1970 when Chang and Leeman were able to 

isolate, characterize, and sequence SP as an 11-amino-acid 

peptide that the neurokinin field really evolved.7 With the 

newly available antibodies to SP,  immunohistochemical 

techniques allowed more precise  characterization of SPergic 

neurons in the CNS. Even with the rather rudimentary tech-

niques  available in the 1970s (ie, no  optogenetics), SPergic 

 projections were  specifically found  traveling from habenula 

(Hb) to the  interpeduncular nucleus (IPN) and ventral teg-

mental area (VTA) via the fasciculus retroflexus,8 the striatum 

to the substantia nigra via the  striato-nigral pathway,9 and 

the nucleus accumbens (NAc) to the ventral pallidum (spe-

cifically the nucleus  basalis magnocellularis),10 with further 

evidence supporting SP as a neurotransmitter with vesicular 

release (Figure 1).11 At roughly the same time, the importance 

of dopamine in the  mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways 

on drug  seeking behavior was coming to fruition.12,13 Most 

 importantly, it seemed that  dopaminergic projections from 

the VTA to the NAc and other regions facilitated reward.14 

With the basic topography of SP signaling in place, the next 

step was  determining its functionality in the mesolimbic 

system. Indeed, it was shown that SP could directly activate 

 dopaminergic neurons in the VTA,15 but how was SP signaling 

NAc

Accumbal-basalis
projection

Medial forebrain
bundle

Fasciculus
retroflexus

Hb

VTA

NBM

AMG

Legend
Neurokininergic

Dopaminergic
Glutamatergic
Acetylcholinergic

Figure 1 Neurokininergic projections in the reward pathway.
Notes: Neurokininergic projections are thought to facilitate the reward pathway. intra-Hb SPergic interneurons facilitate reward. SPergic projections from Hb to vTA and 
iPN exist; however, the role of the iPN is not well understood (near vTA, not pictured). The vTA also receives SP from the NAc. The NAc additionally projects SP to the 
NBM. An intra-AMG SP fiber likely exists; however, its termination neuron is undetermined.
Abbreviations: Hb, habenula; vTA, ventral tegmental area; iPN, interpeduncular nucleus; NAc, nucleus accumbens; NBM, nucleus basalis magnocellularis or nucleus basalis 
of Meynert; AMG, amygdala; SP, substance p.
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to the  postsynaptic neuron and were there other ligands of the 

same family in humans?

Basic neurokinin pharmacology
The ensuing era of neurokinin research revolved around the 

characterization of two more human neurokinins and their 

receptors. In 1983, neurokinin A and neurokinin B (NKA 

and NKB, respectively) were discovered and  characterized, 

 putting them in the same family as SP (the tachykinin 

 family16) based on similar −CO
2
 terminal sequences.17 By 

1984, all three  neurokinin receptors had been proposed,18 

f ollowed by the permanent nomenclature: neurokinin-1 

receptor (NK
1
R), neurokinin-2 receptor (NK

2
R), and neu-

rokinin-3 receptor (NK
3
R) in 1986.19 Each ligand can bind 

and activate each receptor; however, they all have their 

preference owing to a graded affinity: SP preferentially 

activates NK
1
R, NKA preferentially activates NK

2
R, and 

NKB preferentially activates NK
3
R (Table 1).20 Cellular and 

molecular experiments linked neurokinin receptor activation 

to inositol phospholipid hydrolysis21 (later referred to as Gq 

coupling). Following receptor activation, the NK
1
R is rapidly 

internalized, leading to visual NK
1
R+ endosomal varicosities 

in the dendrites and somata of neurons, disappearing an hour 

later.22 This discovery made future cellular investigations 

into neurokinin pharmacology easier to trace.

Receptor localization is important in determining how the 

pharmacology affects a local neuronal circuit. Unfortunately 

for neuroscientists, the reward circuitry and  accompanying 

pharmacology is quite complex. Further complicating the 

 picture, G-protein-coupled receptors like the neurokinin 

 family of receptors can act in both rapid (Ca2+ or Na+ induced 

cell activation) and delayed (transcriptional) ways.  Validating 

this notion, the activation of the neurokinin family of  receptors 

will ultimately lead to an increase in  intracellular Ca2+, thus 

potentiating neuronal mechanisms of firing an action potential, 

in addition to activating the nuclear  translocation of certain 

transcription factors  including NF-κB.23 Additionally, recent 

evidence implicates swift activation of a Na+ leak channel, 

NALCN, as well as the closure of G-protein-linked inwardly 

rectifying K+  channels in the rapid SP-induced activation of 

neuronal action potentials.24,25

For years, neurokinin antagonist studies were made very 

difficult by the lack of penetration of the available ligands 

(ie, only peptidergic antagonists were available).26 The 

 breakthrough came in 1991 when scientists at Pfizer  discovered 

the first nonpeptide molecule with classical competitive antag-

onism at the NK
1
R.27 The identification of this compound led 

to the discovery of even more  selective,  structurally diverse, 

nonpeptidic NK
1
R antagonists at other pharmaceuticals, 

namely, Merck’s MK-869, which later became known in the 

clinic as the antiemetic aprepitant (EMEND®, Merck & Co, 

NJ, USA).28 While  considerable time and money went into 

the possibility of aprepitant  working as a standalone analgesic 

and/or  antidepressant (without much success),29 the prospect 

of an NK
1
R  antagonist for the treatment of addiction still 

remains viable. The rest of this review will cover the specifics 

of neurokinin  pharmacology in addiction.

Neurokinins in the reward pathway
While SPergic cell bodies have been found in a number 

of CNS foci including the septal complex, nucleus tractus 

 diagonalis (diagonal band of Broca), NAc, and Hb,30 with 

projections to various regions including the nucleus  basalis 

magnocellularis, VTA, and IPN, each constituent seems to 

have a unique function in the limbic loop. A recent report links 

NK
1
R activation to µ-opioid receptor recycling, offering direct 

evidence for a neurokinin-mediated opioid  resensitization.31 In 

fact, the neurokinin system is consistently found colocalized 

or in other ways affecting endogenous  opioid, dopamine, and 

serotonergic signaling, thereby  exerting its effect on affective 

and drug-seeking behavior.32,33

Ventral tegmental area
Important to the reward pathway and the study thereof, the 

VTA most notably sends dopaminergic projections to the NAc 

where dopamine release triggers euphoria or positive rein-

forcement.34 Critically, intra-VTA injections of both an NK
1
R 

agonist and NK
3
R agonist facilitate dopamine release in the 

NAc.35 Indeed, autoradiographic studies using the  radiolabeled 

NK
3
R agonist [3H]senktide confirmed the  presence of NK

3
Rs 

in the VTA in addition to the IPN and Hb.36 This comple-

mented the previously studied NK
1
R localization in the VTA 

Table 1 iC50 values of the three primary endogenous neurokinin 
ligands for the three primary neurokinin receptors

Endogenous  
ligand

Receptor

NK1R NK2R NK3R

Substance P 0.19±0.02 100±39 67±19
Neurokinin A 20±7 0.32±0.07 28±3
Neurokinin B 63±13 5.5±3.7 0.37±0.03

Notes: SP has the greatest functional activity at the NK1R, NKA at the NK2R, 
and NKB at the NK3R. All values are in nM. Reproduced with permission from 
ingi T, Kitajima Y, Minamitake Y, Nakanishi S. Characterization of ligand-binding 
properties and selectivities of three rat tachykinin receptors by transfection and 
functional expression of their cloned cDNAs in mammalian cells. J Pharmacol Exp 
Ther. 1991;259(3):968–975.121

Abbreviations: iC50, half maximal inhibitory concentration; NK1R, neurokinin receptor 1;  
NK2R, neurokinin receptor 2; NK3R, neurokinin receptor 3; SP, substance p; NKA, 
neurokinin A; NKB, neurokinin B.
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among other CNS locations.37 While in vitro electrophysi-

ologic studies in the VTA demonstrated NK
3
Rs may mediate 

more of the  excitatory effects of  dopaminergic neurons while 

leaving a role for SP out,38 in vivo electrophysiologic record-

ings in the VTA confirmed that systemic administration of an 

NK
1
R antagonist was sufficient to block dopamine cell firing.39 

In addition, studies demonstrated an increased firing rate of 

VTA dopaminergic neurons due to the application of SP.40 

These apparent discrepancies in dopaminergic activity and 

neurokinin pharmacology may be in part due to the marked 

receptor heterogeneity of the VTA.41

The expression of various neurokinin receptor subtypes 

is rather diverse. For example, while there is  somatodendritic 

expression of the NK
1
R in the cell membrane of  dopaminergic 

and nondopaminergic neurons of the VTA,42 NK
3
Rs are 

often found in the cytoplasm of dopaminergic and nondo-

paminergic neurons of the VTA.43 Additionally, the NK
3
Rs 

found in the plasma membrane are frequently extrasynaptic. 

 Furthermore, VTA glia exhibit substantially more NK
3
Rs 

than NK
1
Rs, suggesting the importance of the immune cells 

in the reward pathway (see “Involvement of the immune sys-

tem in addiction” for more details). Overall, the  expression 

of NK
3
Rs in the VTA is twice that of NK

1
Rs.44 Interestingly, 

NK
3
Rs, but not NK

1
R or NK

2
Rs, were found within the 

nuclear envelope of projection neurons of the VTA. This 

suggests the possibility of direct NK
3
R involvement in gene 

transcription. Indeed, ligand-dependent and -independent 

nuclear translocation of the NK
3
R in the VTA has been 

observed.45,46 The significance of these nuclear events in the 

reward pathway has not been fully elucidated.

The literature on the NK
2
R in the VTA is sparse; however, 

it has been shown that intravenous infusion of the selective 

NK
2
R antagonist SR-48968 did not alter basal dopaminer-

gic firing rate in rats.47 Peculiarly, the acute administration 

of SR-48968 intraperitoneal (ip) increased the number of 

 spontaneously active VTA DA neurons; however, this may be 

due to dosing differences or possible pharmacologically active 

metabolites. The intracellular interaction between neurokinin 

receptors has also been studied. When expressed by the same 

cell, NK
1
R activation sequesters β-arrestins in endosomes, 

impeding ligand-dependent NK
3
R endocytosis.48 The  paucity 

of information regarding how heterologous interactions 

between neurokinin receptors affects the reward pathway 

indicates the necessity of future research in addiction.

Some of the earliest investigations into neurokinin’s 

 ability to functionally impel the reward pathway came in 1985 

when Staubli and Huston49 showed that injection of SP into 

the medial forebrain bundle, the neuronal tract that connects 

the VTA to the NAc, resulted in positive  conditioned place 

preference (CPP). With regard to specific drugs of abuse, 

 microinjection of the SP analog DiMe-C7 induced reinstate-

ment of cocaine-seeking behavior, which could be  significantly 

reduced by the D
1
 receptor antagonist SCH23390.50

Nucleus accumbens
The NAc is often regarded as the limbic–motor interface 

receiving inputs from the VTA and amygdala, among 

other regions, and sending projections to the cortex, ventral 

 pallidum, globus pallidus, and reciprocal projections to the 

VTA and amygdala.51 One study provided evidence that the 

NAc required input from both the VTA and the basolateral 

amygdala for excitation of NAc efferents.52

SP injected into the NAc by itself increases concentrations 

of extracellular DA but does not induce positive CPP.53 An 

SP antibody injected into the NAc prevents amphetamine-

induced increase of extracellular DA in the NAc.54 Likewise, 

NAc administration of the NK
1
R antagonist L-733,060 

 significantly diminishes cocaine-induced DA release.55

Nucleus basalis magnocellularis-
substantia innominata
Evidence for SPergic fibers projecting to the nucleus basalis 

magnocellularis (nucleus basalis of Meynert) comes from 

simple light microscopic images and immunohistochemical 

staining.56 Accordingly, the injection of SP or the C-terminal 

fragment of SP into the nucleus basalis magnocellularis 

resulted in a positive CPP, which the authors attributed to the 

positive reinforcing effects of the specific C-terminal sequence 

of SP.57 Of course, the C-terminal fragment is shared among 

all tachykinin ligands, so resolving which receptor subtype 

responsible was an obvious next step. With the use of selective 

agonists, they went on to show that this effect was mediated by 

both NK
1
R and NK

3
R  activation.58 Furthermore, SP injection 

into the nucleus basalis magnocellularis increased extracel-

lular dopamine content in the NAc,59 a barometer of positive 

reinforcement. The fact that the  injection of the NK
3
R agonist 

amino-senktide into the nucleus basalis magnocellularis inhib-

its alcohol intake at first glance contradicts the aforementioned 

positive reinforcement.60 The authors speculated that alcohol 

may actually be mediating its effects on the reward pathway 

via NK
3
R, thereby rendering an NK

3
R agonist a substitute for 

the rewarding properties of alcohol.61 Whether or not alcohol 

engages the NK
3
R system in the nucleus basalis magnocel-

lularis remains to be investigated.

NKB fibers have been traced from the dorsal AND ventral 

striatum to the substantia innominata.62 Pre- protachykinin-B, 
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the mRNA for NKB, has also been found heavily  concentrated 

in fibers from the lateral stripe of the striatum, a region 

just lateral to the shell of the NAc, to the nucleus basalis 

 magnocellularis.63 The importance of these  projections 

in reward is not well understood; however, it should be 

 remembered that NKB is the most efficacious endogenous 

ligand for the NK
3
R in mammals.

Habenula
The Hb is an understudied brain region, let alone the role 

neurokinins play in its function. What is known is that the Hb 

white matter tracts tie it extensively to other regions of the 

limbic pathway, including the ventral pallidum and v entral 

midbrain. Moreover, SPergic and NKBergic cell bodies are 

indeed found in the medial Hb with axons projecting to the 

VTA and the adjacent IPN.64,65 The role of the VTA in reward 

is well described; the IPN also seems to contribute to positive 

reinforcement.66 The Hb has long been known to be involved 

in nicotine dependence and, more recently, in cocaine and mor-

phine dependence as well.67 No studies to our knowledge have 

examined the direct role of habenular neurokinin antagonists 

on addictive behavior in  animals; however, NK
1
R and NK

3
Rs 

were found to be involved in nicotine-induced excitation of 

habenular neurons.68

Amygdala
Neurokinin receptors have been found in relatively high 

concentrations in the amygdala of primates.69 Accordingly, 

SP microinjection into the central amygdala enhanced passive 

avoidance learning behaviors70 and generated CPP.71 While 

efferent projections from the amygdala are abundant and 

promiscuous, specific projections to regions of the limbic 

loop will be discussed here.

Regarding neurokinins in addiction, the smoking gun 

of sorts came in the seminal 2000 Nature paper by Murtra 

et al72 when they documented NK
1
R−/− exhibited a lack of 

morphine CPP. Knockouts additionally eliminated CPP to 

amphetamines but surprisingly retained a positive CPP to 

cocaine and food, indicating distinct mechanisms mediating 

reward for each of these natural and unnatural rewards.73 

The role of NK
1
R in opioid reward was further corroborated 

using the self- administration paradigm in NK
1
R−/− mice.74 To 

better  understand which neuroanatomical location may play 

the  principle role in neurokinin-mediated opioid reward, SP- 

saporin (a  ribosome inactivating toxin) was used to ablate 

NK
1
R expressing neurons in the amygdala. Indeed, mice 

with  ablation of NK
1
R+ neurons in the amygdala demon-

strated similar CPP scores for both morphine and saline.75 

These  observations support the role of the neurokinin system in 

facilitating  opioid reward via amygdaloid  processes, although 

it does not rule out the importance of other limbic regions. 

Importantly, the neurokinin knockout data are supported by 

the fact that intracerebral ventricular  administration of an 

NK
1
R  antagonist has no effect on cocaine  self-administration,76 

 ruling out possible  developmental  confounders to the knockout 

mice. Although cocaine CPP was not altered in the NK
1
R−/− 

mice,  reinstatement of cocaine is in fact  supplemented by 

 administration of the SP analog [Sar9Met(O
2
)11]-SP.77 This, 

at the very least, implicates the neurokinin system in cocaine 

reinstatement, albeit endogenous SP may not play a role as 

two separate NK
1
R antagonists were unable to inhibit cocaine 

reinstatement.

Alcohol reward may be mediated in the amygdala as 

well. SP levels were lower in the central amygdala of Indiana 

alcohol-preferring rats than nonpreferring rats as measured by 

SP mRNA.78 For this reason, the investigators microinfused 

SP into the central amygdala of alcohol-preferring rats, ren-

dering the animals indifferent to alcohol consumption while 

sucrose seeking remained the same. The apparent paradox in 

neurokinin signaling and alcohol reward has been noted twice: 

SP injection in the nucleus basalis magnocellularis reduces 

alcohol consumption in Sardinian alcohol-preferring rats and 

SP injection in the central amygdala facilitates a similar effect 

in Indiana alcohol-preferring rats. The concern with these 

studies lies in the fact that the alcohol-preferring animals are 

selectively bred and do not represent the typical rodent or 

primate condition.79 These studies contradict the vast majority 

of studies in rodents and humans that indicate a neurokinin 

antagonist reduces alcohol preference (see “Neurokinin in 

the clinic” for more details).80

Clear evidence exists linking stress to alcoholic relapse.81 

Mild and severe emotional stressors are sufficient to release 

SP in the medial amygdala.82 Naturally, linking stress-

induced SP release to stress-induced alcohol reinstatement 

was studied. Expectedly, the NK
1
R antagonist, L822429, 

was adequate to prevent alcohol reinstatement in an alcohol 

self-administration paradigm in wild-type Wistar rats.83 

A related study demonstrated efficacy of the NK
1
R antagonist 

in suppressing alcohol seeking in wild-type mice at baseline 

and in preventing escalation of voluntary alcohol intake.84 

Corroborating this data, NK
1
R silencing with a microRNA 

directed at the receptors’ transcript reduced alcohol consump-

tion in mice.85 The study noted attenuated NK
1
R expression 

in the hippocampus, the only subcortical area they examined 

for proof of action. To the contrary, ezlopitant, the NK
1
R 

antagonist developed for chemotherapy induced nausea and 
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vomiting, exhibited little to no efficacy in reducing operant 

self-administration of alcohol in Long–Evans rats.86 The 

aforementioned inconsistency raises a valid point about 

nonconserved regions of the neurokinin receptors between 

humans and rodents, giving rise to potential obstacles in 

extrapolating preclinical models to the human condition.87

While stress has been shown to increase extracellular SP 

in the amygdala, it should be mentioned that SP and NKA 

have been found colocalized in neurons of the infundibulum 

of the CNS and myenteric plexus of enteric nervous system, 

a  possibility that has not been specifically investigated in neu-

rons of the amygdala.88,89 In fact, NK
2
Rs do appear in a signifi-

cant concentration in the amygdala,90 and the NK
2
R antagonist 

SR48968 was sufficient to block stress-induced behaviors in 

mice and central neuronal markers of stress in rats.91

An analogous pathway observed in the alcohol reward 

system in relation to neurokinin pharmacology is that 

observed with corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF).92 

There is extensive research into the effects of CRF and other 

neuropeptides on addiction that are out of the scope of this 

review. In general, it is accepted in the addiction field that 

the stress response is mediated by several neurotransmitter 

systems including CRF and SP, thus precipitating undesirable 

outcomes such as relapse.

Frontal cortex
The literature on neurokinins in the cortex is more scant 

than other brain regions; nevertheless, cortical neurokinins 

seem to play an important role in the limbic system. As one 

of the terminal sites of mesencephalic dopaminergic projec-

tions, the frontal cortex has been shown to have increased 

dopamine metabolites (DOPAC) in response to stress (ie, foot-

shock).93 This increase in cortical dopamine is correlated to 

 periods of intoxication and craving, particularly with cocaine 

abuse.94 Pretreatment with the selective NK
1
R antagonist 

(S)-GR205171 ip was sufficient to prevent  footshock- induced 

dopamine release in the cortex.95 In addition to stress, 

 morphine injections ip increased SP levels in the cortex that 

subsequently significantly decreased due to the administration 

of the opioid antagonist, naloxone.96 The relative importance 

of the frontal cortex in neurokinin-mediated addiction is not 

well understood and warrants further exploration.

Involvement of the immune  
system in addiction
The role of the resident immune cells in the brain, the 

glia (astrocytes, microglia, and oligodendrocytes), has 

been emerging in the last 20 years as critical for normal 

neuronal signaling.97 Importantly, microglia and astrocytes 

have recently been implicated in addictive processes as 

activated microglia release “proinflammatory” cytokines 

that act at the neuronal synapse, strengthening the signal.98 

Expanding on this notion, alcohol, cocaine, morphine, and 

amphetamines have all been indicted for their role in micro-

glial activation with microglial activation proven to be criti-

cal to the maintenance of addictive behaviors.99 Critically, 

NK
1
Rs are located on microglia and are inducible by IL-1β 

in astrocytes.100,101 SP has been shown to activate NF-κB 

in microglia, which has a strong, yet neglected, role in the 

progression of addiction.102 In astrocytes, SP application 

induces a  complex depolarization by modulating Cl− and 

K+ currents.103 Astrocytes are probably most notorious for 

their role in glutamate  homeostasis, and so there is a high 

likelihood of the neurokinin system modulating extracellular 

glutamate in brain regions, including those of the limbic 

system. There is substantial information on both neurokinins 

and glia in the reward pathway, yet a dearth of information on 

the interaction between the two. It may end up representing 

one of the more promising avenues in addiction research.

Neurokinin in the clinic
We have outlined the neural and pharmacological basis for 

the use of neurokinin antagonists in addiction. To summarize, 

SP appears to be overexpressed after chronic administration 

of drugs of abuse and mediates some of the negative effects 

such as CPP and reinstatement. Here, the focus will be on the 

use of neurokinin antagonists specifically in humans and the 

potential success as a therapeutic. While SP has long been 

infamous as one of the primary pronociceptive neurotransmit-

ters, an NK
1
R antagonist did not achieve appreciable analgesia 

as a standalone medication in patients suffering from pain.29 

However, one of the first investigations into neurokinins in 

human disease with positive results demonstrated elevated 

cerebrospinal fluid levels of SP in  psychiatric patients with 

depression or schizophrenia.104 With the  development of 

radiolabeled substance p antagonists (SPAs), imaging of 

receptor localization and saturation in humans became 

 possible with positron emission tomography.105 [18F]-SPA-RQ 

was taken up in the brain of healthy male  volunteers in the 

regions already described that are involved in reward includ-

ing the VTA, amygdala, Hb, and ventral  striatum.106 The most 

notable  differences from rats were the high density of NK
1
Rs 

in the cortex of humans and a greater NK
1
R/NK

3
R ratio in 

the VTA of humans.107,108

Functionally, the NK
1
R antagonist aprepitant has an effect 

on positive incentive in humans. In an experiment enlisting 
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healthy volunteers of both sexes, monetary  incentive delay was 

the paradigm used to determine if the NK
1
R antagonist could 

prevent NAc activation typical of incentive  anticipation. Indeed, 

when subjects expected a monetary reward for completing a 

task in the study, aprepitant reduced NAc blood oxygenation-

level-dependent (BOLD) contrast compared to control as seen 

on fMRI, indicating the  attenuation of NAc activation.109

An association between various NK
1
R gene (TACR1) 

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and alcoholism may 

exist. In a large sample of heavy drinkers (7 drinks per day 

on average), 5 SNPs of the TACR1 gene were  predictive of 

BOLD activation as assessed by fMRI in response to  alcohol 

cues.110 In a separate study, 1 SNP and 2 haplotypes (a  specific 

combination of alleles on the same  chromosome) of the 

TACR1 gene were associated with alcohol dependence.111 

The significance of these studies is not well understood; 

however, they point to a link between a specific  neurokinin 

genotype and alcohol-dependent phenotype that may have 

potential as a drug target. Of course, the NK
1
R is not the 

only SNP found to dysregulate the reward pathway as 

OPRM1 (µ-opioid receptor) has also been highlighted as 

a troublesome gene of interest.112 Much like carriers of 

certain OPRM1, SNPs are more sensitive to the effects of 

naltrexone on reducing alcohol cravings, so too should NK
1
R 

antagonists on specific TACR1 SNP-related addictions.113

Unexpectedly, in a clinical study examining the role of 

aprepitant on oxycodone abuse liability, the authors found 

the NK
1
R antagonist actually increased the abuse potential of 

oxycodone in patients who were already opioid drug abusers.114 

Several explanations for the unanticipated outcomes were 

proposed, including the pharmacokinetic interaction between 

the two drugs. That is, aprepitant and oxycodone compete for 

metabolism by the enzyme CYP3A4, rendering higher concen-

trations of serum oxycodone than expected. The  unfortunate 

pharmacokinetic profiles of many drugs have hindered their 

success in the past, despite promising  pharmacodynamic 

actions on the biology of the system. Future studies on opioid 

dependence may require a novel neurokinin antagonist that is 

not involved in CYP3A4  metabolism, a requirement that will 

surely prove challenging though not impossible.

In alcohol-dependent humans who were recently detoxi-

fied, LY686017, a brain penetrant NK
1
R antagonist with 

high bioavailability was efficacious in suppressing spon-

taneous alcohol cravings as assessed by the Alcohol Urge 

 Questionaire.115 When the alcohol-dependent  subjects were 

then  provoked with a combined stress test and  alcohol-cue 

challenge, the  treatment group still had reduced cravings for 

alcohol  compared to controls. To the contrary,  psychiatric 

patients with comorbid  posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) 

and alcoholism experienced no  reduction in symptoms of 

 alcohol craving after administration of an NK
1
R antagonist.116 

This may point to the fact that comorbidity with PTSD 

 complicates the syndrome by adding another “stress”-related 

illness.

Neurokinin prospects for therapy
The neurokinin field indeed does seem poised to produce 

significant contributions to addiction research and therapy. 

We have outlined the role neurokinins play in the reward 

pathway, particularly via NK
1
Rs and NK

3
Rs. Accordingly, 

GlaxoSmithKline has a dual NK
1
R/NK

3
R antagonist, 

GSK1144814, in the pipeline for future clinical trials for 

psychiatric disorders.117 Vanda Pharmaceuticals acquired 

worldwide licensing for LY686017 (now called VLY-686) 

from Eli Lilly after the proof of concept studies in alcohol 

cravings mentioned earlier. Vanda is now attempting to 

commercialize and develop this compound “for all human 

conditions”, including an indication for substance abuse. Our 

pharmacology/chemistry group has created several opioid 

agonist/NK
1
R antagonist compounds that have  efficacy 

in antinociception and do not produce CPP or increase 

 extracellular dopamine content in the NAc.118–120

In addition to the new compounds in the pipeline, the orig-

inal gold standard NK
1
R antagonist is still under  investigation 

for its effects on substance abuse potential since it already 

has FDA approval for the clinic. A brief ClinicalTrials.gov 

search reveals that aprepitant is currently undergoing  clinical 

trials for the evaluation of its effects on cannabis cravings in 

cannabis-dependent outpatients,  comorbid alcoholic and can-

nabis-dependent patients, and in opioid-dependent patients. 

More compounds that selectively block the  neurokinin 

system will undoubtedly  materialize in the drug pipeline as 

preclinical and clinical studies further identify the role of the 

neurokinin system in drug addiction.
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Several studies have suggested functional association between μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptors and
showed that μ-activity could be modulated by δ-ligands. The general conclusion is that agonists for the δ-
receptor can enhance the analgesic potency and efficacy of μ-agonists. Our preliminary investigations dem-
onstrate that new bivalent ligands constructed from the μ-agonist fentanyl and the δ-agonist enkephalin-like
peptides are promising entities for creation of new analgesics with reduced side effects for treatment of neu-
ropathic pain. A new superposition of the mentioned pharmacophores led to novel μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent
compounds that demonstrate both μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptor agonist activity and high efficacy in
anti-inflammatory and neuropathic pain models with the potential of reduced unwanted side effects.
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INTRODUCTION

μ-Opioid analgesics are the mainstay for treatment of
moderate to severe pain, but they have significant side
effects including constipation, respiratory depression, tol-
erance, addiction, and even death [1]. Convincing data
(biochemical, pharmacological, and studies using geneti-
cally modified animals) regarding the modulatory interac-
tions between opioid receptors exist in the literature.
Several studies indicate that δ-receptor agonists as well as
δ-receptor antagonists provide significant modulation of
the pharmacological effects of μ-agonists. It has been
shown that agonists at the δ-receptor can enhance the anal-
gesic potency and efficacy of μ-agonists while
δ-antagonists can prevent or diminish the development of
tolerance and physical dependence by μ-agonists; multiple
and controversial interpretations of the observed phenom-
ena have been made [2–16].
Functional association between μ-opioid and δ-opioid

receptors was first suggested by studies showing that μ-
activity could be modulated by δ-ligands [17], but the true
role of δ-ligands remains obscure. Some authors insist that
δ-agonists increase antinociceptive responses to μ-receptor

agonists [18–20] while others state that μ-agonist signaling
can be enhanced by co-treatment with δ-selective antago-
nists [21,22]. Others indicate differential localizations and
pain relieving profiles of the μ-receptors and δ-receptors
in dorsal root ganglion cells [23].

One of the promising new approaches to answer the
questions raised could be the creation and investigation
of bivalent ligands. Bivalent ligands contain two
pharmacophores that are fused or variably separated by a
chemical spacer, and there are several interesting examples
of them in the literature [24–41]. Finding the “correct” pair
of two ligands and their “correct” superposition is an at-
tractive yet challenging problem.

Our preliminary investigations demonstrate that new
bivalent ligands with mixed μ-profile/δ-profile, which rep-
resents one attempt at combining fentanyl 1 and
enkephalin-like peptides 2 (Fig. 1), are promising com-
pounds with high binding affinities to both μ-receptors
and δ-receptors [42–46].

Recently, we have designed and synthesized compounds
of types 3 and 4 (Fig. 2), which differ mainly in super-
position of the μ/δ constituents. Compounds in series 3
display binding affinities in the range of 30–60 nM for

© 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.



both receptors [44–46]. Compounds in series 4 display
higher affinity (~0.4 nM) for both receptors with
increased hydrophobicity (aLogP 3.01–4.74). Binding
affinities of series 4 exceed desired affinities and cross
the threshold of nanomolar into picomolar range at both
μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptors [42,43]. The bivalent
ligands with synergistic action on different subtypes
of the same (opioid) receptors could be called concor-
dant ligands.
Another novel attempt to create μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent

compounds using both a different superposition of ligands
and a different linker (carboxy group) and spacer
(hydrazino group) is presented in Figure 3 and is the
subject of the present publication.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chemistry. The gram scale synthesis of functionalized
fentanyls—carboxyfentanyl (7a), carboxymethyl-fentanyl
(7b), and fentanyl derivative (7c) starting from 1-
phenethyl-N-phenylpiperidin-4-amine (6)—was previously
described by our group for the synthesis of μ-agonist/
NK1-antagonist bivalent ligands [47,48]. The synthetic
Scheme 1 ensures good yields of the desired compounds.
A “peptide chemistry” method with carbodiimide

activation of the carboxyl function of (7a, b, c)
with EDAC/HOBt [1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide/hydroxybenzotriazole] was successfully
implemented for the creation of N-Boc-phenylalanine
hydrazides (9a, b, c) acylated with fentanyl carboxylic
acids (7a, b, c).
Another convenient method for creation of substituted

fentanyls has been developed using “succinisoimidium

perchlorates chemistry”—preparation of succinisoimidium
perchlorates from succinamic acids with acetic anhydride
and perchloric acid [49–52]. Previously, this method was
extended and simplified by us, implementing it for the cre-
ation of new type of isoimidium compounds—
glutarisoimidium and 3-oxaglutarisoimidium perchlorates
(8b, c) [47]. All three isoimidium perchlorates smoothly
produce appropriate hydrazides (9a, b, c) when treated
with N-Boc-phenylalanine hydrazide, which on further
Boc deprotection with trifluoroacetic acid gave (10a, b,
c). Coupling of the obtained products with Boc-protected
Tyr-D-Ala-Gly-OH followed by deprotection gave the
desired bivalent ligands with mixed μ-profile/δ-profile
(11a, b, c).

Another potentially convenient method for the creation
of compounds of the formula (11) by direct coupling of hy-
drazides (12) (Fig. 4) with enkephalin-like peptides was
undertaken, but our various attempts to develop a protocol
for their preparative synthesis failed. Direct hydrazination
of both (7) and (8) gave very poor yields of an unstable
product (12). However, use of Boc or benzylhydrazines
gave excellent yields of protected products (13) and (14).
But upon deprotection, Boc hydrazides (13) decomposed
in different ways depending on conditions, and the nature
of the linker between the two carbonyl groups. Bn-
hydrazides (14) decomposed on H2/Pd-C hydrogenation
to give 1-alkyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridines (16) (Fig. 4).

The bivalent ligands with mixed μ-/δ-profile (11a, b, c)
demonstrated good binding affinity to both μ-opioid and
δ-opioid receptors (Table 1).

Compound (11b) was selected for testing in several
in vivo pain models, including inflammatory pain, using
the formalin flinch assay and antiallodynia, in a nerve

Figure 1. Structures of fentanyl 1 and enkephalin-like peptides 2.

Figure 2. Structures of μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent ligands already proposed by our group.

Figure 3. Structures of novel μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent ligands.
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ligation model with no significant sedation, or motor
impairment and demonstrates potent and efficacious activ-
ity. This is the first report of a fentanyl-based structure with
δ-opioid and μ-opioid receptor activity that exhibits out-
standing antinociceptive efficacy in neuropathic pain,
reducing the propensity of unwanted side effects that occur
with current μ-opioid agonist therapies.
Compound (11b) demonstrated significant antinocice-

ption using a warm water tail-flick test after the spinal

administration. The three doses (1, 3, and 10μg) produced
significant dose-dependent antinociception in non-injured
mice compared with vehicle-treated mice 15min after intra-
thecal injection (21±6.4%, 36±15.8%, and 77±10.7%,
respectively). The A50 dose was calculated to be 3.92μg.

These effects were blocked by naloxone, indicating that
they were opioid receptor-mediated effects. Furthermore,
the significant attenuation by the μ-selective antagonist, (D-
Phe-Cys-Tyr-D-Trp-Arg-Thr-Pen-Thr-NH2) CTAP, and by

Scheme 1. Synthesis of novel μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent ligands. Reagents and conditions: (a) succinic, glutaric, or diglycolic anhydride in CH2Cl2; (b) Ac2O,
HClO4; (c) N-Boc-PheNHNH2, EDAC, HOBt, CHCl3; (d) N-Boc-PheNHNH2, Et3N, CHCl3; (e) CF3COOH/CH2Cl2; (f) 1. Boc-Tyr(Boc)-D-Ala-Gly-OH,
BOP, HOBt, DMF; 2. CF3COOH/CH2Cl2. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4. Failed attempts of the synthesis of hydrazides (12).
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the δ-selective antagonist, naltrindole, suggests that the
antinociception produced by (11b) is indeed mediated by
both the μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptors. In order to deter-
mine whether (11b) has anti-inflammatory effects, it was
tested in a murine formalin flinch model. Compound (11b)
resulted in significant inhibition of formalin-induced
flinching in both the first and second phases, suggesting
antinociception by inhibiting both δ-fiber and C-fiber activity.
Implementing the Kim and Chung model for peripheral

neuropathy [53,54], it was shown that (11b) resulted in
significant mechanical antiallodynia and thermal
antihypersensitivity in the nerve injured animal. Such stud-
ies suggest that a fentanyl-based, mixed mu-delta opioid
agonist (11b) can act to inhibit neuropathic pain. Rotorod
experiments were performed and demonstrated that the
lack of (11b) induced motor paralysis and/or signs of seda-
tion because such behavior would mask paw withdrawal
results in our pain behavior tests. Owing to the added anal-
gesic effects of δ-opioid receptor occupation, less μ-
receptor occupation is required, essentially decreasing the
dose and unwanted side effects driven by μ-opioid receptor
agonists. Ultimately, by using a combination of acute and
chronic pain models, we demonstrate the efficacy of the
novel μ-bivalent/δ-bivalent compound (11b) in treating
neuropathic pain without sedation and motor impairment.
Overall, these studies demonstrate a novel fentanyl-

based structure that contains both μ-opioid and δ-opioid
receptor agonist activity resulting in high efficacy in anti-
inflammatory and neuropathic pain models; they also have
the potential to reduce unwanted side effects. There may
also be the added potential of being anxiolytic, which will
need to be further investigated. Detailed pharmacological
investigations on (11b) are already published [1].

CONCLUSION

The result of these studies indicate that our design and
synthesis of novel non-peptide μ-agonists/δ-agonists
resulted in new series of compounds such as (11), which
have potent analgesic effects. Novel fentanyl-based struc-
tures that contain both μ-opioid and δ-opioid receptor

agonist constituents reveal high efficacy in anti-
inflammatory and neuropathic pain models with the
potential of reduced unwanted side effects. In addition,
μ-agonists/δ-agonists have been shown to significantly
decrease anxiety in mice and rats. This latter aspect needs
to be further investigated. Detailed pharmacological
investigation on (11b) is in progress.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemistry. The compounds were characterized by 1H
and 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). NMR
spectra were recorded on a Bruker (Billerica, MA) DRX-
600 spectrometer using tetramethylsilane as an internal
standard. The compounds were analyzed by electrospray
mass spectrometry (MS) on a Thermo Electron
(Waltham, MA) (Finnigan) LCQ classic ion trap mass
spectrometer. Direct infusion (10μL/min) was applied to
about 50μM solutions of the samples in MeOH/H2O 1:1
2% AcOH. Standard electrospray ionization conditions
were applied, and the masses of protonated molecules
[MH]+ were measured. Optical rotations were measured
on a Rudolph Research Analytical (Hackettstown, NJ)
AutoPol III polarimeter using the Na-D line. The purity
of the compounds was determined by thin-layer
chromatography on silica gel plates (Analtech, Newark,
DE; 02521), solvent system MeOH/CHCl3 1:4. Melting
points are uncorrected. The purity of the compounds was
also checked by analytical reversed-phase high-
performance liquid chromatography using an Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech (Piscataway, NJ) Äkta Basic 10F with
a ODS-A C18 (120Å, 5μm, 250mm×4.6mm) column
(Omnicrom; YMC Europe GmbH, Dinslaken, Germany)
monitored at 220 and 254 nm and by high-resolution
mass spectral analysis (Supporting Information).

General method for the synthesis of the 4-oxo-4-((1-
phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)amino)alcanoic acids (7a, b,
c). A mixture of [1-(2-phenyl)-ethyl-piperidin-4-yl]-
phenyl-amine (2.8g, 10mmol), appropriate acid anhydride
(succinic, glutaric, or diglycolic, 11mmol) and two to three
drops of acetic acid in dichloromethane (30mL) was heated
in a closed pressure-proof flask in a boiling water bath for
5h and left overnight at room temperature. The solvent was
evaporated; ethyl acetate (50mL) was added, and the
mixture was heated to dissolve the content of the flask. For
the cases (7b) and (7c), it is necessary to add some ethanol
(5–10mL). Crystals of the appropriate acid separated on
cooling with 80–90% yield.

4-Oxo-4-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)amino)
butanoic acid (7a). Crystalline solid; yield: 3.4 g (89%);
mp 119–120 °C; 1H-NMR (600MHz, methanol-d4):
δ=7.50 (t, J=7.3Hz, 2H), 7.48–7.43 (m, 1H), 7.32–7.25
(m, 4H), 7.25–7.18 (m, 3H), 4.70 (tt, J=12.0, 3.5Hz,

Table 1

Results in the MVD and GPI/LMMP assays.

Compound MVD GPI/LMMP

Agonist activity (nM IC50
a ± sem)

11a 69 ± 12 44 ± 9.7
11b 39 ± 8.2 63 ± 13
11c 48 ± 16 42 ± 8.3

MVD, mouse vas deferens; GPI, guinea pig isolated ileum; LMMP, lon-
gitudinal muscle with myenteric plexus; sem, standard error of mean.
aConcentration of compounds at 50% specific binding.
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1H), 3.42 (d, J=12.2Hz, 2H), 3.00 (m, 2H), 2.90 (dd,
J=10.5, 6.1Hz, 2H), 2.80 (t, J=12.0Hz, 2H), 2.42 (t,
J=6.8Hz, 2H), 2.18 (t, J=6.8Hz, 2H), 2.00 (d,
J=12.2Hz, 2H), 1.62 ppm (dq, J=3.3, 13.1Hz, 2H);
13C-NMR (150MHz, methanol-d4): δ=172.77, 138.08,
137.48, 130.16, 129.40, 128.65, 128.31, 126.44, 58.09,
51.92, 50.76, 30.85, 30.47, 30.25, 28.14ppm; MS [electron
impact (EI), 70 eV] m/z (%): 381; high-resolution MS fast
atom bombardment (HRMS-FAB) m/z [M+H]+ calcd for
C23H29N2O3:381.2178; found: 381.2183.

5-Oxo-5-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)amino)
pentanoic acid (7b). Crystalline solid; 3.42g (87%); mp
104–105 °C; 1H-NMR (600MHz, methanol-d4): δ=7.49 (t,
J=7.3Hz, 2H), 7.45 (d, J=7.2Hz, 1H), 7.29 (t, J=7.2Hz,
2H), 7.24–7.19 (m, 5H), 4.72 (tt, J=12.0, 3.6Hz, 1H), 3.42
(d, J=12.3Hz, 2H), 2.99 (m, 2H), 2.89 (m, 2H), 2.79 (t,
J=11.9Hz, 2H), 2.10 (t, J=7.3Hz, 2H), 2.05–1.95 (m,
4H), 1.79 (dd, J=14.7, 7.3Hz, 2H), 1.61ppm (dd, J=12.8,
3.2Hz, 2H); 13C-NMR (150MHz, methanol-d4): δ=173.27,
138.07, 137.56, 130.05, 129.44, 128.66, 128.32, 126.43,
58.11, 51.87, 50.78, 34.52, 33.99, 30.89, 28.19, 21.05ppm;
MS (EI, 70 eV) m/z (%): 395; HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+

calcd for C24H31N2O3: 395.2325; found: 395.2323.

2-(2-Oxo-2-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)amino)
ethoxy)acetic acid (7c). Crystalline solid; 3.12 g (79%);
mp 143–144 °C; 1H-NMR (600MHz, methanol-d4):
δ=7.55–7.45 (m, 3H), 7.35–7.26 (m, 4H), 7.25–7.22 (m,
3H), 4.74 (tt, J=12.1, 3.6Hz, 1H), 3.86 (d, J=6.0Hz,
4H), 3.56 (d, J=12.3Hz, 2H), 3.15 (dd, J=10.3, 6.6Hz,
2H), 3.01 (t, J=12.2Hz, 2H), 2.95 (dd, J=10.3, 6.6Hz,
2H), 2.09 (d, J=12.7Hz, 2H), 1.72 ppm (dd, J=12.8,
2.8Hz, 2H); 13C-NMR (150MHz, methanol-d4):
δ=174.52, 170.05, 136.78, 136.17, 129.90, 129.70,
129.28, 128.46, 128.33, 126.67, 69.40, 68.52, 57.60,
51.69, 50.81, 30.36, 27.41, 19.81 ppm; MS (EI, 70 eV)
m/z (%): 397; HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+ calcd for
C23H29N2O4: 397.2127; found: 397.2123.

General method for the synthesis of the isoimidium
perchlorates (8a, b, c). The stirred mixture of acid (7a,
b, c, 0.5mmol) in acetic anhydride (1.5mL) was slightly
heated until the beginning of dissolution of the starting
material. Then, the heater was turned off, but stirring was
continued for 1 h. The mixture was cooled (ice bath), and
70% HClO4 (0.15mL) was carefully added dropwise.
The obtained solution was allowed to come to room
temperature overnight, and 5mL of dry ether was added
with stirring. After 15–20min, the liquid was separated
from the precipitated perchlorate, and the solid residue
was washed with three portions of ether (5mL). For
analytical purposes, the residue was dried overnight in a
vacuum desiccator over phosphorous pentoxide. For
synthetic purposes, it was dissolved in CHCl3/CH3CN
(5mL/1mL) mixture and added to a solution of N-Boc-
phenylalanine hydrazide.

General method for the synthesis of theN-Boc-phenylalanine
hydrazides acylated with fentanyl carboxylic acids (9a, b, c).
Peptide chemistry method. To the stirred mixture of acid
(7a, b, c, 0.25mmol) in CHCl3 (25mL) cooling in ice
bath, EDAC (0.048mL, 0.275mmol) was added. After
15min, HOBt (0.04 g, 0.275mmol) was added, and
after stirring for additional 15min, N-Boc-PheNHNH2

(0.07 g, 0.275mmol) was added. The reaction mixture
was allowed to come to room temperature and left
overnight. The solvent was removed in vacuo, and
acetone (15mL) was added to the remaining mixture,
which was then refluxed for 5–10min and allowed to
cool. Precipitate of the obtained acetone hydrazone
formed from excess of N-Boc-PheNHNH2 was filtered,
acetone was removed in vacuo, CHCl3 (25mL) was
added to remaining solid, and the solution was washed
twice with 5% NaHCO3 (10mL) and with water and
dried on MgSO4. Solvent evaporation gave pure (7a, b,
c) with 70–80% yield. If necessary, product can be
purified on silica gel column with the 4:1
chloroform/methanol solvent mixture.

Isoimidium perchlorates method. N-Boc-PheNHNH2

(0.07g, 0.275mmol) was added to the stirred suspension of
perchlorate (8) (0.25mmol) in CHCl3 (25mL), and the
solution was cooled in an ice bath before a dropwise
addition of triethylamine (0.13mL, 1mmol) in CHCl3
(5mL). The reaction mixture was allowed to come to room
temperature and left overnight. The solvent was removed in
vacuo, and acetone (15mL) was added to the remaining
mixture, which was then refluxed for 5–10min and allowed
to cool. Precipitate of the obtained acetone hydrazone was
filtered, acetone was removed in vacuo, CHCl3 (25mL) was
added to the remaining solid, and the solution was washed
twice with 5% NaHCO3 (10mL) and with water before it
was dried on MgSO4. Solvent evaporation gave pure (7a, b,
c) with 65–70% yield. If necessary, the product can be
purified on silica gel column with the 4:1
chloroform/methanol mixture.

Tert-butyl (1-oxo-1-(2-(4-oxo-4-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)
(phenyl)amino)butanoyl)hydrazinyl)-3-phenylpropan-2-yl)
carbamate (9a). Viscous oil; 0.12 g (75%); 1H-NMR
(600MHz, CDCl3): δ= 7.42–7.39 (m, 2H), 7.27–7.09
(m, 13H), 5.69 (d, J=8.8Hz, 1H), 5.39 (d, J=8.8Hz,
1H), 5.38 (d, J= 9.6Hz, 1H), 4.65 (m, 2H), 4.10 (s,
2H), 3.83 (s, 2H), 3.16 (m, 2H), 3.01 (d, J= 10.3Hz,
2H), 2.72 (m, 2H), 2.54 (m, 2H), 2.16 (m, 2H), 1.82
(m, 2H), 1.46 (qd, J= 12.3, 3.8Hz, 2H), 1.36 ppm (s,
9H); 13C-NMR (150MHz, CDCl3) δ=171.64, 169.01,
167.63, 155.49, 139.80, 136.95, 136.61, 130.28,
129.62, 129.49, 129.48, 128.70, 128.53, 128.49,
126.84, 126.22, 77.37, 60.12, 54.06, 52.88, 52.83,
38.66, 33.38, 30.55, 30.07, 29.18, 28.36; MS (EI,
70 eV) m/z (%): 641; HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+ calcd for
C37H47N5O5: 641.3577; found: 641.3583.
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Tert-butyl (1-oxo-1-(2-(5-oxo-5-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)
(phenyl)amino)pentanoyl)hydrazinyl)-3-phenylpropan-2-yl)
carbamate (9b). Viscous oil; 0.12 g (73%); 1H-NMR
(600MHz, CDCl3): δ=7.41–7.34 (m, 2H), 7.29–7.05 (m,
13H), 5.57 (d, J=8.8Hz, 1H), 5.41 (d, J=8.8Hz, 1H),
5.33 (d, J=9.6Hz, 1H), 4.64 (m, 2H), 3.13 (m, 2H), 3.01
(d, J=10.3Hz, 2H), 2.72 (m, 2H), 2.52 (m, 2H), 2.26 (t,
J=7.3Hz), 2.13 (m, 2H), 2.03 (m, 2H), 1.84 (quintet,
J=7.3Hz), 1.79 (m, 2H), 1.42 (m, 2H), 1.35 ppm (s, 9H);
13C-NMR (150MHz, CDCl3) δ=172.25, 168.65, 167.09,
155.61, 140.29, 136.96, 136.53, 130.37, 129.56, 129.49,
129.48, 128.72, 128.62, 128.49, 126.96, 126.14, 77.37,
60.55, 54.15, 53.18, 53.14, 38.61, 33.91, 33.72, 33.15,
30.61, 28.40, 21.37; MS (EI, 70 eV) m/z (%): 655;
HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+ calcd for C38H49N5O5:
655.3734 found: 655.3743

Tert-butyl (1-oxo-1-(2-(2-(2-oxo-2-((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-
yl)(phenyl)amino)ethoxy)acetyl)hydrazinyl)-3-phenylpropan-2-
yl)carbamate (9c). Viscous oil; 0.11g (67%); 1H-NMR
(600MHz, CDCl3): δ=7.39–7.33 (m, 2H), 7.27–7.07 (m,
13H), 5.58 (d, J=8.8Hz, 1H), 5.36 (d, J=8.8Hz, 1H), 5.33
(d, J=9.6Hz, 1H), 4.63 (m, 2H), 3.14 (m, 2H), 3.04 (d,
J=10.3Hz, 2H), 2.74 (m, 2H), 2.59 (m, 2H), 2.50 (t,
J=7.3Hz), 2.26 (t, J=7.3Hz), 2.19 (m, 2H), 1.79 (m, 2H),
1.47 (qd, J=12.3, 3.8Hz, 2H), 1.34ppm (s, 9H); 13C-NMR
(150MHz, CDCl3) δ=169.34, 168.93, 167.50, 155.62,
140.11, 136.59, 136.29, 130.14, 129.79, 129.51, 129.46,
128.64, 128.50, 128.42, 126.80, 126.10, 77.37, 71.23,
70.68, 60.38, 54.04, 52.93, 52.87, 38.66, 33.76, 30.16,
28.33; MS (EI, 70 eV) m/z (%): 657; HRMS-FAB m/z [M
+H]+ calcd for C37H47N5O6: 657.3526; found: 657.3543

General method for the Boc deprotection of the
N-Boc-phenylalanine hydrazides acylated with fentanyl
carboxylic acids (10a, b, c). To the stirred mixture of
hydrazide (10, 0.25mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10mL), on cooling, a
solution of CF3COOH (7mL) in CH2Cl2 (7mL) was added
dropwise. The reaction mixture was allowed to come to
room temperature overnight. The solvent and excess of
CF3COOH were removed in vacuo, and CH2Cl2 (25mL)
was added to the remaining mixture. The mixture was
cooled in an ice bath and basified with 28–30% NH4OH
solution. The organic layer was separated and dried on
MgSO4, and obtained (10a, b, c) were acylated with Boc-
Tyr(Boc)-D-Ala-Gly-OH.

General method for the synthesis of ligands with mixed
μ-profile/δ-profile (11a, b, c). Fmoc-Gly-OH (0.35g,
1.2mmol) and diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) (0.84mL,
4.8mmol) was added to a stirred suspension of 2-chlorotrityl
chloride resin (0.834g, 1.0mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10mL). After
2h, the resin was filtered and washed with
dimethylformamide (DMF) and CH2Cl2. The resin was
treated twice with 20% piperidine in DMF with mixing for 5
and 13min and washed with DMF and CH2Cl2.
>Fmoc-D-Ala-OH (1.558 g, 5.0mmol), HCTU [2-(6-

chloro-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethylaminium
hexafluorophosphate] (2.06 g, 5.0mmol), and DIEA
(1.74mL, 10.0mmol) in DMF (12mL) were added, and
the mixture was shaken for 30min, followed by washing
with DMF and CH2Cl2. After subsequent Fmoc
deprotection 5 and 13min and washing, Boc-Tyr(tBu)-
OH (1.69 g, 5.0mmol), HCTU (2.06 g, 5.0mmol), and
DIEA (1.74mL, 10.0mmol) in DMF (12mL) were added,
followed by mixing for 30min and washing with DMF
and CH2Cl2. The protected tripeptide was cleaved from
the resin with 12mL of 20% hexafluoroisopropanol in
CH2Cl2 for 1.5 h, which was evaporated to provide
(0.406 g, 87.1%) of the product. Boc-Tyr(tBu)-D-Ala-Gly-
OH (0.122 g, 0.24mmol), 10 (a–c) (0.22mmol), BOP
(0.115 g, 0.26mmol), HOBt (0.035 g, 0.26mmol), and
DIEA (114μL, 0.65mmol) in DMF (1.5mL) were stirred
overnight. The reaction mixture was diluted with ethyl
acetate and washed with 10% (aq.) potassium carbonate
and then dried over solid potassium carbonate. After
filtering, the solvent was evaporated. The resulting residue
was dissolved in 1:1 CH2Cl2/CF3COOH (4mL) and
stirred for 30min. After evaporating the reaction solvent
and coevaporation of excess CF3COOH with toluene and
diethyl ether, the residue was purified by reversed-phase
high-performance liquid chromatography (C18) using a
30–70% gradient of acetonitrile in 0.1% aq. CF3COOH
and lyophilized. Owing to the limited sensitivity of
natural-abundance 13C and the relatively large size of
compounds 11a–c, the 13C spectra were not conclusive.
Instead, the 1H spectra were resolved using 2D total
correlation spectroscopy and 2D rotational Overhauser
effect spectroscopy to confirm the connectivity.

4-(2-((R)-2-(2-((S)-2-((R)-2-Amino-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)
propanamido)propanamido) acetamido)-3-phenylpropanoyl)
hydrazinyl)-4-oxo-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)-N-phenyl-
butanamide trifluoroacetate (11a). Viscous oil; 0.13 g
(71%); 1H-NMR (600MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=10.03 (d,
J=11.1Hz, 1H), 9.82 (d, J=13.7Hz, 1H), 9.36 (s, 1H),
8.53 (d, J=7.6Hz, 1H), 8.15 (t, J=6.4Hz, 1H), 8.09 (d,
J=8.2Hz, 1H), 7.51 (t, J=7.5Hz, 2H), 7.46 (t, J=7.5Hz,
1H), 7.31 (t, J=7.5Hz, 2H), 7.29–7.15 (m, 10H), 7.00 (d,
J=8.5Hz, 2H), 6.69 (d, J=8.5Hz, 2H), 4.69 (m, 1H), 4.56
(m, 1H), 4.30 (m, 1H), 3.97 (m, 1H), 3.72 (m, 1H), 3.58
(m, 1H), 3.51 (m, 2H), 3.16 (m, 2H), 3.06 (m, 2H), 2.99
(m, 1H), 2.87 (m, 4H), 2.76 (m, 1H), 2.33 (m, 2H), 2.07 (t,
J=7.1Hz, 2H), 1.92 (m, 2H), 1.49 (m, 2H), 1.03ppm (d,

J=7.3Hz, 3H); α½ �20D =+57° (c 0.2; DMSO); MS (EI,
70eV) m/z (%): 832; HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+ calcd for
C46H56N8O7: 832.4272; found: 832.4283.

5-(2-((R)-2-(2-((S)-2-((R)-2-Amino-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)
propanamido)propanamido)acetamido)-3-phenylpropanoyl)
hydrazinyl)-5-oxo-N-(1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)-N-phenyl-
pentanamide trifluoroacetate (11b). Viscous oil; 0.14g
(75%); 1H-NMR (600MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=10.06 (s, 1H),
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9.89 (s, 1H), 9.47 (s, 1H), 8.59 (d, J=7.1Hz, 1H), 8.20 (t,
J=6.5Hz, 1H), 8.16 (d, J=8.2Hz, 1H), 7.49 (t, J=6.8Hz,
2H), 7.44 (t, J=6.8Hz, 1H), 7.31 (t, J=7.2Hz, 2H), 7.27–
7.15 (m, 10H), 7.00 (d, J=8.2Hz, 2H), 6.69 (d, J=8.2Hz,
2H), 4.72 (m, 1H), 4.55 (m, 1H), 4.29 (m, 1H), 3.97 (m,
1H), 3.70 (m, 1H), 3.57 (m, 1H), 3.50 (m, 2H), 3.16 (m,
2H), 3.08 (m, 2H), 2.98 (m, 1H), 2.87 (m, 4H), 2.75 (m,
1H), 2.01 (t, J=7.1Hz, 2H), 1.94 (m, 2H), 1.87 (t,
J=7.1Hz, 2H), 1.66 (quintet, J=7.1Hz, 2H) 1.48 (m,

2H), 1.02ppm (d, J=7.3Hz, 3H); α½ �20D =+58° (c 0.2;
DMSO); MS (EI, 70eV) m/z (%): 846; HRMS-FAB m/z
[M+H]+ calcd for C47H58N8O7: 846.4418; found: 846.4428.

(R)-2-Amino-N-((9R,15S)-9-benzyl-1,5,8,11,14-pentaoxo-1-
((1-phenethylpiperidin-4-yl)(phenyl)amino)-3-oxa-6,7,10,13-
tetraazahexadecan-15-yl)-3-(4-hydroxyphenyl)propanamide
trifluoroacetate (11c). Viscous oil; 0.14 g (75%); 1H-
NMR (600MHz, DMSO-d6): δ=10.09 (s, 1H), 9.89 (s,
1H), 9.47 (s, 1H), 8.59 (d, J=7.3Hz, 1H), 8.20 (m, 1H),
8.16 (d, J=8.4Hz, 1H), 7.52–7.44 (m, 3H), 7.30 (t,
J=7.3Hz, 2H), 7.29–7.15 (m, 10H), 7.00 (d, J=8.1Hz,
2H), 6.69 (d, J=8.1Hz, 2H), 4.71 (m, 1H), 4.56 (td,
J=9.3, 4.3Hz, 1H), 4.28 (m, 1H), 4.01 (s, 2H), 3.97 (m,
1H), 3.76 (s, 1H), 3.71 (m, 1H), 3.57 (m, 1H), 3.53 (m,
2H), 3.16 (m, 2H), 3.10 (m, 2H), 2.98 (m, 1H) 2.87 (m,
4H), 2.76 (m, 1H), 1.96 (m, 2H), 1.51 (m, 2H), 1.02 ppm

(d, J=6.8Hz, 3H); α½ �20D =+61° (c 0.2; DMSO); MS (EI,
70 eV) m/z (%): 848; HRMS-FAB m/z [M+H]+ calcd for
C46H56N8O7: 848.4221; found: 848.4233.
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Abstract 

Objective: Test the putative contribution of high-dose estrogen in the development of cortical 

spreading depression events and head pain in awake, non-restrained rats. 

Background: Migraine headache is one of the most common neurological disorders affecting 

roughly 1 billion people worldwide. While the mechanisms contributing to migraine 

pathophysiology are not fully elucidated, the disproportionate number of women afflicted 

suggests a prominent role for estrogen in migraine susceptibility; few preclinical studies use 

female subjects. 

Materials and Methods: Female, Sprague-Dawley rats were left intact or underwent 

ovariectomy followed one week later by surgery to place electrodes onto the dura to detect 

epidural electroencephalographic activity (dEEG). dEEG activity was recorded two days later for 

12 hours after systemic administration of 17-β-estradiol (180µg/kg, i.p.). A separate set of rats 

were observed for changes in natural exploratory, ambulatory, fine, and rearing behaviors; 

periorbital allodynia was also assessed.  

Results: A bolus of 17-β-estradiol significantly elevated serum estrogen levels, increased CSD 

episodes over a 12-hour recording period and decreased rearing behaviors in ovariectomized 

rats. Pre-administration of ICI 182,780, an estrogen receptor antagonist, blocked estradiol-

evoked CSD events and pain behaviors; similar results were observed when the antimigraine 

therapeutic sumatriptan was used.  

Conclusion: These data indicate that an estrogen receptor-mediated mechanism contributes to 

CSD events and pain behaviors in ovariectomized--but not intact--rats suggesting that natural 

estrogens play a role in migraine protection whereas changes in concentration may influence 

susceptibility. This is the first study to relate estrogen peaks to CSD and pain behaviors in 

awake, freely moving female rats, establishing a framework for future preclinical migraine 

studies. 
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Introduction 

Migraine is one of the most common neurological disorders in the world, affecting 14.2% 

of US adults.1 Overall, migraineurs spend nearly 2.5 times more than non-migraineurs in direct 

healthcare costs and results in approximately 11 days of missed work that costs up to 

$10,000/case annually.2, 3 Roughly two-thirds of migraineurs are female suggesting a potential 

role for estrogens in migraine pathophysiology,4 yet very few preclinical studies have used 

female subjects.5, 6 

According to the International Classification of Headache Disorders, two types of 

migraine are described: migraine with and without aura. Migraine with aura (MA), a focal 

neurological disturbance exhibiting predominantly visual symptoms, affects one-third of all 

migraineurs;7-9 this phenomenon is closely associated with cortical spreading depression (CSD). 

CSD events are self-propagating waves of membrane depolarization that travel at a rate of 2-5 

mm/min that is followed by both a negative shift of the direct current (DC) potential and 

increases in cerebral blood flow.10, 11 In MA, CSDs are thought to occur during the aura phase of 

migraine and precede the headache phase.12 CSD susceptibility (i.e., reduced CSD thresholds) 

and the probability of migraine attack are enhanced by increases in cortical excitability13-15 and 

result in an increased BOLD signal on fMRI.14, 16-19  

Female reproductive hormones, including estrogen and progesterone, are implicated in 

migraine development both clinically and pre-clinically.20, 21,22 Clinically, the onset of migraine 

attacks coincides with hormonal fluctuations such as those associated with puberty, some oral 

contraceptives, pregnancy, and menopause.21, 23-25  Moreover, it is well-accepted that migraine 

without aura can be triggered by steeply declining levels of ovarian hormones whereas MA is 

exacerbated by increasing levels of female reproductive hormones.6, 26 Preclinical studies have 

shown that estrogens, acting through both nuclear α- and β-estrogen receptors as well as 

GPR30,27, 28 increase cortical excitability and CSD susceptibility in brain slices.29 In anesthetized 
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rodent models of CSD, estrogen fluctuations reduced the CSD threshold and increased the 

frequency and velocity of CSD events.13, 30, 31  

To date, no studies have investigated the contribution of estrogen to CSD induction and 

headache pain behavior in awake, freely-moving, female rats. Here, we addressed this gap in 

knowledge and study the contribution of 17-β-estradiol to CSD and headache pain using our 

non-anesthetized rodent model32, 33, 34 including estrogen-receptor dependence and responsivity 

to sumatriptan, the leading abortive antimigraine. Estradiol administration induced CSDs and 

behaviors associated with headache pain. Both CSDs and pain behavior were inhibited by the 

estrogen receptor antagonist ICI 182,780 and sumatriptan, confirming both estrogen receptor 

dependence and responsivity to the leading abortive antimigraine, respectively.  
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Materials and Methods  

Animals 

Female, Sprague Dawley rats (275-300g) purchased from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN) were 

housed in a climate controlled room on a regular 12 hour light/dark cycle with lights on at 7:00 

am with food and water ad libitum. All procedures were performed during the 12-hour light cycle 

and according to the policies and recommendations of the International Association for the 

Study of Pain, the NIH guidelines for laboratory animals, and were approved by the IACUC of 

the University of Arizona. 

 

Drugs 

Ketamine/xylazine was purchased from Western Medical Supply (Arcadia, CA). 17-β-estradiol, 

ICI 182,780 and sumatriptan were purchased from Tocris (Ellisville, MO). 17-β-estradiol and ICI 

182,780 were dissolved in castor oil to appropriate concentrations the day of experiments. 

Sumatriptan was dissolved in saline. Castor oil and sterile saline (0.9%) served as appropriate 

controls. All drugs were administered via intraperitoneal (i.p.) injections. 

 

Removal of Ovaries 

Rats were anaesthetized with ketamine:xylazine (dose: 80:12 mg/kg, 1ml/kg) and 

ovariectomized.35 The ovaries were removed via a bilateral side approach, whereby a 3-5 mm 

incision is made through the skin, fascia and muscle. Ovarian arteries were ligated and the 

ovary excised. Prophylactic gentamicin 8mg/mL, 1mL/kg was delivered i.p. following surgery. 

The rats were given 7 days to recover before implantation of recording electrodes and/or any 

experiments (Figure 1A). 

 

Vaginal Smears 
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Estrous cycles of intact female rats were monitored by daily vaginal smears. The vaginal 

smears were interpreted as described by Goldman et al.36 Briefly, vaginal openings were 

flushed with 200 µL of sterile saline. Fresh samples were evaluated for cytology at the same 

time daily for 8 days using a Zeiss Axioskop 40 (10x/0.3 numerical aperture EC Plan-Neofluar 

objective). CSD events, serum concentrations, and pain behaviors were assessed on diestrus 

day 2.  

 

Serum Estrogen Concentration 

Serum concentrations of estrogen before and at 30 min, 2, 4, 6, 12 and 24 hours post injection 

of either a dose of 17-β-estradiol (180 µg/kg, i.p., n=3/time-point)37, 38 or vehicle (castor oil, 

1ml/kg) were determined. Briefly, ~1.5mL of blood were drawn via intracardiac puncture under 

isoflurane anesthesia (5% induction, 2.5% maintenance in air- 2L/min); animals were then 

decapitated. Samples were allowed to clot for 30 min at RT then spun in microcentrifuge tubes 

at 10,000 RPM for 30 min at 4°C to separate serum from erythrocytes. Serum was collected, 

flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and kept frozen at -80°C until day of concentration determination. 

An enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit for rat estrogen (E2) was purchased 

(Calbiotech, Spring Valley, CA) and performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

Implantation of recording electrodes: 

Silver chloride (AgCl) electrodes were prepared by flaming 0.25mm Ag wire (A-M Systems, Inc., 

Everett, WA) into spherical tips (1mm diameter) and subsequently coating the tips with chloride 

as previously reported.32 Rats were anaesthetized with ketamine/xylazine, as above, 7 days 

post-ovariectomy. The rats were fixed to a stereotaxic frame (Stoelting) and three burr holes 

were drilled through the skull using a manual drill to allow placement of the AgCl recording 

electrodes. The frontal and parietal lead electrodes were placed in the right hemisphere 2 mm 

lateral and 1.5 mm anterior to bregma and 2 mm lateral and 2.5 mm posterior to bregma, 
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respectively; the reference electrode was placed 7.5mm posterior to bregma (Figure 1B). Two 

screws (#MPX-080-3F-1M, Small Parts Inc., Miami Lakes, FL) were fastened into the left 

hemisphere of the skull separated by 2mm without going through the skull. The front screw 

served as a mounting support to assist in anchoring the multi-pin connector. The back screw 

served as a ground electrode, which was made by soldering silver wire onto the head of the 

screw. The four electrodes (three silver chloride electrodes and one ground electrode) were 

soldered into the bottom of a multi-pin connector (Continental Connector, Hatfield, PA) and the 

apparatus was fixed into place using dental cement.  

 

Electrophysiological Recordings 

Forty-eight hours after dural electrode implantation, rats were placed in a recording chamber (40 

cm L x 49 cm W x 37 cm H) and the multi-pin connector attached to an electro-cannular swivel 

(#CAY-675-6 commutator, Airflyte, Bayonne, NJ) mounted in the ceiling of the chamber. The 

swivel allowed rats to freely move about the chamber during the recording period. Animals were 

allowed to habituate to the chamber for one hour prior to any pharmacological intervention to 

permit electrical recordings to stabilize. Only those rats with stable electrical recordings were 

included in experimental groups. Signals led to separate DC and AC amplifiers (Grass Model 15 

amplifier system, 15A12 DC and 15A54 AC amplifiers, West Warick, RI) through insulated 

cables and collected with dEEG recording analysis software Gamma v.4.9 (Astro-Med, Inc. 

West Warick, RI). Following 17-β-estradiol or vehicle injection, the rats were observed for 12 

hours without interruption. Subsequent to dEEG recordings, animals were sacrificed and 

cemented electrodes were carefully removed to ensure there was no damage to the dura. Data 

from rats with damaged dura were excluded from analysis. 

 

Electrophysiological Recording Analysis 
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Following 12 hours of electrophysiological recording, the recording data was reviewed with 

Gamma Reviewer (Astro-Med, Inc. West Warick, RI) and analyzed for the CSDs offline. CSD 

events were determined by the DC shifts that were calculated from both the frontal and parietal 

electrodes that recorded the shifts. Cortical activity was defined as depressed during these 

events by measuring the significant reductions in both the power and amplitude of the dEEG 

tracings (i.e., recorded electrical activity was only considered a CSD event when in both frontal 

and parietal electrodes: 1) the AC current was reduced by half; 2) the DC current exhibited a 

downward shift by a minimum of 1mV; and 3) for a minimal duration of 30 s; Figure 1C). The 

velocity of CSD propagation was determined by analyzing the difference in time of onset of DC 

current depression between the frontal and parietal electrodes and dividing into 4mm (the 

distance between the two electrodes). 

CSD velocity =  _____4mm______ X    60 sec 

(depression onsetdiff)         1min 

 

Activity Testing 

Activity testing was conducted using behavioral techniques similar to those previously 

described.34, 39-41 Rats were acclimated to the testing room, but not to the activity recording 

chambers for 1 hour prior to injection. Rats were then administered an estrogen antagonist (ICI 

182,780), sumatriptan, or vehicle 2 hours prior to 17-β-estradiol or vehicle injection. Two hours 

after the second injection, animals were placed in individual recording chambers (41 cm long X 

41 cm wide X 39 cm high, Tru Scan Photobeam system: Coulbourn Instruments or 27.5 in long 

X 8.75 in wide X 13.125 in high, Place Preference system: San Diego Instruments). Each Tru 

Scan chamber has 2 photobeam sensor rings that measure all movements in 3 dimensions. 

One ring is located near the floor of the chamber measuring all horizontal movements including 

time, distance, and velocity of movements. The second ring is at the same fixed height across 

all chambers and records the vertical movements (i.e. rearing behavior) including the number of 
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plane breaks and time the rat is vertical. Locomotor/exploratory activity was recorded and 

analyzed using Tru Scan software v.3.11 (Coulbourn Instruments). The Place Preference 

system records movement with a 4 X 16 photobeam array providing x,y movement, captured 

into PAS Software (San Diego Instruments) which displays the information as exploration, 

ambulation, and fine movements. Vertical rears were counted each time a rat stood on both 

hind paws without grooming.  

 

Periorbital mechanical allodynia: 

Rats were acclimated to testing box 1 hour prior to evaluation of periorbital mechanical allodynia 

with von Frey filaments as previously described.32 Behavioral responses were determined by 

applying calibrated von Frey filaments perpendicularly to the midline of the forehead at the level 

of the eyes with sufficient force to cause the filament to slightly bend while held for 5 seconds. A 

response was indicated by a sharp withdrawal of the head. Mechanical thresholds were 

evaluated at baseline, 6 days post OVX before drug administration, and 2 hours post 17-β-

estradiol (180 µg/kg) or vehicle (castor oil, 1ml/kg) administration. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Prism software was employed to perform statistical analysis. For CSD and periorbital allodynia 

studies, the data were expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). A repeated 

measure two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was employed to analyze differences among 

treatment groups with a Student-Neuman-Keuls test applied post-hoc. In rearing experiments, 

data were expressed as mean ± SEM. A one-way ANOVA was used and an unpaired t-test with 

Welch’s correction to determine statistical significance. A p < 0.05 was accepted as statistically 

significant.  
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Results 

Serum estrogen (E2) levels  

Fluctuations in estradiol serum concentrations are associated with CSD and migraine.6, 26 17-β-

estradiol (180µg/kg) or vehicle (castor oil) was injected 7 days post-OVX or in intact rats, and 

samples were drawn at before (t=0) and 30 min, 2, 4, 6, 12, and 24 hour after injection to 

quantify estrogen levels. In naturally cycling female rats injected during the diestrus phase of the 

estrogen cycle, basal serum estrogen levels were 3.53 ± 0.76 pg/mL (Table 1, n=6). 

Administration of 17-β-estradiol (180µg/kg) significantly elevated serum estrogen levels (>300 

pg/mL, n=3, p<0.0001) after 30 min and remained significantly elevated for 2 hours above the 

ELISA kit limit of detection (300pg/mL) before returning to baseline after 24 hours (3.29 ± 0.05 

pg/mL, n=3). Vehicle treatment did not change serum estrogen levels in intact rats (n=3). We 

next determined if 17-β-estradiol administration similarly elevated serum estrogen levels in OVX 

rats, subjects typically used in preclinical studies. OVX rats had basal serum estrogen levels of 

2.57 ± 0.32 pg/mL (n=6) consistent with previous reports6. Acute administration of 17-β-estradiol 

elevated serum estrogen concentration which peaked 30 min post-injection at the limit of kit 

detection (>300pg/mL, n=3, p<0.0005) and remained significantly elevated for 6 hours (164.05 

pg/mL ± 48.58, p=0.005); levels returned to baseline after 24 hours (4.07 pg/mL ± 0.48, n=3). 

No significant fluctuation in serum E2 levels (t=0) was observed in vehicle-treated, OVX rats 

(n=3) at any time over the 24 h post-injection. 

 

17-β-estradiol induces CSD events 

Elevated estradiol levels are correlated with an increase in MA frequency. Since the 

distinguishing factor between MA and migraine without aura is the aura, typically associated 

with CSD events, we next asked if 17-β-estradiol induces CSDs in awake, freely-moving, female 

rats. Dural electroencephalogram traces were recorded for 12 hours following either 17-β-

estradiol (180µg/kg) or vehicle administration. In intact rats, estradiol did not increase the 
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number of CSD events in the 12 hours following administration compared to vehicle-treated 

animals (0.00 ± 0.00, n=7, and 0.13 ± 0.14 CSDs/animal, n=8 respectively; p=0.99; Figure 1D). 

Although 12.5% of intact rats treated with vehicle experienced a CSD event, no intact animals 

treated with 17-β-estradiol had detectable CSD events (Table 2). In contrast, 6 out of 10  OVX 

rats (60%) experienced a CSD event in 12 hours post administration of 17-β-estradiol compared 

to 1 out of 10 (10%) in vehicle-treated animals (Table 2). The average number of CSD events 

per animal in 12 hours post injection was significantly increased in 17-β-estradiol injected rats 

as compared to vehicle treated controls (1.4 ± 0.40, n=10, and 0.13 ± 0.13 CSDs/animal, n=10, 

respectively; p<0.005). Estrogen evoked CSD events in OVX rats propagated at a velocity of 

11.9 ± 1.79 mm/min. DC-shifts had an amplitude of 1.27 ± 0.09 mV and duration of 62.20 ± 8.80 

seconds (Table 2). These data suggest that removal of the ovaries increases susceptibility to 

17-β-estradiol induced CSD events. 

 

17-β-estradiol elicits pain behaviors after OVX 

Induced CSD events are not always associated with pain behaviors such as periorbital 

allodynia,32 and headache can occur independent from CSD. Therefore, we evaluated pain 

behaviors in intact or OVX rats exposed to 17-β-estradiol or castor oil. Animals were evaluated 

for periorbital mechanical allodynia with calibrated von Frey filaments; baseline mechanical 

thresholds were 7.85 ± 0.15 g. Administration of 17-β-estradiol significantly reduced mechanical 

threshold at 2 h in both intact and OVX rats compared to baseline (intact: 4.22 ± 1.11 g, p<0.05; 

OVX: 3.99 ± 1.03 g, p<0.005; Figure 2A). Castor oil vehicle had no effect on facial sensitivity in 

naturally cycling or OVX rats as compared to baseline values.  

In addition to periorbital allodynia, suppression of exploratory behaviors was recently 

linked to preclinical migraine.34, 37, 40 We determined if total time of exploration, ambulation, and 

fine movements, as well as rearing events were decreased in rats 2 hours after exposure to 

high dose 17-β-estradiol or vehicle. Exploratory behaviors such as transitional exploratory 
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events (i.e. chamber to chamber), ambulatory events, and fine movements were not significantly 

different between 17-β-estradiol and vehicle controls suggesting that these behaviors were not 

suppressed (p = 0.05, 0.12, and 0.25, respectively; Figure 2B-D) 2h after administration of 17-β-

estradiol. The total number of rearing events was assessed over 30 minutes, 2 h after vehicle or 

17-β-estradiol administration.  Rearing behavior was not significantly different between intact 

vehicle- and 17-β-estradiol- treated animals (52.73 ± 10.74, n=11 and 44.30 ± 6.21, n=10 

respectively, p=0.85; Figure 2E). The total number of rearing events over a 30 min time course 

was significantly reduced in OVX vehicle treated rats (19.38 ± 5.23, n=8, p<0.05) and for OVX 

animals treated with 17-β-estradiol (9.857 ± 1.98, n=7, p<0.005) compared to intact vehicle 

treated animals. To determine if reduced rearing correlated to exploring new environment, we 

assessed events in 5 min bins (Figure 2F). Most rearing events occurred in the first 5 minutes, 

consistent with exploring a new environment and subsided to very few (i.e. 0-2 events) over the 

30 min. Consistent with the total rearing data, both vehicle (8.25 ± 1.79, n=8, p<0.05; Figure 2C) 

and 17-β-estradiol (3.00 ± 0.65, n=7, p<0.005) treated OVX animals reared less over the first 10 

min as compared to intact vehicle-treated rats. These data, together with periorbital allodynia, 

indicate that 17-β-estradiol induced distinct manifestations of pain behaviors in both intact and 

OVX rats.  

 

17-β-estradiol evoked CSD events and suppressed rearing requires estrogen receptors 

Focusing on the OVX rats, which had a significantly higher number of CSDs and prominent pain 

behavior, we asked if estrogen receptor activation was required for 17-β-estradiol-induced 

CSDs and suppression of rearing behaviors. We administered the estrogen antagonist ICI 

182,780 (10mg/kg, i.p.) 2 hr before 17-β-estradiol or vehicle. 17-β-estradiol evoked CSD events 

were blocked in the presence of ICI 182,780 (Table 1, Figure 3A). Importantly, ICI 182,720 did 

not elicit CSD events when administered alone. Similarly, pretreatment with ICI 182,780 
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significantly prevented 17-β-estradiol-induced suppression of rearing events in rats (12.5 ± 2.26, 

n=6, p<0.05; Figure 3B). Thus, 17-β-estradiol induced CSD events and pain behaviors by 

activating estrogen receptors in OVX rats.  

 

Sumatriptan prevents 17-β-estradiol evoked CSD events and suppressed rearing  

We assessed the ability of the migraine therapeutic sumatriptan (0.6mg/kg, i.p.) to prevent 17-β-

estradiol CSD events or rearing behaviors. Pre-treatment with sumatriptan 2 hours before 17-β-

estradiol prevented the induction of CSD events in all rats (Table 1, Figure 4A); sumatriptan did 

not induce CSDs on its own. Sumatriptan pretreatment increased the number of rears in 17-β-

estradiol treated OVX animals (10.6 ± 1.95, n=10) back to that of OVX-vehicle treated rats 

(12.27 ± 3.14, n=6, p=0.21; Figure 4B).  

 

Discussion 

Migraine with aura is a debilitating disease that affects nearly 8% of migraineurs, the majority of 

whom are female.42-44 In addition to the aura and headache, the patients suffer from a greatly 

diminished quality of life as evidenced by a greater absenteeism from work/school, less 

productivity, and less overall energy.45 Increases in estrogen levels are implicated in the  

development of MA, but preclinical studies of this phenomenon in female subjects are lacking.6  

Here, we examined the role of estradiol in the induction of CSD events and headache pain, two 

characterizing features of MA, in non-anesthetized female rats. We show for the first time that 

high levels of 17-β-estradiol elicits CSD events and corresponding pain behaviors in both intact 

and OVX rats. These events likely require estrogen receptors and are prevented by pre-

administration of sumatriptan.  

Women are 3 times more likely to suffer from migraine headaches than males and on 

average have increased sensitivity to pain, implicating a role for estrogens in migraine.5, 46 

Plasma estradiol and progesterone levels in non-migrainous women not taking hormonal birth 
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control are lower throughout the menstrual cycle compared to migraineurs47 further supporting a 

role for estrogens within the female migraineurs population. Additionally, women who start 

menarche early (<12 years old) and postmenopausal women on estrogen hormone replacement 

therapy (HRT) suffer from more migraines when compared to control groups of women having 

later menarche (>12 years) and postmenopausal women not taking HRT, respectively.5, 48 

Moreover 67% of women with known migraine who had a surgical menopause report a 

worsening of headache.49 Interestingly, female migraineurs without aura taking combined oral 

contraceptives (i.e., those containing estrogen; COC) have been reported to have increased 

migraine attacks in between courses- when serum estrogen levels drop or are at the lowest 

point;50 serum estradiol levels peak following administration of oral contraception between 100-

120pg/ml.51-53 In contrast, in migraineurs with aura, COCs are associated with increased 

frequency and severity of migraine attack as well as increased risk of ischemic stroke54 and are 

thus contraindicated. Importantly, progesterone-only pills are not contraindicated in this 

population.55 These clinical findings highlight the idea that estrogen fluctuations can influence 

sub-populations of migraineurs differently.  

In the present study, we found that a single high dose of 17-β-estradiol increased serum 

concentrations of estradiol in both intact and OVX rats for up to 6 hrs. Elevated levels of 

estradiol in women with MA are associated with increases in migraine frequency and severity6, 

24, 56 and induction of CSD events.6, 13, 14, 18, 57 In our current investigation, spontaneous CSD 

events occurred after estrogen levels peaked suggesting that changing estrogen levels were 

required to induce CSDs.  Interestingly, CSDs persisted after estradiol levels had returned to 

baseline values (up to 12 hours) indicating a constant and increased susceptibility to neuronal 

dysregulation after 17-β-estradiol peak levels. Notably, OVX rats had an increased susceptibility 

to CSD induction as evidenced by a higher percentage of animals with CSD events in response 

to 17-β-estradiol, as well as an increased frequency of CSD events. These observations align 

with work by Sachs and colleagues showing that acute estrogen alone was able to induce CSDs 
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in rat neocortical slices29, as well as studies showing that chronic estrogen can reduce the 

threshold for initiation of  KCl-induced CSDs in anesthetized, OVX rats.30 Our data now show 

that 17-β-estradiol plays a role in CSD susceptibility and frequency in non-anesthetized, female 

rats after OVX. 

CSD events are linked to the aura that precedes migraine headache in 30% of 

migraineurs.  Previously, we have demonstrated that CSD events were not sufficient to induce 

headache-like pain behaviors alone but required concurrent activation of dural nociceptors.32 

Our present studies show that 17-β-estradiol induces periorbital allodynia in both naturally 

cycling and OVX rats to similar degrees. However, 17-β-estradiol only suppressed spontaneous 

rearing behavior in OVX rats. This latter observation aligns with a recent study by An et al., 

showing that estrogen administered to OVX rats enhanced incision evoked tactile sensitivity.58 

Interestingly, OVX-vehicle treated rats also reared less than intact rats. This may reflect residual 

sensitivity due to surgery as OVX animals remained sensitive up to 14 days post-OVX (data not 

shown) as estrogen fluctuations after OVX are minimal59, 60. Future studies will assess how OVX 

sensitizes animals to pain, including that induced by 17-β-estradiol.   

Various mechanisms of pain are attributed to estrogen. One study showed a decrease in 

cephalic pain sensitivity, inferred by attenuated dural mast cell recruitment during the peak 

estrous period (proestrus) of the rat estrous cycle in intact female rats.61 The same study also 

showed chronic administration of estrogen to ovariectomized animals increased mast cell 

recruitment and degranulation.61 This highlights the difference between the actual phenotype 

observed in intact female rats versus that simulated by hormone replacement. Another study 

suggests there is an increase in markers of migraine associated neuronal activation following 

chronic administration of estrogen.62  

Estradiol acts at nuclear α- and β-estrogen receptors as well as the membrane receptor 

GPR30.27, 28 These estrogen receptors are located throughout the craniofacial pain axis and the 

central nervous system.6, 63-66 Interestingly, fluctuations in estrogen levels or total loss of 
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endogenous estrogens can lead to changes in receptor expression,67, 68 including in the 

trigeminal ganglia64, 69 and cortex. In the present study, we showed that the non-selective 

estrogen receptor antagonist ICI 182,780 effectively prevented the induction of 17-β-estradiol 

induced CSDs and suppressed rearing behavior suggesting that estrogen receptors were 

activated. Additional studies will be required to assess contribution of individual receptor 

subtypes to migraine with aura in this model. 

Triptans are first-line therapies for episodic migraine associated with high therapeutic 

gains and favorable side-effect profiles8, 70-73. These compounds comprise 80% of migraine 

prescriptions72, and sumatriptan represents approximately 50% of the market72. In the current 

study we showed that pretreatment with sumatriptan prevented 17-β-estradiol induced CSD 

events. In contrast to our observation, acute sumatriptan did not reduce cGMP- or KCl-induced 

CSD events in preclinical studies74, 75. These differences may reflect variability in subject sex, 

intact versus OVX, alertness (i.e., anesthetized/awake), and model of CSD induction. In addition 

to preventing CSD induction, sumatriptan restored natural rearing behaviors to OVX, 17-β-

estradiol treated rats suggesting that this behavior was migraine-like and mimicked those 

reported by migraineurs.45, 73, 76, 77 These data are consistent with reports that triptans need to be 

on-board during prodrome for effect in migraineurs, and that triptans are ineffective when taken 

at the headache phase70, 73, 78-80.   

 

Limitations of this study 

While we provide a novel model of CSD induction, a few limitations to this study exist. Intact rats 

were assessed only in diestrus when estrogen levels are at their lowest6, 36. Moreover, only OVX 

rats exhibit estradiol-induced CSD. While this doesn’t necessarily recapitulate the human 

condition in most of the migraine patient population, it provides a compelling proof of concept 

with highly reproducible CSD induction and allows for the study of CSD and migraine with aura 
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in relation to the female sex hormones.  Although we did use a high dose of estradiol to induce 

CSD events, the efficacy of lower doses in this model is not excluded. Further, the acute 

administration and rapid onset of estradiol in our model does not replicate most migraineurs but 

does allow for the induction and analysis of CSD in order to study how estrogen peaks 

contribute to CSD development. 

 

Conclusion 

While estrogen withdrawal is associated with induction of migraine without aura in humans,50 

elevated estradiol likely contributes to MA. To our knowledge, this is the first report utilizing 

awake adult-female rats measuring both pain behaviors and cortical spreading depression as a 

marker for MA that links supra-physiologic 17-β-estradiol levels81, 82, to induction of CSD events 

and generation of pain behaviors in OVX rats in the absence of anesthetic. Our studies validate 

17-β-estradiol as an innovative behavioral model that recapitulates several aspects of clinical 

migraine and therapy responsiveness. Importantly, dEEG recording electrodes were installed 

via limited craniotomy; previous work has highlighted that dural damage alone may induce CSD 

events.32 Furthermore, high dose 17-β-estradiol was administered systemically allowing for an 

induction of pain behaviors to test therapy responsiveness in female rats free from craniotomy. 

These data corroborate a review by Eikermann-Haerter and colleagues suggesting that both the 

direction, rate of change, and basal set point of estrogen levels may influence migraine 

pathogenesis.13  
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Table 1. Serum estradiol levels in intact and OVX animals following i.p. administration of 17-β-

estradiol (180µg/kg) or vehicle 

Surgery Treatment BL 30 min 2 h 4 h 6 h 12 h 24 h 

Intact 

Vehicle 

3.53 ± 0.76 

10.24 ± 

4.58 
8.72 ± 2.64 9.12 ± 2.92 8.26 ± 2.39 

8.16 ± 

3.75 

11.84 ± 

5.19 

17-β >300.00 >300.00 
203.77 ± 

50.29 

103.51 ± 

36.74 

57.63 ± 

43.83 

3.29 ± 

0.01 

OVX 

Vehicle 

2.57 ± 0.32 

2.30 ± 

0.15 

2.11 ± 

0.02 

2.46 ± 

0.29 

2.71 ± 

0.32 

1.99 ± 

0.04 

2.61 ± 

0.17 

17-β >300.00 
204.45 ± 

95.55 

157.08 ± 

77.78 

164.05 ± 

48.58 

8.40 ± 

2.5 

4.07 ± 

0.48 

Data are presented as mean ± SEM (pg/mL) 
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Table 2. CSD characteristics amongst groups 

Surgery Group 
% animals 
with CSD 

Speed of 
propagation 

(mm/min) 

Amplitude 
(mV) 

Duration (s) 

Intact 

Vehicle 
1/8       

(12.5%) 
7.70 1.05 43.00 

17-β 
0/7         

(0.0%) 
N/A N/A N/A 

OVX 

Vehicle 
1/10       

(10.0%) 
7.70 2.64 118.00 

17-β 
6/10        
(60%) 

11.90 ± 1.79 1.27 ± 0.09 62.20 ± 8.80 

ICI 
1/6        

(16.6%) 
18.75 2.64 118.00 

17-β/ICI 
0/6          

(0.0%) 
N/A N/A N/A 

Suma 
0/6          

(0.0%) 
N/A N/A N/A 

17-β/Suma 
0/6         

(0.0%) 
N/A N/A N/A 
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Figure 1. 17-β-estradiol administration induces CSD events in ovariectomized rats (A) Schematic timeline of 
the procedures involved; electrode placement surgery is performed 1 week after ovariectomy and two days 
before dEEG recording. (B) Diagram of the electrode placement surgery. (C) A representative dEEG trace 

displaying a CSD event with a propagation speed of 4mm/min. (D) Estrogen induced 1.4 ± 0.4 CSDs per 
animal (n=10) in ovariectomized rats, while none were elicited in intact rats (n=7). Vehicle had no 

significant effect on OVX (0.1 ± 0.1 CSDs/animal, n=10) or intact (0.13 ± 0.13 CSDs per animal, n=8) rats 
over 12 hours. (E) Most CSD events were elicited during the first hour (4 CSDs) or between 7-9 hours (6 

CSDs) post administration 17-β-estradiol in OVX rats. **p<0.005  
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Figure 2. Pain evoked and suppressed behaviors elicited by 17-β-estradiol. (A) Facial withdrawal threshold 
(FWT) is reduced by administration of 17-β-estradiol. Vehicle treated intact rats have a FWT of 7.85 ± 0.16 
g (n=8), which is significantly reduced following estradiol administration (4.22 ± 1.11 g, n=8) or OVX and 
17-β-estradiol administration 7 days later (3.99 ± 1.04 g, n=9). (B) Exploratory events in 30 min was not 

statistically significant between vehicle and 17-β-estradiol treated animals (82.88 ± 26.12 events and 63.75 
± 11.81 events respectively) (C) Ambulatory events in 30 min was not statistically significant between 

vehicle and 17-β-estradiol treated animals (1098 ± 262 events and 827.3 ± 142 events respectively) (D) 
Fine movements in 30 min was not statistically significant between vehicle and 17-β-estradiol treated 

animals (238.8 ± 27.05 events and 199.8 ± 19.15 events respectively) (E) Number of rearing events in 30 
min following 17-β-estradiol treatment in OVX animals (n=11) is significantly reduced compared to vehicle 

treated intact animals (n=8). 17-β-estradiol treated OVX animals also exhibit significantly attenuated 
rearing compared to OVX vehicle treated animals (n=9). (F) Rearing is significantly reduced in the first 5 
min bin for both vehicle (n=8) and 17-β-estradiol (n=7) treated OVX animals compared to intact vehicle 

(n=8). *p<0.05, **p<0.005, ***p<0.001.  
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Figure 3. ICI 182,780 prevents estrogen induced CSD and estrogen induced reduction in exploratory 
behavior (A) 17-β-estradiol 180µg/kg induces CSD events in OVX rats over 12 hours (1.4 ± 0.4 CSDs, 

n=10) which is inhibited by ICI 182,780 10mg/kg, i.p. (0 ± 0 CSDs, n=10). (B) 17-β-estradiol reduction of 

rearing behavior over 5 minutes (n=6) is inhibited by pretreatment with ICI 182,780 10mg/kg, i.p. (n=6). 
*p<0.05; **p<0.005  
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Figure 4. Sumatriptan prevents estrogen induced CSD and estrogen induced reduction in exploratory 

behavior (A) 17-β-estradiol induces CSD events in 12 hours (1.4 ± 0.4 CSDs, n=10) which is inhibited by 

sumatriptan 0.6mg/kg, i.p. (0 ± 0 CSDs, n=6) (B) 17-β-estradiol reduces rearing behavior over 5 minutes 

(n=6) which is inhibited by sumatriptan 0.6mg/kg, i.p. (n=6). *p<0.05, **p<0.005  
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